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Abstract
This research investigates the properties of flours of different wheat
varieties, belonging to the Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS) and Canadian
Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) wheat classes, for their suitability in making yellow
alkaline noodles (YAN), a staple of Asian diets. Maximum cutting stress (MCS),
Stress-Relaxation and Kieffer rig tests are traditional methods that were used to
evaluate cooked YAN firmness. Ultrasound at 50 kHz was used to measure the
rheological properties of raw YAN made from the various wheat classes/varieties.
In general, higher protein CWRS wheat class flours produced firmer YAN, but
some CPSR wheat varieties produced comparable if not firmer YAN despite
being significantly lower in flour protein content. These differences were also
evident from ultrasonic tests. My research demonstrates the suitability of
Canadian wheat for YAN production as well as ultrasound’s ability to discriminate
raw YAN rheological properties.
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1. Introduction
Economic trade has provided access to culturally diverse material goods
and ethnic foods for billions of people today. Noodles, first originating in late
Neolithic China, are an example of such (Lu et al 2005, Bui and Small 2007).
Today, noodles are considered a staple food for many people living in East Asia,
particularly for those living in China, Japan and Korea (Huang and Morrison
1988, Ye et al 2009). To put into proper perspective the significance of noodles in
Asian diets, it was estimated in 2005 by the Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) that approximately 161 million tonnes of wheat per year in Asia is used for
noodle production (Bui and Small 2007). In countries like China, Japan and
Korea it is estimated that approximately 20-50% of total wheat flour consumption
is in the form of noodles, further highlighting their importance in Asian diets (He
et al 2010). Noodles in these regions are commonly made from wheat flour,
although flours from other cereals such as rice, buckwheat or starches from
mung bean, tapioca and sweet potato have been used (Lu and Nip 2006, Hou
2001, Fu 2008). Variation in noodles with respect to ingredients, size, color,
shape and method of manufacture are all due to regional preferences, resulting
in a vast number of noodle varieties available in the market place within countries
and around the world (Lu and Nip 2006, Hou 2001). Noodles made with wheat
flour however still remains the most popular and most common noodle to
consume worldwide (Hou 2001, Fu 2008).
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Due to the wide diversity of wheat noodles available, attempting to name
or categorizing them individually has become difficult. Therefore, industry has
divided wheat noodles into categories based upon the type of salt used in
formulation and basic processing methods (Fu 2008). Based solely on salt
composition, two distinct categories of wheat noodles can be made. Wheat
noodles made with the inclusion of alkaline salts, mainly sodium carbonate
(Na2CO3) and/or potassium carbonate (K2CO3), are known as yellow alkaline
noodles (YAN), while those made with only regular salt (NaCl) are known as
white salted noodles (WSN) (Hou 2001,Fu 2008). Table 1.1 illustrates the
different major types of noodles based on salt composition manufactured in
China, Japan and Korea.
Table 1.1. Major types of oriental noodles.
Region Noodle Type
China

Japan

Korea

Type of Salt

Instant noodles (bag or cup)
Chinese raw noodles
Cantonese noodles
Udon noodles
Chuka-men

Alkali
Sodium chloride
Alkali
Sodium chloride
Alkali

Udon noodles

Sodium chloride

Buckwheat noodles (soba)
Hira-men, hiya-mugi and so-men
Instant noodles (bag or cup)
Instant noodles (bag or cup)
Korean dry noodles
Udon noodles
Buckwheat noodles (soba)

Sodium chloride
Sodium chloride
Alkali
Alkali
Sodium chloride
Sodium chloride
Sodium chloride

Marketing
Condition
Fried, air-dried
Fresh
Fresh, dry
Boiled, dry
Fresh, boiled, dry,
steamed
Fresh, boiled, dry,
steamed
Fresh, dry
Dry
Fried, air-dried
Fried, air-dried
Dry
Boiled, fresh
Fresh, boiled, dry

Source: Hou 2001.

Alkali noodles make up less than 10% of the noodle production in China
where regular salted noodles are the more dominant wheat noodle variety
2

produced (Hou 2001, Fu 2008). In Japan however, alkali noodles, introduced into
the region from China much later, have a slight dominance in market share over
regular salted noodles, and increased consumption of the ever so popular alkali
containing instant noodle has been speculated to be the cause (Fu 2008). Salt
composition plays a role in noodle color (and texture), where YAN types are
found to be bright yellow in color while WSN types are creamy white (Hou 2001,
Bui and Small 2007).
The process in which noodles are made can further categorize them into
specific types. In general, all noodles are made using basic processing steps
which include ingredient mixing, dough resting, dough sheet forming,
compounding and reduction, dough sheet resting and cutting (Hou et al 2010).
The cutting stage of the basic processing of noodles is where noodle variety
determination really begins, as noodle strand shapes and width sizes are
characteristic of consumer preference in different regions (Hou 2001). Examples
of Japanese noodle types determined by noodle width size can be seen in Table
1.2.
Table 1.2. Japanese noodle types based on width.
Noodle Type
Width (mm)
So-men
Hiya-mugi
Udon
Hira-men

0.7-1.2 mm
1.7-1.7 mm
1.9-3.8 mm
5.0-6.0 mm

Source: Hou (2001).

After cutting noodle sheets into appropriate strand sizes, noodles may
undergo a secondary processing stage in which they are further categorized into
3

specific types. These secondary noodle processing stages include drying,
boiling, steaming and deep frying (instant noodles) (Hou 2001, Fu 2008, Hou et
al 2010). Examples of noodle types based on secondary processing stages are
shown in the following table (Table 1.3).
Table 1.1. Asian noodles classified according to secondary processing stages.
Noodle type
Secondary Process
Examples
Fresh

Packed after cutting.

Chinese raw noodles,
Cantonese noodles,
udon noodles, chukamen, Thai bamee and
soba noodles.

Dried

Fresh noodles dried by
sunlight or controlled
chambers.

Chinese raw noodles,
Cantonese noodles,
chukka-men, soba
noodles, hira-men, hiyamugi and so-men.

Boiled

Parboiling (80-90%
complete cooking) of fresh
noodles. May be coated
with oil to prevent sticking
of noodles.

Chinese wet noodles,
Hokkien, chukka-men,
udon noodles and soba
noodles, long life
noodles.

Streamed

Fresh noodles are
steamed and soften with
water through rinsing or
steeping.

Yakisoba, long life
noodles.

Deep fried

Fresh noodle strands are
waved and steamed for 23 min. Deep fried in hot oil
(135-150°C) for 1-2 min or
hot blast air (70-80°C) for
35-45 min.

Instant noodles (cup or
bag).

Freezing

Fresh noodles are boiled
and frozen (quick-freeze
10-20 min) to -15°C - -30°C.

Sources: Nagao (1996), Miskelly (1996), Hou (2001), Fu (2008) and Hou et al (2010).

The noodle manufacturing industry, like all industries, caters to the wants
and needs of their consumers. Noodles are made according to preferred noodle
4

appearances and eating textures. Both Chinese and Japanese type noodles
(Table 1.1) are made to appear bright yellow or creamy white, respectively, in
color at time of purchase. Chinese type noodles are preferred to be eaten when
they are firm (elastic) and chewy in texture while Japanese type noodles are
most enjoyable when they are smooth and soft with a slight chewy texture
(Miskelly 1996, Hou 2001, Crosbie and Ross 2004, Fu 2008). To ensure these
noodle quality parameters, noodle manufacturers will employ a panel of trained
sensory panelists (Nagao 1996, Hatcher 2010). In addition, noodle quality is also
assessed based on analytical instrumentation where unbiased results are used
for research purposes, as well as being used to compare and confirm noodle
quality results determined by sensory analyses (Hatcher 2010).
Using instrumental analysis to determine noodle quality has its
advantages over the sensory evaluation technique as noodle quality differences
due to small but significant formulation and processing modifications may not be
entirely discernible by sensory panels (Tsuji 1984, Hatcher 2010). Current noodle
quality assessments by instrumentation include digital color and noodle image
scanning devices and cooked noodle firmness and elasticity tests (Oh et al 1983,
Tsuji 1984, Oh et al 1985a, Yun et al 1997, Hatcher et al 1999a, Hatcher et al
1999b, Tang et al 1999, Hatcher et al 2000a, Hatcher et al 2000b, Epstein et al
2002, Hatcher et al 2002, Hatcher et al 2004, Ross 2006, Hatcher et al 2008b,
Hatcher et al 2008c, Hatcher et al 2009b, Ye et al 2009, Hatcher 2010, Hatcher
et al 2011). New developments in the field of ultrasonics as a fast and robust
non-destructive analytical tool to predict, evaluate and discern rheological
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properties of food products such as noodles have also been employed (Povey
and McClements 1988, Lee et al 1992, McClements 1995, McClements and
Gunasekaran 1997, Got et al 1999, Kidmose et al 2000, Coupland and Saggin
2003, Coupland 2004, Juodeikiene and Basinskeine 2004, Elmehdi et al 2004,
Dolatowski et al 2007, Cobus et al 2007, Bellido and Hatcher 2010). More
elaborate and comprehensive overviews of aspects pertaining to noodle
processing and noodle quality requirements are discussed in subsequent
sections.
There are three goals for this study of noodle properties based upon the
selection of two different classes of wheat, varying distinctly in flour protein
content and gluten strength (protein quality). The first goal is to investigate
differences in raw noodle appearance over time (color and speckiness) between
the two different wheat class/varieties. Secondly, to utilize conventional noodle
texture analysis methods, Maximum cutting stress (MCS), Stress-Relaxation
(SR) and Kieffer Rig, to assess the impact of flour protein content on cooked
noodle texture. And lastly, to use the principles of ultrasound as a means to
determine whether or not this new technique can be used as an analytical tool to
investigate, discern and provide insight into the rheological properties of raw
noodles.
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2. Literature Review
2.1. Wheat Production
According to the International Grains Council (IGC), wheat (Triticum spp.)
is the second largest crop produced in the world today. In 2010, the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) reported an estimated 218 million
hectares of land worldwide were occupied by wheat alone. In Canada,
approximately 9 million hectares of land were dedicated to wheat production in
2011, most of which (6.3 million hectares) were largely dedicated to hexaploid (T.
aestivum L.) spring wheat (Xue et al 2012, Statistics Canada 2011b, Statistics
Canada 2011c).
As reported by the IGC, in the harvest year of 2010-2011, an estimated
653 million tonnes of wheat were produced with a projected estimated increase
to 695 million tonnes of wheat in 2011-2012. Canada, reported by Agriculture
and Agri-Food Canada, produced approximately 23 million tonnes or 4% of the
world’s total wheat production that year (2010-2011) with an expected increase
to 24.5 million tonnes of wheat during the 2011-2012 crop year. Most wheat
varieties cultivated today are grouped under the broad category of common or
bread wheat, accounting for approximately 95% of the world’s wheat production
(Oleson 1994). Durum wheat, suitable for pasta and couscous, makes up the
remaining 5% (Oleson 1994).
Canadian wheat has always been regarded as being exceptional in terms
of quality due to highly regulated policies (registration) and governing bodies
7

(grading) that are put in place to protect the quality of Canadian grains, especially
in the interests of wheat (Macdonald 1994). This is also evident by the number of
countries, 70 or more, that are currently importing Canadian wheat for use and
consumption (Xue et al 2012). Because of the high demand for Canadian wheat,
Canada has become one of the top five leading wheat exporting countries in the
world today (Lyddon 2011).
The Canadian Grain Commission (CGC) reported in their annual
Canadian Grain Exports (2010-2011) report that more than 50% (approximately
12.2 million tonnes) of Canada’s total wheat supply was exported, bringing in
approximately $5.7 billion dollars that year in wheat sales (Statistics Canada
2011a). Of the total wheat Canada exported, over 50% (approximately 6.3 million
tonnes) was sold to Asia alone. Asian countries, especially South Korea and
Japan, have been heavy importers of Canadian wheat due to its exceptional
suitability for good bread and noodle making.
The majority of Canada’s wheat is produced in the prairie regions,
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, where more than 90% of Canada’s wheat
is cultivated (Edwards et al 2011, Xue et al 2012). Canadian wheat, like all
wheat, is characterized based on color, growth habit and quality (Oleson 1994).
On the basis of bread making quality, wheat can be divided into two classes:
hard and soft (Oleson 1994, Smith 1995). There are currently more than 200
varieties of wheat which are grown in Canada, all of which can be categorized
into one of nine wheat classes (Goodwin 2005, Edwards et al 2011). These
include Canada Western Red Spring (CWRS), Canadian Western Hard White
8

Spring (CWHWS), Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR), Canadian Prairie
Spring White (CPSW), Canadian Western Extra Strong (CWES), Canadian
Western Amber Durum (CWAD), Canadian Western Soft White Spring
(CWSWS), Canada Western Red Winter (CWRW) and Canada Western General
Purpose (CWGP) (Goodwin 2005, McCallum and DePauw 2008, Edwards et al
2011). Of the nine wheat classes, CWRS dominates in terms of seeded acreage,
occupying approximately 62% of the total wheat acreage in Canada (Xue et al
2012).
To maximize the utilization of wheat, it is typically milled to produce wheat
flour. Once flour is produced, the utilization of wheat flour (based on extraction
level and protein content) is endless. Wheat flour can be used to make vast
varieties of breads, pastries, pastas and of particular interest here, Asian
noodles.
2.2. Noodle Flour Quality
Noodle flour quality is highly driven by price, thus high quality flours are
purchased at premium prices. Flour protein, ash content (flour color), flour/starch
pasting characteristics and dough/gluten strength are some factors that impact
flour cost (Hou 2001). In most Asian countries, noodles account for
approximately 30-50% of wheat flour consumption (Nagao 1995, Miskelly 1996,
Hou 2001, Hatcher et al 2008). There are many types of noodle products made
in Asia, where differences in taste and texture are influenced by regional
preferences. Noodle varieties can be categorized into one of two broader
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categories as being either a white salted (WSN) or a yellow alkaline (YAN)
noodle type. Specifications of noodle flour quality pertaining to these two types of
noodles will be discussed in subsequent sections.
Generally, a manufacturer will consider wheat kernel color, class and
grade as a starting point. This is to ensure that minimum flour characteristics,
such as protein content, dough/gluten strength and starch properties (pasting
and swelling), are met, as these factors largely impact the overall appearance
and texture of the noodles (Hou 2001, Fu 2008).
2.2.1. Flour Particle Size and Color
Noodles can be made with either red or white wheat, however white wheat
is preferred as the bran specks (which may be present in the final product) are
less obvious to the consumer (Hou 2001, Okusu et al 2010). Generally, noodle
flour should come from sound, dry and clean wheat and is milled to produce a
good flour yield of fine flour (particle size less than 130 μm) with uniform particle
size distribution (Baik et al 1994a, Miskelly 1996, Hou 2001, Hatcher 2001, Fu
2008, Carson and Edwards 2009). Fine flour is compulsory for all noodle
production as this ensures an even hydration of particles within a specific time of
mixing and that the resulting noodles are physically intact and visually attractive
before eating (Hou 2001, Hatcher 2001). Typical noodle flours will have less than
15% of flour retained on a 100 μm sieve (Fu 2008). Noodles made with flours
containing too coarse or too fine particle sizes cause issues with water
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absorption resulting in inferior quality noodles (Miskelly 1996, Hatcher 2001,
Hatcher et al 2009a, Hatcher et al 2009b).
Flour color may also be used as a measure of flour quality. This is largely
influenced by the rate of wheat flour extraction (refinement), flour ash content
and flour particle size (Hatcher et al 2002, Fu 2008, Carson and Edwards 2009).
Flours that are clean and white (brighter) in appearance, due to lower extraction
rates and lower ash contents, are highly sought after for noodle making (Crosbie
and Ross 2004, Fu 2008, Carson and Edwards 2009). Higher flour extraction
rates (>65%) are not as desirable for noodle making as resulting flours will
contain higher levels of bran specks, thus noodles from these flours are poorer in
their visual appearance (Crosbie and Ross 2004). The largest noodle
manufacturer in Indonesia, IndoFoods, however produces five different quality
levels of noodles with one product (85% extraction flour), which is solely driven
by a poor consumer price point (D.W. Hatcher, personal communication).
2.2.2. Flour Protein
Protein content and quality largely impacts the textural properties of
noodles and depending on the noodle type/variety, flour protein requirements will
differ. Miskelly and Moss (1985) observed wheat flours containing less than 9.5%
flour protein produced YAN with unsatisfactory eating qualities. Japanese WSN
on the other hand is made with flour containing 8-10% protein (Nagao 1996).
Wheat flour streams from different wheat sources may be selected and blended
together for the sole purpose of acquiring appropriate noodle protein
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specifications (Huang and Morrison 1988, Crosbie et al 1992, Hou 2001, Hatcher
2001, Fu 2008). Generally, hard wheat provides more flour protein than soft
wheat (Carson and Edwards 2009). The quality aspect of wheat protein, with
respect to dough or gluten strength, can be evaluated by a Mixograph and/or
Brabender farinograph (Lukow et al 2006). Stronger doughs, relative to either
protein quantity and/or quality, have been shown to provide firmer (elastic)
noodles (Miskelly and Moss 1985, Hou 2001, Crosbie and Ross 2004, Lukow et
al 2006, Carson and Edwards 2009, Okusu et al 2010).
Gluten, made up primarily of gliadin and glutenin proteins, is responsible
for dough’s viscoelastic behaviour and is formed during the mixing of flour and
water (Carson and Edwards 2009, Hamer et al 2009, Shewry et al 2009). Gliadin
proteins are known to be responsible for the extensibility or viscous flow
behaviour, while glutenin proteins are responsible for the elastic behaviour of
wheat doughs (Shewry et al 2009, Zhou et al 2011). Sufficient overall gluten
strength, as well as a good balance of extensibility and elasticity (gliadin and
glutenin proteins, respectively), is essential in producing a high quality noodle
product.
Gluten that is too strong may tend to excessively shrink during sheeting
and gluten that is too weak may tend to rip or tear during dough handling and
sheeting (Hatcher 2001). Miskelly and Moss (1985) showed strong flours
(>11.7% flour protein and high Extensograph resistance and extensibility)
produced firmer (elastic) noodles than weaker (low protein) flours. Crosbie et al
(1999) found dough strength (Farinograph stability) significantly correlated with
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cooked noodle texture (0.71; P<0.01). Miskelly and Moss (1985) did note
however that while eating quality increased with protein content, color of the
noodles became less attractive. This too was noted in Miskelly’s (1984) work on
flour components and their effects on flour paste and noodle color. Ross et al
(1997) found a significant correlation between firmness and elasticity (r=0.94),
however firmness and elasticity were significantly inversely related to noodle
surface smoothness. These observations were also consistent with the work of
Konik et al (1994).
Flour protein quality influences dough physical properties when protein
quantity differences are miniscule (Konik et al 1994). Huang and Morrison (1988)
compared proteins from Chinese and British commons wheats and observed
SDS value (recognized index of protein quality) significantly correlated with
cooking quality, but did not with protein content. Furthermore, Huang and
Morrison (1988) isolated gliadins (via gel electrophoresis) from all of their
investigated flour samples and concluded gliadin bands 44.5 and 45.0 from
Chinese wheats were generally associated with strong gluten while band 41.0
was associated with weak gluten. Pogna et al (1982) also concluded that certain
γ-gliadin proteins were positively associated with stronger gluten properties.
2.2.3. Flour Starch
Starch constitutes a major proportion (65-70%) of wheat flour; thus it
performs a key role in the production and quality of noodles, particularly so for
white salted or Japanese udon noodles (Huang and Morrison 1988, Hatcher
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2001, Crosbie and Ross 2004, Wickramasinghe et al 2005, Fu 2008, Rakszegi et
al 2010). It is generally accepted that amylose content and starch pasting
properties also affect noodle quality (Wickramasinghe et al 2005). Wheat starch
is comprised of amylose and amylopection, where the ratio of the two ultimately
determines the intrinsic properties of starch (Hou 2001).
For superior quality white salted noodles (WSN), flour (generally from soft
wheat varieties) containing low amylose is desired (Ross et al 1997,
Wickramasinghe et al 2005). High starch swelling power, peak viscosity and
breakdown and low final viscosity and time to peak, all of which are
characteristics of low amylose content wheat flour, are strongly associated with
high quality WSN (Konik et al 1993, Baik et al 1994a, Akashi et al 1999,
Wickramasinghe et al 2005, Rakszegi et al 2010). Conversely, high starch peak
viscosity and breakdown negatively correlate with noodle firmness (elasticity),
which is a highly desirable eating quality requirement of YAN (Konik et al 1994).
Zhang et al (2011) observed a strong positive relationship between cooked
noodle firmness and amylose content when flour protein contents were kept
constant.
Furthermore, noodles made from flour with excessively damaged starch
should be avoided as damaged starch absorbs more water, thus preventing
optimal protein hydration, resulting in less extensible doughs, increased cooking
losses and contribute to poorer overall noodle appearance and eating qualities
(Hou 2001, Hatcher et al 2002). Zhang et al (2011) observed flours with highly
damaged starch produced less cohesive cooked noodles.
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2.2.4. White Salted Noodles (WSN)
White salted or Japanese type noodles are more commonly consumed in
Japan, as where udon type noodles are considered to be the standard of
Japanese noodles (Miskelly and Moss 1985, Nagao 1995). Japan for quite some
time was able to utilize domestically grown wheat for noodle production, however
short supplies of wheat in the early 1970s forced them to allocate wheat sources
from other countries (Nagao, 1996). In addition, the Japanese government
heavily subsidized domestic wheat growers to the point where making any
product from domesticated wheat economically unviable (D.W. Hatcher, personal
communication). Today Japan imports wheat from Australia, United States and
Canada to blend with domestically grown wheat as a means to meet minimum
flour specifications or obtain higher quality flours and noodle products (Nagao et
al 1977, Hatcher 2001, Okusu et al 2010).
Japanese consumers prefer WSN to be creamy white in color, smooth and
soft with a slightly chewy texture (Crobsie et al 1992, Nagao 1995, Fu 2008). For
these reasons WSN are made using soft or semi-soft wheat of low flour
extraction rate (45-60%) and flour ash content (0.36-0.40%) (Miskelly and Moss
1985, Miskelly 1996, Nagao 1996, Hou 2001, Fu 2008, Okusu et al 2010). These
flours will typically contain about 8-10% flour protein, have high starch swelling
and peak pasting viscosity characteristics (Nagao 1996, Akashi et al 1999,
Crosbie and Ross 2004, Wickramasinghe et al 2005, Fu 2008, Carson and
Edwards 2009, Okusu et al 2010). Extremely low protein content and weak
gluten strength are undesirable for any type of noodle production (Nagao 1996).
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High swelling and high paste viscosity of starch are most desirable for
WSN production but not in YAN production (Baik et al 1994a, Fu 2008, Okusu
2010). Salt, an ingredient in WSN, plays a role in starch swelling and peak
pasting properties (Bhattacharya and Corke 1996). Salt has been shown to
increase and regulate the swelling of granules, enhancing their structural
integrity, permitting the granule to be intact longer and swell to a larger extent,
thereby increasing starch peak viscosity (Ganz 1965, Bhattacharya and Corke
1996).
Crosbie (1991), Crosbie et al (1992) and Crosbie et al (1999) showed that
starch peak viscosity and swelling power were highly correlated with WSN eating
quality. Preferred texture of cooked salted noodles in Japan and Korea is
generally more governed by starch properties (amylose content, starch swelling
and gelling) rather than by flour protein, however lack in quantity or quality of
either flour starch or protein mitigates WSN quality (Crosbie et al 1992, Jun et al
1998, Wickramasinghe et al 2005).
2.2.5. Yellow Alkaline Noodles (YAN)
Yellow alkaline or Chinese type noodles are found more commonly
throughout Asia than WSN types. These types of noodles are sought as bright
yellow, free or minimal surface speckiness/discoloration and firm and chewy in
texture when eaten (Hatcher and Symons 2000a, Hou 2001, Wickramasinghe et
al 2005, Fu 2008, Hatcher et al 2008a, Hatcher et al 2008b, Hatcher et al 2008c).
For these reasons, YAN are made from carefully selected flour streams of semi-
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hard or hard wheat sources, blended to provide appropriate flour protein and ash
levels (Miskelly 1996, Nagao 1996, Okusu et al 2010).
Flour protein contents between 10-12% are most suitable for YANs as
higher protein flours result in desirably firmer cooked noodles (Nagao 1995,
Miskelly 1996, Nagao 1996, Jun et al 1998, Chen and Yang 2010). Both protein
quantity and quality govern YAN texture (Baik 2010). Where protein differences
are small however, protein quality becomes important as Huang and Morrison
(1988), Baik et al (1994a) and Nagao (1996), Ross et al 1997, and Crosbie et al
(1999) all noted strong correlations between protein quality (relative to the
presence of specific gliadins and glutenins) and noodle quality. Contrary to WSN,
flour starch characteristics for YANs differ, where lower starch paste peak
viscosity, breakdown, high setback and final viscosity are more suitable for the
overall texture of these types of noodles (Konik et al 1994, Bhattacharya and
Corke 1996, Miskelly 1996).
Similar to WSN, streams containing minimal bran contamination (early
break and reduction streams) are used; thus, low extraction rate flours (25-60%),
with 0.33-0.38% low flour ash content are most suitable for YAN production
(Nagao et al 1976, Akashi et al 1999, Ye et al 2009, Okusu et al 2010). By using
low extracted flours, YAN manufacturers are able to keep browning or
discoloration, as a result of polyphenol oxidase (PPO) activity, of noodles to a
minimum. PPO enzymes are located in the bran of milled wheat; thus increases
in flour extraction rates (cumulative flour yield) results in increased levels of PPO
enzymes (Hatcher and Kruger 1993, Baik et al 1995, Crosbie and Ross 2004).
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Hatcher and Kruger (1993) compared the PPO activities of individual flour
millstreams for five common Canadian wheat classes extracted at 75%, 80% and
85%. They concluded enzymic activity to be the highest (in increasing order) in
the sizings, first through third middling flours (interdispersed with break flours),
followed by the remaining middling flours, bran flours and shorts duster flour
streams. In general, Hatcher and Kruger (1993) observed PPO activity in a
particular flour stream increased on a per gram basis from 75% to 80% increased
extraction rate. Furthermore, Ye et al (2009) also observed wheat cultivar and
rate of flour extraction as factors that highly influenced raw noodle color over
time. They observed increases in ash content, CIE a* and b* values, and PPO
activity as flour extraction rates increased (50% to 70%). Similar findings were
observed by Oh et al (1985c), Kruger et al (1994), Baik et al (1995), Hatcher and
Symons (2000a) and Hatcher and Symons (2000b).
Stringent consumer demands for noodle quality govern manufacturers to
use flours that are bright in color as well as containing adequate protein (10-13%)
and ash (0.36-0.40%) levels that allow for the production of high quality YANs
(Nagao 1995, Miskelly 1996, Nagao 1996, Chen and Yang 2010).
2.3. Noodle Processing
2.3.1. Main Ingredients
Water and salt are indispensable ingredients besides flour in noodle
formulations. Without these ingredients, Asian noodles would not have their
characteristic taste and textural properties. General discussions about the
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importance as well as the basic requirements of water and salts (common and
alkaline salt) used in both WSN and YAN are made in subsequent sections.
2.3.1.1. Water
Water is an essential ingredient used for both WSN and YAN production
as it binds all other ingredients (flour and salt(s)), while simultaneously hydrating
protein and starch molecules to which noodle dough crumbs, exhibiting
viscoelastic behaviour, are formed (Hou 2001, Fu 2008). Water used in noodle
production must be clean and free of taste, odours and microorganisms (Hou
2001). Water should contain low levels of mineral salts as these compounds may
have an effect on flour hydration, dough properties, starch gelatinization and the
overall texture of the noodles (Fu 2008). Use of excessively hard (high mineral
concentration) water should be avoided as this can result in poor flour hydration
and retard the rate or degree of starch gelatinization during noodle steaming or
boiling (Fu 2008). Conversely, excessively soft (low mineral concentration) water
should be avoided as well as this type of water lacks gluten-strengthening
minerals, resulting in unwanted soft and sticky dough sheets (Fu 2008). Water
that is just right in hardness (medium to low) is deemed most suitable for use in
noodle processing.
The temperature of the water used in noodle production should also be
considered as this may affect mixing time and end noodle quality (Hou et al
2010). Water temperature that is too low (<18°C) slows down the rate of flour
hydration, hindering gluten development and requiring longer mixing times (Hou
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et al 2010). Conversely, using high water temperatures (>30°C) can denature
proteins and gelatinize starch, creating stickier doughs or increasing enzyme
activity resulting in diminishing noodle quality (Hou et al 2010).
The amount of water used in noodle processing should be optimized to
allow for ease of processing, finished noodle color, and textural characteristics
(Fu 2008, Hou et al 2010). Depending on the region (and variety) of noodle
production, WSNs may require 25-34% (flour weight) water while YANs may be
made with 28-37% water (Crosbie and Ross 2004, Fu 2008). Higher levels of
water can be used in the case of hand-made noodles or premium grade noodles,
where the dough crumbs (40-43% moisture) are mixed under vacuum (Crosbie
and Ross 2004). Insufficient or below optimum levels of water produce streaky
and/or flaky dough sheet surfaces (diminishing noodle color), resulting in very
brittle noodle strands when dried and softer cooked noodle texture due to
insufficient gluten development (Hou et al 2010). Using above optimum levels of
water in noodle formulation also has adverse quality effects, as doughs will be
stickier to handle and difficult to sheet tending to produce poor quality finished
noodles (Fu 2008, Hatcher et al 1999a, Hou et al 2010).
Hatcher and colleagues (1999a) demonstrated that WSN and YAN made
with 2% incrementing water absorption levels (from 28% to 34%) showed
declines in work input during sheeting, increased dough sheet length and
decreased noodle cooking time. These results also corroborate with those
observed by Edwards and colleagues (1996) with their work on WSN and YAN
dough rheology. Edwards et al (1996) found that as water absorption levels
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increased the degree of dough stiffness or G’ (storage modulus) decreased,
suggesting that the doughs displayed more viscous behaviour resulting in longer
dough sheet lengths, as also observed by Hatcher et al (1999a). Hatcher et al
(1999a) measured cooked noodle texture characteristics and showed that with
increasing water absorption levels, declines in recovery, resistance to
compression and maximum cutting stress were observed. They also found
significant declines in WSN brightness and YAN yellowness after 24 hours when
incrementing water absorption levels were used.
An optimum amount of water between 30-34% of flour weight is deemed
suitable for good quality noodles processed under normal conditions (Nagao
1995, Kruger 1996, Nagao 1996, Miskelly 1996, Hatcher 2001, Fu 2008, He et al
2010, Hou et al 2010). However, determination of optimum levels of water
required for noodle production is still dependent on the experience of the noodle
maker and hand feel for proper dough hydration and consistency (Hatcher et al
1999a).
2.3.1.2. Salt
Common salt is used to make Japanese WSN as well as in some YAN
varieties, where between 1-3% salt is incorporated into noodle formulations
(Nagao 1995, Nagao 1996, Hou 2001, Hatcher 2001, Lu and Nip 2006, Fu 2008).
Salt not only imparts flavor but also contributes in the development of noodle
dough and eating texture. Salt has been shown to strengthen and tighten gluten
structure thus improving dough viscoelasticity (Hou 2001, Fu 2008). Salt may
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also act as an inhibitor for enzyme activity, retarding oxidative discoloration, and
inhibiting microorganism growth where high temperature and humid
environments are normal for noodle manufacturing (Crosbie and Ross 2004, Fu
2008). In the case of drying noodles, salt may affect the rate of drying where
noodles made with higher amounts of salt dry at a slower rate than noodles
made at lower salt concentrations (Crosbie and Ross 2004, Fu 2008). Smoother
and more uniform dough internal structure, reduction in boiling time and softer
mouth feel are experienced with noodles made with common salt additions (Hou
2001, Crosbie and Ross 2004).
Salt also affects starch pasting properties. Bhattacharya and Corke (1996)
found that the starch paste peak viscosities were dramatically increased upon
2% salt additions. Ganz (1965) found that salt enhanced the integrity of the
starch granules allowing starch granules to swell and increase in size without
rupturing thus increasing starch peak viscosities. This starch characteristic is
highly desirable in WSN production as noodles are softer in texture, an attribute
highly desired by WSN consumers (Nagao 1996, Crosbie et al 1999, Hou 2001,
Fu 2008).
2.3.1.3. Alkaline Salt
Alkaline salt or kansui is used for the production of YAN, and can be found
in either solid or liquid forms (Hou 2001). The unique color, texture and flavor
imparted by YAN are due to the inclusion of alkaline salts (Fu 2008). The most
commonly used alkali salts are sodium and potassium carbonates (Na2CO3 and
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K2CO3) although some YAN have been made with sodium bicarbonate
(NaHCO3) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH, illegal in some countries) (Hou 2001,
Hatcher 2001, Crosbie and Ross 2004, Fu 2008). Usually 9:1 and 4:6
(Na2CO3:K2CO3) alkali salt ratio blends are used, however ratios and dosage
levels may vary depending on the type of YAN being manufactured (Miskelly
1996, Crosbie and Ross 2004, Hatcher et al 2008b, Hatcher et al 2008c).
Commonly, 0.5-1.5% of flour weight alkaline salt is used (Nagao 1996, Miskelly
1996, Hou 2001, Fu 2008). Like common salt, alkaline salts increase noodle
dough strength making the dough tougher, tighter and less extensible, resulting
in highly desirable firmer noodle texture when eaten (Konik et al 1994, Miskelly
1996, Hou 2001, Fu 2008, Hou et al 2010).
The color of YAN is also characteristic to alkali salts. The natural yellow
color of this noodle type is attributed by the presence of naturally occurring
flavonoid pigments in the flour, colorless at neutral pH levels, which are detached
from the starch and become yellow under alkaline conditions (Miskelly 1996, Hou
2001, Fu 2008, Hatcher et al 2008a, Hatcher et al 2008b, Hatcher et al 2008c).
There is a positive linear relationship observed between yellow color intensity, pH
and rate of flour extraction (Miskelly 1996, Hou 2001, Fu 2008).
Addition of 0.5-1% (flour weight) sodium hydroxide (NaOH) for YAN
production can be found in Southeast Asian countries like Malaysia and
Singapore, however, noodles prepared with this type of salt tend to be stickier
and not as firm as those made with more common (sodium and potassium
carbonates and bicarbonates) alkali salts (Hatcher 2001, Crosbie and Ross
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2004, Fu 2008). Higher than 1% addition levels of NaOH cause inadequate
gluten development as well as premature starch gelatinization; thus an increase
in dough stickiness is observed (Miskelly 1996, Hatcher 2001, Crosbie and Ross
2004).
Alkali salt additions result in desirable starch characteristic behaviours.
Bhattacharya and Corke (1996) demonstrated that alkali salt increased the rate
at which starch gelatinized indicated by lower gelatinization temperatures, shorter
gelatinization times and lowered starch paste peak viscosities. The authors
explained that due to high alkaline pH values, the structural integrity of the starch
granules could not be maintained therefore rapid breakdown of starch occurred,
resulting in lower starch paste peak viscosities, an attribute that is preferred in
YAN production (Konik et al 1994, Bhattacharya and Corke 1996, Hou 2001).
2.3.2. Basic Processing Steps
Traditionally, Asian noodles are handmade by repeated dough stretching
or dough sheeting with rolling pins followed by hand cutting into noodle strands
with a knife (Nagao 1996, Miskelly 1996, Hou et al 2010). Today, traditionally
handmade noodles have been replaced almost entirely by industry coined “roll
pressure stretching” technique, whereby noodle machines consisting of large
commercial mixers, rollers and cutters, are employed to mass produce and
optimize noodle production efficiency while obtaining and maintaining quality
consistency of noodles made for retail and food service markets (Nagao 1996,
Hatcher 2001, Hou et al 2010). Handmade noodles are still made today, but this
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technique is reserved for niche markets where demands for higher quality
noodles sold at premium prices in China and Japan are sought after (Hou et al
2010).
All machine made Asian noodles are produced using basic or primary
noodle processing steps that include mixing, compounding, sheeting, dough
resting and cutting stages which are essential in manufacturing noodles
regardless of variety or type (Nagao 1996, Hou 2001, Hatcher 2001, Hou et al
2010). Secondary processes such as air drying, deep-frying, steaming
(parboiling), boiling and freezing are carried out after the primary cutting stage,
where the selected secondary processing step is dependent on noodle type or
variety intended for manufacture (Miskelly 1996, Crosbie and Ross 2004, Fu
2008). Overviews of the primary noodle processing steps for both white salted
and yellow alkaline noodle are made in subsequent sections.
2.3.2.1. Mixing
The mixing step serves as a means to evenly blend and hydrate all the
raw materials together to create what are known as dough crumbs. Measured
amounts of flour, water (30-35% flour weight), salt (1-8% flour weight) and/or
alkaline salt (1% flour weight) are combined and mixed adequately (Crosbie and
Ross 2004, Fu 2008). Adequate mixing is to ensure that the gluten proteins and
starch granules absorb the saline or alkaline solution and swell gradually to form
the dough matrix (Hatcher 2001, Crosbie and Ross 2004, Fu 2008, Li and Tan
2009). Inadequate proportions of raw materials (flour, water, salt(s)) and mixing
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may result in insufficient particle hydration and/or gluten and starch damage
resulting in streaky, flaky or sticky dough sheets (Hou 2001, Crosbie and Ross
2004). Noodle strands resulting from insufficiently hydrated and mixed doughs
produce noodles that are highly susceptible to breakage during air-drying due to
non-cohesive zones and softer noodle textures because the gluten is less
developed (Hou 2001, Hou et al 2010). It should be noted that unlike bread
making, very little gluten is developed during the mixing stage as subsequent
sheeting steps are responsible for this aspect in noodle processing (Kim 1996,
Miskelly 1996, Fu 2008).
Two types of mixers being commonly used in the noodle industry are 20250 kg capacity vertical and horizontal pin mixers (Miskelly 1996, Corke and
Bhattacharya 1999, Hou et al 2010). Both types of mixers provide good mixing
and some kneading actions and are usually operated at medium speed (70-100
rpm) for 5-20 minutes depending on noodle type (Miskelly 1996, Crosbie and
Ross 2004, Fu 2008). Of the two types of mixers available, horizontal mixers are
more commonly used as they have shown to provide better mixing results (Hou
2001, Hou et al 2010).
Vertical pin mixers with large surface area mixing blades are limited for
use in large-scale automatic continuous noodle productions (Crosbie and Ross
2004, Ross and Hatcher 2005). They are very efficient in dispersing water evenly
for flour particle hydration during earlier stages of mixing as well as providing a
certain degree of kneading action once flour particles are evenly hydrated
(Crosbie and Ross 2004). Single or double shaft horizontal pin mixers, latter
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being more efficient, mixes the raw material into dough crumbs by blades
attached to the shafts moving in a single direction (single shaft) or simultaneously
in opposite directions (double shaft) (Nagao 1996, Fu 2008). These mixing
actions allow for the dough crumbs to move in both vertical and horizontal
directions, thus increase mixing uniformity and gluten development via the
beating action of the alternating blades (Fu 2008, Li and Tan 2009). Horizontal
mixers are also employed when a little stiffness is desired in the texture of
Chinese-type noodles or steamed noodles (Nagao 1996).
In addition to the two more common mixers, three other types of mixers
have also been used for noodle production and these include the continuous lowspeed mixer, continuous super high-speed mixer and the vacuum mixer (Nagao
1996, Fu 2008, Hou et al 2010). Low-speed mixers, designed to mimic handkneading, are used exclusively for high water (>40% flour weight) to flour
formulas and are mixed at 10 rpm via a paddle type blade (Fu 2008, Hou et al
2010). The gluten is well developed when low-speed mixers are used (slow
mixing over long time frame) but care must be given to this type of mixing as to
not over develop the gluten matrix resulting in adverse handling issues in
subsequent processing steps (multiple sheeting stage) (Hou et al 2010). Super
high speed-mixers are able to mix flour and water evenly in a matter of seconds
as speeds of 1500 rpm are used to move fine flour particles at fast speeds while
water is sprayed into the flour particles simultaneously (Fu 2008, Hou et al 2010).
The mechanism behind high-speed mixers is to increase exposure or contact
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surface area of the flour particles to the water particles, thus permitting fast and
even dough hydration (Fu 2008, Hou et al 2010).
In comparison to the low-speed and super high-speed mixer, the vacuum
mixer has become more popular for commercial noodle manufacturing. Mixing is
conducted in a pressure tight chamber and more water (36-40% of flour weight)
can be added to the noodle formulation without experiencing adverse dough
handling and noodle quality effects observed when mixing is done using normal
type mixers (Hou 2001, Fu 2008, Hou et al 2010, Li et al 2012). The inclusion of
more water allows for more uniform flour and water interaction (hydration), thus
facilitating better gluten development during both mixing and subsequent
sheeting stages (Fu 2008, Hou et al 2010, Li et al 2012). Furthermore, Solah and
colleagues (2007) found that WSN made from vacuum mixed doughs were
significantly glossier, brighter and creamier (white) in color than noodles
prepared from doughs mixed under normal conditions.
Optimal mixing temperature conditions should be between 25-30°C, where
temperatures lower or higher than the optimal range could slow flour hydration
and gluten development, increase enzyme activity as well as the possibility of
gluten damage (Fu 2008). Final dough crumb temperatures should be between
25-30°C (Crosbie and Ross 2004, Hou et al 2010).
2.3.2.2. Dough Resting
After mixing, noodle dough crumbs are rested for approximately 10-40
minutes before they are subjected to compounding and sheeting (Hou 2001, Fu
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2008, Hou 2010). Resting the dough crumbs help to equilibrate moisture
distribution throughout the dough matrix thus promoting gluten development as
well as improving starch gelatinization, resulting in much smoother and less
streaky dough sheets after the sheeting process (Hatcher 2001, Hou 2001, Fu
2008, Hou 2010). In large commercial noodle productions, it is common to see
dough crumbs being slowly mixed in large receiving containers as a means to
rest the dough. By slowly mixing (5-10 rpm) the dough crumbs for 10-20 minutes,
formation of large dough crumbs are prevented and heat generated from dough
mixing is removed (Crosbie and Ross 2004, Hou et al 2010). In addition, by
resting the dough through slow mix actions, the movement of the dough crumbs
can be used as a continuous delivery or feeding system to subsequent
compounding and sheeting stages. Dough resting is not common practice in
smaller commercial or family run noodle operations, thus noodles are of poorer
quality due to insufficient dough hydration and gluten development (Hatcher
2001).
2.3.2.3. Compounding and Sheet Formation
Dough crumbs that have been adequately rested can be subjected to
compounding and sheeting process steps. Contrary to breadmaking, where
gluten is developed entirely during mixing, most if not all of the gluten in noodle
dough is developed here (Kruger 1996, Fu 2008). Commercially, noodle crumbs
are split into two portions so that two sheets are obtained once each portion has
passed through a pair of 18-30 cm diameter rollers rotating in opposite inward
directions (Nagao 1996, Fu 2008, Hou et al 2010). Resulting sheets after the first
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initial passes have rough surfaces and are weak in structure, therefore the two
sheets are combined together (compounded) and passed through a second set
of rollers of the similar diameter to form a smoother, larger and stronger dough
sheet (Hou et al 2010). The roll gap at this stage (compounding) is adjusted so
that the dough thickness reduction is between 30-50% to help further develop
gluten by pressure at the moment of passing (Nagao 1996, Hou 2001, Hou et al
2010). Compounding of the two sheets serves a few reasons. First is to even out
the potential difference of dough density between the two sheets, secondly it
accelerates gluten development via mechanical work input and lastly it is to
obtain dough homogeneity (Ross and Hatcher 2005, Hou et al 2010).
Although it may appear that the dough is quite uniform after compounding,
the gluten is still not fully developed and must be subjected to further sheeting
steps to achieve a more continuous gluten structure (Nagao 1996, Miskelly
1996). Prior to sheeting, resting of the compounded dough sheet is common
practice and is done so as to relax and mellow tensed gluten structure and to
improve its performance through subsequent sheet reduction passes (Hou 2001,
Crosbie and Ross 2004, Ross and Hatcher 2005, Hou et al 2010). Compounded
dough sheets may be rested for a few minutes or as long as a few hours through
slow passage movement via automated conveyor belts or by storing dough
sheets wound on wooden or plastic spools in suitable and controlled
environments (Fu 2008).
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2.3.2.4. Noodle Sheet Reduction
Following resting, the dough sheet can now be subjected to a series of
sheet reductions whereby gap settings of subsequent rollers are gradually
reduced to provide resulting noodle sheet thicknesses between 15-30% (Ross
and Hatcher 2005). Normally three to five or six additional sets of rollers are set
up one after another following the compounding rollers with successively
decreasing and increasing roll diameters and speeds, respectively (Nagao 1996,
Fu 2008, Hou et al 2010). Table 2.1 is an example of optimum noodle machine
settings for a typical commercial noodle manufacture.
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Table 2.1. Typical commercial setting of noodle making machine.
Steps
Rolls
Roll
Roll Speed
Diameter
(rpm)
(mm)
Sheet Forming
#1, #2
240
5
Compounding
#3
300
8
Reduction and
Sheeting

#4
#5
#6
#7
#8

240
180
150
120
90

15
30
45
70
100

Sheet
Thickness
(mm)
4
4
2.4
1.7
1.3
1.1
1.0

Source: Hou et al (2010).

Care should be given as to not reduce noodle thicknesses greater than
30% as noodle sheets may tear, damaging gluten and diminishing the overall
end noodle quality (Hou 2001, Crosbie and Ross 2004, Ross and Hatcher 2005,
Fu 2008, Hou et al 2010). Through repeated sheeting, the density of the noodle
sheet increases as possible tiny trapped air bubbles are pressed out, resulting in
a more rigid structure (Hou 2001, Fu 2008, Hou et al 2010). In addition, roller
temperatures should be controlled as temperature significantly affects the
physical properties of gluten, as gluten will not develop properly if rollers are too
cold or they may acquire a rough dry surface if rollers are too hot (Crosbie and
Ross 2004, Ross and Hatcher 2005, Fu 2008).
2.3.2.5. Cutting
Noodle sheets can be cut into strands of various sizes and shapes that
are specific to the type being produced and for more practical considerations
such as cooking, steaming and drying times (Crosbie and Ross 2004, Ross and
Hatcher 2005, Fu 2008). In general, after the final sheet reduction step, noodles
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are fed directly into a pair of slotted inward rotating cutters of identical slot widths,
offset from one another to allow for cutting (lengthwise) of the noodle sheets
(Crosbie and Ross 2004, Ross and Hatcher 2005, Fu 2008). Resulting noodles
strands can now be cut to specific lengths relative to the type of noodle being
produced by a length cutter. Table 2.2 indicates some of the noodle strand
dimensions for some Asian noodle types.
Table 2.2. Dimension of Asian noodle strands.
Noodle Type
Thickness (mm)
Chinese raw
1.2
Japanese udon
2.5
Chinese wet (Taiwan)
1.5
Chinese wet (Malaysia)
1.7
Chuka-mein
1.4
Fried instant (Bag)
1.2
Fried (Cup)
0.9
Thailand Bamee
1.5

Width (mm)
2.5
3.0
1.5
1.7
1.5
1.5
1.3
1.5

Source: Hou (2001).

Following the cutting stage, noodles can be subjected to further processes
or secondary processing steps relative to the type of noodle intended for
manufacture. Some secondary processing steps include, boiling, steaming,
drying, deep-frying, and freezing (Nagao 1996, Miskelly 1996, Hou 2001, Crosbie
and Ross 2004, Fu 2008, Hou et al 2010).
2.4. Noodle Quality
Grades for the quality of white salted (WSN) and yellow alkaline (YAN)
noodles are assessed based on two important factors: noodle color and texture.
However the definition of quality differs between a consumer and a processor. In
general, noodle color and color stability are important when assessing both white
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salted noodles (Japanese Udon) and yellow alkaline noodles (Chinese raw).
These types of noodle are deemed high quality if their respective noodle colors
appear to be even and bright in color, in addition to having minimal discoloration
and speck development over time (Crosbie and Ross 2004, Hatcher 2010). The
other important factor of noodle quality is texture. Texture, influenced by
interactions between hydrated protein and starch, is essential for all types of
noodles and are manufactured according to consumer preferences (Hou 2001).
Generally speaking, YAN are preferred to be firm while WSN are preferred to be
soft in cooked noodle texture.
In this section, general discussions about influencing factors of noodle
quality, particularly noodle color quality, for both white salted noodles and yellow
alkaline noodles are made. Influencing factors of noodle texture quality has been
made in previous sections therefore it will not be discussed here. In addition,
methods used to determine the extent of noodle quality pertaining to color and
texture are discussed here as well.
2.4.1. Noodle Color Influenced by Flour Properties
The level of quality a noodle has starts with the quality of the raw
materials, particularly the quality of the flour used. Flour extraction levels and ash
contents have profound influences on noodle appearance. The appearance of
cooked noodles noticeably declines as flour extraction rates increase (Kruger et
al 1994). Higher extracted flours (straight grade) generally produce duller looking
noodles and chances of discoloration during processing and/or storing are also
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higher as these flours contain more bran fragments, therefore a higher presence
of oxidative enzymes and oxidizing phenolics are present (Kruger et al 1992,
Hatcher and Kruger 1993, Crosbie and Ross 2004). Lower extraction flours
(patent flours) are preferred over high extraction flours as they produce noodles
which are brighter and very little bran specks are visible (Hatcher et al 2004). In
addition, flour from white seed coated wheat is preferred over red seed coated
wheat for noodle production as any presence of their bran specks is less visible
to the naked eye (Hatcher 2010).
Hatcher and colleagues (2008b) made comparisons of raw noodle color
brightness between YAN made with patent and straight grade durum wheat,
Canada red spring and hard white spring wheat flours. They observed higher L*
values (CIELAB color variable) for noodles made with patent grade flours. These
results were also in agreement with those found by Miskelly and Moss (1985),
Kruger et al (1994) and Hatcher and Symons (2000a), where both WSN and
YAN made with patent grade (low extraction) flours were brighter (higher L*
values) than those made with straight grade (high extraction) flours.
Hatcher and colleagues (2008b) also observed that patent grade flours
produced raw noodle sheets with significantly less visible surface specks than
those made with the straight grade flours, indicating that flour extraction levels
has an effect on the quality appearance of noodles. The actual darkness or
densities of the individual specks were quantified by Hatcher and Symons
(2000a) using special image analysis software. Specks were measured on a gray
level scale between 0-255, where the higher the number meant the lighter or
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brighter the speck color was. It was observed that the patent grade flours had the
highest noodle mean speck lightness values, indicating that the patent grade
flours produced raw noodle sheets with the lightest speck colors.
Protein content influences noodle color as well. It has been shown that
noodle brightness is inversely related to protein content, particularly so for yellow
alkaline noodles (Miskelly 1984, Miskelly and Moss 1985, Baik et al 1995,
Hatcher et al 2008b). Baik and colleagues (1995) monitored the discoloration of
WSN and YAN doughs made from different classes and varieties of the wheat
flour of the same extraction rate but varying flour protein levels. They found that
as flour protein content increased, noodle dough brightness decreased indicating
a negative linear correlation between L* color variable and wheat flour protein.
This was a general observation for all classes of wheat used in their study. This
was also in agreement with the work of Miskelly (1984) and Miskelly and Moss
(1985).
Polyphenol oxidase (PPO), an enzyme responsible for changes in noodle
color (Hatcher and Symons (2000a), was also hypothesized by Baik et al (1994b)
to be an influencing factor for noodle discoloration. Linear correlations found
between L* values and PPO activity were found to confirm their hypothesis. In
addition, Hatcher et al (2008b) found that YAN made with durum wheat were
brighter in color than the Canada Western Red Spring (CWRS) and the Canada
Western Hard White Spring (CWHWS) wheats. They suspected this was due to
the lower oxidative enzyme activity found in durum wheat than common wheat
that was contributing to smaller changes in L* values over time. This was also in
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agreement with the work of Hatcher and Kruger (1993, 1997), where in both
studies, increases in PPO activity were observed with increasing extraction rates
(75-85%) for all wheat classes studied.
In addition, flour particle size may also influence noodle quality. Hatcher
and colleagues (2002) found that raw WSN sheets made with flour particles of 85
μm produced the brightest or lightest (high L* values) noodle color and as flour
particle sizes increased, noodle brightness decreased. Hatcher and colleagues
(2008c) also observed a negative correlation between flour particle size and raw
noodle sheet color for their work on YANs as well.
2.4.2. Methods to Determine Noodle Color and Texture Quality
2.4.2.1. Sensory Evaluation
Sensory evaluations are considered to be very reliable methods for
measuring noodle quality parameters such as appearance, texture and flavor (Fu
and Malcolmson 2010). Consumer-oriented and product-oriented sensory tests
are two distinct types of tests currently used by large commercial noodle
manufacturers to obtained information on the quality of the noodles they produce
(Fu and Malcolmson 2010, Hatcher 2010).
Product-oriented tests involve the assessment of noodles by trained
panelists and are objective since tests are repeatable and carried out in an
unbiased manner (Fu and Malcolmson 2010). Conversely, consumer-oriented
tests are designed to be subjective, as manufacturers are trying to obtain
consumer likes and dislikes on the noodle products they produce (Fu and
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Malcolmson 2010). It is apparent that the results from consumer-oriented
sensory tests are not reproducible since panelists (general untrained consumers)
are random participants. From a scientific research standpoint, where statistically
sound and reproducible data is desired, product-oriented tests may be more
informative of noodle quality.
There are a number of sensory methods within each test (product- or
consumer-oriented) that can be used, with descriptive test methods being the
main types used as these involve rating the intensity of several defined attributes
pertaining to noodle quality (Fu and Malcolmson 2010). Sensory methods for
product-oriented type tests include threshold, difference, scaling, duration,
descriptive analysis and scoring, while those used in consumer-oriented type
tests include acceptance, preference and hedonic sensory methods (Fu and
Malcolmson 2010).
2.4.2.2. Instrumental Methods to Determine Noodle Color and Appearance
Regardless of noodle type, a consumer’s or manufacturer’s first opinion is
solely based on visual appearance. Noodles that appear to have bright surfaces
free of discoloration and specks as well as being vibrant in their respective
noodle colors are regarded as high quality products. However, the assessment of
noodle color and appearance by the human eye is subjective. Instrumental
methods have therefore been developed by researchers to help negate
subjective influences and to provide consistent and statistically sound information
relating to noodle color and appearance.
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The interaction of the instrumental light source and the spectral
reflectance properties of the noodle sheet influence how color is perceived
(Hatcher 2010). For example, the light source either being sunlight, fluorescent
light, halogen or tungsten lighting all have different spectral power distributions
which cause the appearance of the noodle color to be different under different
types of lighting (Hatcher 2010). In general, there are two broad ways of
instrumentally evaluating noodle color: the tristimulus method and the
spectrophotometric method.
Use of the tristimulus method involves the use of three sensors that are
capable of measuring red, green and blue (or X, Y, Z values, respectively)
sensitivities within the spectrum of visible light (Hatcher 2010). The
spectrophotometric method employs many sensors, all being individually
sensitive to a particular wavelength. Readings from each individual sensor in the
spectrophotometric method are integrated by a computer which generates X, Y
and Z values that are in turn used to calculate the color variables of the noodles
(Hatcher 2010).
The most common noodle color values or variables being reported are the
L*, a* and b* CIELAB color space functions, where L* represents noodle
lightness or brightness, a* indicates the position on the red-green color axis, and
b* indicates the position on the yellow-blue color axis (Hatcher 2010). It should
be noted that while both tristimulus and spectrophotometric color evaluation
methods use L*, a* and b* color variables, slight differences in these variables
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are observed between the two methods, however the color trends and rankings
of samples stay relatively consistent.
Measurement of noodle color is generally taken immediately after
commercial noodle production (0 hours) and at 1, 2, 7 and 24 hours later to
determine noodle color characteristics and the retention or stability of noodle
color over time (Hatcher 2010). Common practice in industry is to either use a
hand-held colorimeter to take color readings on the production line or to take
samples back to a lab with a calibrated spectrocolorimeter. The “correct” mode of
presenting a noodle sample to a color reading device or instrument remains
unresolved. There currently is no standard or correct way of presenting a noodle
sample to a color reading device. The key however, is to maintain sample-todevice placement consistency so that meaningful comparisons of noodle color
can be made when other variables in noodle production and formulation are
changed and manipulated (Hatcher 2010). Presently, quality assurance
laboratories of noodle manufacturers may take noodle color readings by placing
a sheet of noodle on a white background while others may employ a black
background instead. Other sample-to-device presentation methods also include
the use of no background but where noodle sheets are stacked one on top of the
other until a consistent color is achieved and a color reading is taken (Hatcher
2010). Another sample-to-device presentation method is to measure the color of
a three layer folded noodle sheet where the factor of ambient or any external light
is eliminated by an enclosed black container (Hatcher 2010).
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Colorimeters help manufacturers assess noodle color; however it does not
provide adequate information about the entire appearance of the noodle sheet as
only 2-5 cm2 of viewing area is assessed (Hatcher et al 2004). The colorimeter
method lacks the ability to detect the overall color change of the entire noodle
sheet, thus localized areas of accelerated darkening or speckiness are not
accounted for with the colorimeter. Noodle speckiness is a critical assessment
factor that influences consumer buying decisions and a measuring technique
needs to be developed to address this quality issue as well. To address these
other concerns relating to noodle appearance, image analysis has been
developed. In the past, research work using image analysis to look at raw WSN
and YAN by a number of researchers (Hatcher et al 1999b, Hatcher and Symons
2000a, Hatcher and Symons 2000b and Hatcher et al 2004) have been
investigated. In all of the experiments they found that image analysis technology
was able to detect and discriminate noodle speck differences based on flour
refinement, noodle type and wheat cultivar. The image analysis set-up used by
Hatcher et al (1999b) and Hatcher and Symons (2000a, 2000b) to capture
noodle images involved a color camera that was attached to a macroscope, a
commercial frame grabber (scanner bed) and in-house software. Illumination
consistency and optimal surface characteristic discrimination was achieved by
standardizing the camera using a Kodak #3 grey scale and a standard white tile.
In order to quantify the noodle sheet speckiness, a minimum difference in
darkness between discolored specks and the noodle surface, known as the delta
grey, must be operator defined (Hatcher 2010). The delta grey value is a known
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threshold value that is used to discriminate between the level of darkness
between the speck and the noodle background (Hatcher and Symons 2000a,
Hatcher and Symons 2000b, Hatcher 2010). The discolored speck must exceed
the background by a given threshold value in order for it to be detected. This
minimum difference in speck darkness ranges on a scale of 0 to 255, with the
higher the value serving as an indication of the lighter or brighter the speck is in
color (Hatcher and Symons 2000a, Hatcher and Symons 2000b, Hatcher 2010).
Hatcher (2010) also explains that discrimination of specks can be
achieved through a second operator defined parameter known as the minimum
threshold speck size, where the speck must exceed a minimum size of 3 x 10 -3
mm2 in order to be detected by the image analysis system. In 2004, Hatcher and
colleagues tried to further develop this image analysis technique as the previous
method involving the use of an expensive camera and macroscope were not
economically feasible for routine laboratory noodle image analysis at large
commercial noodle manufacturing facilities. They evaluated the ability of an
inexpensive scanner based system to discriminate the changes in noodle surface
appearance over time. Instead of the use of a camera and macroscope to
capture raw noodle images, a scanner bed was employed and connected to a
computer system housing specially developed software to analyze the images
captured. This software was capable of quantifying specks as well as the degree
of noodle sheet darkening over time. As used in previously explored image
analysis techniques, delta grey and minimum size threshold values were also
defined for this newly developed image analysis method. The new scanner
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based method developed by Hatcher and colleagues (2004) was found to be
able to discriminate similar differences in noodle sheet appearances relating to
speckiness and darkness as seen with the previous camera and macroscope
method.
2.4.2.3. Instrumental Methods to Determine Noodle Texture
Similar to the assessment of noodle color and appearance, industry relies
on sensory panelists to determine consumer preferences of noodle texture.
Sensory tests do provide valid information regarding consumer preferences of
cooked noodle texture, however they cannot completely identify or allow one to
quantify the real underlying reasons as to why or what is contributing to those
desired texture characteristics. Thus instrumental test methods have been
designed and employed to help researchers understand the underlying
mechanical and physical properties of noodles that lead to their perceived
textures (Ross 2006, Hatcher 2010). The power of instrumental testing allows
researchers and product developers to track changes in mechanical properties of
noodles as a result of changes in raw materials, formulation and processing in an
unbiased manner (Ross 2006). These results can then be used as a means to
compare or validate sensory analyses.
Developments of instrumental testing methods of noodle-like products
date back to the late 1930’s by Binnington and colleagues where applied
compressive tests were used to test the elasticity of cooked macaroni products
(Ross 2006). For Asian noodles however, the first reported literature made in
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English was done by Shimizu and colleagues (1958) in which they custom built
an extensimeter that allowed them to determine the elasticity, viscous flow,
elastic modulus and stress relaxation of cooked salted noodles. Shimizu and
colleagues showed that discernible differences in the textural behaviour of
noodles made from different wheat cultivars, protein levels and temperature
conditions were detectable using this newly developed method.
Presently, the most extensively and commonly used mechanical methods
to test noodle texture are uniaxial compression tests that have either cutting
probe attachments, thin or sharp, or blunt probe attachments, which compress
noodle samples without severing them apart (Ross 2006). Probes or attachments
are designed to objectively mimic similar types of deformation observed by either
the front teeth or back molars in the human mouth. Sharp, thin cutting blades are
designed to mimic the action of the front teeth biting or cutting the noodles apart,
while blunt probes are designed to portray the deformation action of the back
molar teeth as they bite down (compress) on the noodle strands. Work using the
cutting blade and blunt compression blade to understand and compare with
sensory results of cooked noodle texture was done by Oh and colleagues in
1983. Their experimental design used a special Plexiglas holding cell with a fixed
size of 8 cm x 7cm. A slotted width (1.5 cm) capable of holding three noodles
strands in the vertical direction and a slotted width (0.8 cm) similar to the width
size of the contacting probe in the horizontal direction was made in the holding
cell.
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Oh and colleagues (1983) used an Instron Universal Testing Instrument
fitted with a 2 kg compression cell to carry out their cutting and compressionrecovery tests on the cooked noodles samples. The cutting test, which was used
to determine noodle firmness, was performed on three cooked noodle strands. A
crosshead speed of 5 cm/min attached with a 0.5 cm2 contact area cutting probe
was used to carry out the cutting test. From the resulting force-distance curves,
the maximum cutting stress and the work to cut per unit area were determined by
taking the peak force value of the curve and the area under the curve
respectively. An additional texture component that can be derived from the
cutting test is surface firmness (Ross 2006, Hatcher 2010). Surface firmness was
determined by the slope of the force-distance curve, which is calculated from a
line connecting the first point of probe-noodle contact to the point on the curve
where compression stress registered 60 gf/cm2, where the steeper the slope the
firmer the surface was (Oh et al 1985a, Oh et al 1985b, Oh et al 1985c). Their
results showed a positive correlation between instrumentally determined noodle
surface firmness and the subjective sensory determined noodle surface firmness.
For the compression-recovery test, which tests noodle elasticity, Oh and
colleagues (1983) used a 3.5 mm x 50 mm (175 mm2 or 1.75 cm2) contact area
probe travelling at a crosshead speed of 2.4 cm/min. Three noodles were placed
in the holding cell and compressed to a stress of 1.3 kgf/cm2, at which point the
stress is then released. From the resulting curves, compression slope per unit
area (gf/mm3), resistance to compression (%) and recovery (%) were determined.
Oh and colleagues (1983) were able to find strong positive correlations between
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sensory noodle firmness and chewiness (elasticity) with the measured
mechanical variables of maximum cutting stress, work to cut, resistance to
compression and percent recovery. They also concluded that their mechanical
methods were able to detect differences in noodle texture as well when noodles
were made with different wheat flour cultivars.
Assessment of white salted noodles by Yun et al (1997), using the same
probes as Oh et al (1983) but different crosshead speeds, yielded similar results.
Yun et al (1997) found that the instrumental method was able to determine
noodle texture characteristics similar to those texture characteristics perceived by
the sensory panelists. They did mention that while they did find a strong
correlation between instrumental noodle softness and perceived sensory
softness, noodle elasticity, while still significant (P<0.01), did not correlate
(r=0.52) as strongly between the two texture test methods and that possibly a
greater range of perceived elasticity sensory training may be required to improve
correlative results.
Many studies using the cutting and compression methods devised by Oh
et al (1983) or slight modifications of their experimental setup have been used
(Ross 2006). In fact the American Association of Cereal Chemists International’s
approved method (No.66-50.01) for testing cooked pasta and noodle firmness is
based partly on the work of Oh et al (1983). Huang and Morrison (1988) also
used a similar instrumental set up, probes, holding cell and crosshead speeds, to
that of Oh et al (1983), however only one strand of noodle was used per cut or
compression-recovery test. Huang and Morrison (1988) observed positive
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correlations between maximum cutting stress and firmness, and resistance to
compression with chewiness (elasticity). Their results corroborated with the
findings of Oh et al (1983).
Texture profile analysis (TPA), first devised by Malcolm Bourne, has been
used to test and understand the mechanical properties of a wide diversity of food
products including cooked noodles. TPA essentially involves a two-cycle
compression of noodle strands using a flat-based probe that mimics the chewing
action of the back molars (Epstein et al 2002, Ross 2006, Hatcher 2010). An
example of a TPA two-cycle curve can be seen in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Texture profile analysis curve. Source: Epstein et al 2002.
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Ross (2006) explains that for TPA, strains in the range of 70-75% are
most commonly applied in cooked noodle texture testing. A number of different
parameters such as hardness, adhesiveness, cohesiveness, springiness,
resilience and chewiness, can be calculated based on specific distances and
areas under the curves (Hatcher 2010). For example, from the resulting forcetime curves TPA hardness can be determined by taking the peak force (Fmax) of
the first compression cycle. TPA hardness has been shown to correlate well with
sensory determined noodle hardness data (Tang et al 1999). Noodle
cohesiveness, springiness, resilience, gumminess and chewiness sensory
attributes can also be determined by looking at the ratios of area2/area1,
length2/length1, area5/area4, (Fmax) x (area2/area1) and (Fmax) x (area2/area1) x
(length2/length1) respectively, from the TPA curve (Epstein et al 2002). Noodle
stickiness, as determined by the adhesiveness of the noodle strands to the probe
and the instrumental stage after the first compression, is synonymous with area3
on the TPA curve (Epstein et al 2002). Epstein and colleagues (2002) were able
to show the effects of recombinant inbred lines of wheat containing different
levels of waxy starch genes in wheat flour and their effects on WSN texture using
the TPA method.
Tensile tests have also been used to measure noodle hardness (firmness)
and elasticity. A tensile test involves the use of a defined constant stress that is
applied to deform a noodle strand until breaking point (Ross 2006). Seib et al
(2000) worked with this type of test to determine the strength or firmness of
YANs. In their work, a single noodle strand, securely clamped down to the base
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of a texture analyzer (TA.XT2), was presented to a special L-shaped hook
travelling at a constant crosshead speed, where the hook was used to stretch the
noodle strand until breaking point. Seib et al (2000) also used the tensile test to
measure compressional forces (elasticity) of the noodles strands by adding an
additional flat surface to the L-shaped probe. Noodles were then compressed to
50% of their original thickness and the force required to achieve this was
recorded. Their work showed that the tensile test was able to show discernible
differences in the texture of noodles made from different wheat cultivars and flour
protein level influences. A cautionary note should be made however with the
tensile test. A researcher who wishes to used this type of test method to analyze
cooked noodle texture should pay special attention to ensure that the clamping
method does not cause the noodle to break at the point of attachment, as this will
provide unrepresentative results pertaining to the true mechanical properties of
the noodles (Ross 2006, Hatcher 2010). Various solutions to address this issue
have been explored such as winding the noodle strands around specialized
rubber clamps or using precut rings from the noodle sheets (Hatcher 2010).
There has been increasing popularity for the use of dynamic oscillating
rheometry to explain the fundamental physical attribute of cooked noodles (Ross
2006, Hatcher 2010). Essentially, dynamic rotational rheometry investigates the
fundamental physical behaviour of noodles by applying small sinusoidally
oscillating deformation and extensional strains (Ross 2006). Fundamental
rheology only becomes of value when the information that is obtained is
supportive to the information received from the more standard cutting,
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compressing and recovery texture tests (Ross 2006). It is common to find small
strains being applied to noodles by use of the plate to plate test geometry. The
forces that are measured from these small strains being applied through the
plates are measured and transformed into a number of fundamental rheological
properties such as the storage or elastic modulus (G’), the amount of stored
mechanical energy, the loss or viscous modulus (G”), the amount of energy that
is not recoverable (loss), and the phase angle (δ) or tan-δ (G”/G’) (Hatcher et al
2002, Ross 2006, Hatcher 2010). The phase angle is used as an indicator of the
solid-like or liquid-like balance of a viscoelastic material and this is between the
range of 0° and 90° angles (Ross 2006). Ross (2006) explains that a phase
angle of 0° represents an ideal elastic solid while a phase angle of 90°
represents an ideal viscous liquid. This can also translate to mean that as tan-δ
values < 1 (G”<G’) being equivalent to more solid like behaviour and values > 1
(G’>G”) being equivalent to more liquid like behaviour (Ross 2006, Bellido and
Hatcher 2010).
Hatcher et al (2002) used dynamic rheometry to investigate the quality of
raw WSN as a function of flour particle size and starch damage. Their
experimental design, to determine the fundamental physical properties of WSN
texture, involved the use of a rheometer that was equipped with 25 mm serrated
upper and lower parallel plates maintained at 25°C. Noodles samples in the
shape of discs (25 mm in diameter) were cut and loaded into the rheometer.
Stress frequency sweeps were applied at 0.5-0.8 Hz using 630 Pa for thick
samples, and 1350 Pa for thin samples. From this experimental setup, they were
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able to demonstrate that the rheometer was capable of displaying noticeable
differences in the rheological behaviour of WSN doughs affected by changes in
flour properties. They found that raw noodles with lower starch damage displayed
lower storage modulus (G’) and higher tan-δ values than noodles made with
higher starch damaged flour. Sasaki and colleagues (2004) also used dynamic
rheology to demonstrate its ability to detect discernible differences in noodle
texture as a function of change in wheat flour properties. They found the storage
modulus (G’) of the cooked noodles correlated highly with the amylose content.
The fundamental properties of noodles obtained by the rheometer showed that
noodles made from wheat flour with higher amylose contents gave larger storage
modulus (G’) and lower tan-δ values (more elastic) than noodles made with lower
amylose content regardless of the protein content levels in the wheat flours.
Like all experimental methods, there are disadvantages associated with
this method. One of the difficulties that Hatcher (2010) explains with carrying out
dynamic rheometry on cooked noodles is ensuring that the plates are
consistently in contact with the surface of the cooked noodles while the test is
taking place. Due to the swelling and higher moisture content of cooked noodles
versus raw noodles, proper contact between the plates and the surfaces of the
noodles is reduced, resulting in more erroneous readings.
In summary, manufacturers and noodle researchers are still aware of the
benefits of trained sensory panelists used in the evaluation of noodle quality.
From a research standpoint where clear, defined and quantifiable objective
measurements of noodle color, appearance and a variety of different texture
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parameters are required, sensory evaluations may not be enough. Thus data
from instrumental test methods are utilized to provide further understanding of
noodle quality changes due to subtle changes in raw materials, formulation and
processing. Both sensory and instrumental tests used to assess noodle quality
have their individual areas of strengths and weaknesses. When properly used
and evaluated together they provide, in great detail, some of the answers as to
why noodles feel the way they do in the human mouth.
2.5. Ultrasound Technology
In comparison to other areas of science, ultrasound is considered to be a
fairly new science with the first reports of its use for scientific work dating only
back to the early 20th century (Povey and McClements 1988). There is much
interest in the field of ultrasound today, especially its application in the field of
food science for such purposes as food preservation, processing and quality
control (Knorr et al 2004, Bermudez-Aguirre et al 2011). In addition to these
applications, ultrasound has been observed to be an effective technique used to
investigate the physical rheological properties of food products as well
(Juodeikiene and Basinskiene 2004). In this section, general principles of
ultrasound with respect to how waves are generated and characterized as a
means to understand the rheological properties of a given material are
discussed.
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2.5.1. Ultrasound Overview
Ultrasound in a fluid can be viewed as a form of mechanical sound energy
generated by pressures at inaudible frequencies higher than 16 kHz (Povey and
McClements 1988, Dolatowski et al 2007, Bermudez-Aguirre et al 2011).
Ultrasound, when radiated through a structure of a given mass, will travel in an
oscillating sinusoidal manner (Bermudez-Aguirre et al 2011). Sinusoidal waves,
which have definite frequency, amplitude and wavelength, are the simplest sound
waves (Young et al 2010). How a material propagates and sustains these
sinusoidal waves is through and against the elastic molecular bonds of the
material’s particles (McClements 1995, Dolatowski et al 2007, Bermudez-Aguirre
et al 2011). Particles will move in parallel to the direction of wave propagation
(Povey 1997).
The ease of the wave propagation is a function of the material’s density,
which is the amount of material that must be moved, and the difficulty of moving
the material in relation to its elastic modulus, E (Coupland 2004). It is the
resulting measured wave characteristics, wave velocity and attenuation relative
to the material, which are used to understand a material’s physical properties
(Coupland 2004). More detailed discussion about these wave characteristics and
how they are utilized to look at the physical properties of materials are addressed
in subsequent sections.
In the presence of an ultrasonic wave, particles will vibrate and oscillate
elastically around their equilibrium positions at a frequency equal to the ultrasonic
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wave (McClements 1995). When the wave is removed the particles return back
to their equilibrium positions (McClements 1995). Elastic vibrations of the
particles in the medium can happen in two alternating forms: condensation and
rarefaction (depression) (Knorr et al 2004, Dolatowski et al 2007, BermudezAguirre et al 2011). Bermudez-Aguirre et al (2011) explains that upon
condensation, the spacing between the medium’s particles is compressed,
subsequently causing an increase in the material’s density. Alternatively, in a
rarefaction type movement, the particles within the medium move apart or away
from one another, thereby decreasing the material’s density.
Applications of ultrasound can be divided into two distinct categories
known as either low or high energy (intensity) ultrasound (McClements 1995,
Knorr et al 2004). Low energy ultrasound applications use energy intensities
lower than 1 W/cm2 and at frequencies in the range of 20 kHz to 100 MHz, while
applications of high energy ultrasound uses greater than 1 W/cm 2 power levels
and at frequencies between 18 and 100 kHz (McClements 1995, Mason and
Lorimer 2002a, Knorr et al 2004). Those interested in using ultrasound as a nondestructive analytical tool will employ low-energy ultrasonic waves, as the
movement of the material’s particles, via low energy waves, are within their
elastic limits allowing the material to return to its normal physical and chemical
state once the wave is removed (McClements 1995, Coupland 2004). Examples
of low energy ultrasound applications include activity stimulation of living cells,
surface cleaning of foods, metal detection and characterization of food
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rheological properties to name a few (Povey and McClements 1988, Knorr et al
2004).
Conversely, if a researcher’s objective is to physically and chemically alter
the natural state of a material through ultrasound, using high energy ultrasound
would be appropriate as the energy levels being employed are large enough to
permanently disrupt the material (McClements 1995, Knorr et al 2004). Examples
of such include degassing of liquid foods, enzyme inactivation, emulsification,
crystallization, filtration, drying and freezing and meat tenderization (McClements
1995, Knorr et al 2004). Our focus is dealing with low energy ultrasound as the
goal is to utilize ultrasonic technology as a means to look at the physical
properties of food materials, particularly Asian noodles, in a non-destructive
manner.
Frequency in general is defined as the number of repeating occurrences
or cycles of an event over a defined period of time (T) (Gardiner 1998).
Frequency (ƒ) of ultrasonic wave propagations is operator defined and is
expressed as Hertz (Hz) (McClements 1995). Frequency (ƒ) is expressed as 1/T
or the inverse of the time period T (McClements 1995, Gardiner 1998,
Bermudez-Aguirre 2011). Particles of the medium will vibrate at the same
frequency of the wave being propagated (Coupland and Saggin 2003).
By analyzing propagated waves, wave parameters such as velocity and
attenuation, characteristic of the material being investigated, are generally used
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to understand and evaluate the physical properties of materials (Povey and
McClements 1988, Kidmose et al 2000, Knorr et al 2004).
2.5.2. Attenuation Coefficient (α)
Wave intensity is directly proportional to the amount of energy that is
applied and the mechanical properties of the material (Coupland and Saggin
2003, Kentish and Ashokkumar 2011). As the wave travels through the material,
wave energy may be absorbed or scattered by the molecular particles, thus the
wave experiences energy dissipation (loss) as it propagates further through the
material and away from the radiating source (McClements 1995, Mason and
Lorimer 2002, Kentish and Ashokkumar 2011). In other words, particles closer to
the sound wave source will experience greater wave strength than those situated
further or deeper in the material (McClements 1995, Bermudez-Aguirre 2011).
This decrease in wave amplitude or intensity is known as attenuation, where a
calculable attenuation coefficient pertinent to the material being investigated can
be determined (Coupland and Saggin 2003). The following equation can be
used: A = A0 e-αx/2 ; where A0 is the initial amplitude of the wave and x is the
distance in which the waves travels (McClements 1995, Mason and Lorimer
2002, Elmehdi et al 2004). An example of wave attenuation can be seen in
Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2. Attenuation of a sound wave as a function of distance.

The wave attenuation coefficient (α), used to help characterize the
physical properties of materials, can be expressed as nepers per meter (Npm -1)
or most frequently as decibels per meter (dB m-1) (McClements 1995). Distance
between the successive amplitude peaks shown in the exponentially decaying
sinusoidal wave (Figure 2.2) is equal to wavelength (λ) (Bermudez-Aguirre 2011).
2.5.3. Wave Velocity (c)
The other ultrasonic wave characteristic normally used to investigate
material physical properties is wave velocity. The speed at which sound
propagates through a material is influenced by the material’s density and elastic
modulus (McClements 1995, Coupland 2004). Wave velocity can be determined
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by one of two ways, either by taking the product of wavelength and frequency (λƒ
= c), or by determining the amount of time (t) required for a wave to travel a
known distance (x) so that velocity (c) is c=x/t (McClements 1995, Cobus et al
2007, Bermudez-Aguirre et al 2011).
2.5.4. Generating Sound Waves
Basic system components needed to generate and transmit an ultrasonic
wave include an electric power generator/receiver, transducer(s) and an
oscilloscope that are connected together with proper cables and wires
(McClements 1995, Coupland and Saggin 2003, Coupland 2004, BermudezAguirre et al 2011). The electric generator is responsible for producing an electric
voltage of appropriate frequency and amplitude, whereby it is then sent to the
transducer(s) to be converted into sound waves via vibrations of the internal
materials of the transmitting transducer (McClements 1995, Mason and Lorimer
2002b, Knorr et al 2004). There are various types of transducers that can be
used with the piezoelectric transducers being the most common, as they are the
most efficient (>95% efficiency) and are based on electrical energy responsive
crystalline or ceramic materials (Mason and Lorimer 2002b, Bermudez-Aguirre et
al 2011). The oscilloscope of an ultrasound system is used to digitally capture
and display the propagated waves once the transducer converts the mechanical
sound waves back into electric voltages (McClements 1997).
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2.5.5. Mechanical Properties Derived from Ultrasonic Wave Characteristics
Mechanical properties of the medium in which the ultrasonic wave travels
through can be obtained from frequency specific sound velocity and attenuation
values using the following equation (Cobus et al 2007, Bellido and Hatcher
2010):

(2.1)

where M is the mechanical modulus of the material, ρ is the independently
measured density of the material (kg/m3), ω is the angular frequency (ω=2πƒ)
(radians/s), k being the complex wave vector (k = ω/v – jα/2) (m-1), ƒ is the
ultrasonic frequency (s-1), v is the wave velocity of the ultrasonic wave and j, the
imaginary unit (j2 = -1).
Both Elmehdi et al (2004) and Bellido and Hatcher (2010) describe that
when attenuation of sound is appreciable, such as in highly dispersive materials
like doughs, both the wave velocity and attenuation coefficient contributes to the
real (M’) and imaginary (M”) parts of the mechanical modulus, M. The real and
imaginary parts of the mechanical modulus can be calculated using the following
equations (Elmehdi et al 2004, Bellido and Hatcher 2010):
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(2.2)

(2.3)

By using measured frequency dependent ultrasonic wave characteristics,
velocity and attenuation coefficient, along with independent measures of dough
density, the mechanical properties of a material being investigated can be
achieved. Part of the goal of this study was to utilize the principles of ultrasonics
as an analytical tool to investigate rheological properties of raw yellow alkali
Asian noodles and to also determine whether or not this approach is sensitive
enough to discern rheological differences in noodles prepared from flours of
different wheat cultivars. The intention is to be able to utilize ultrasound
technology as an online and real-time analytical tool for monitoring Asian noodle
quality.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Wheat Samples
Composites of nine pure varieties, grown on six multiple sites in Western
Canada, from two wheat classes harvested in 2009 by Viterra™ were used in
this study. Wheat classes Canada Western Red Spring (CWRS) and Canada
Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) were selected based on their dominance of wheat
production in Canada as well as their suitability for noodle production. CWRS
wheat varieties Harvest, 5602HR, 5603HR, Unity VB, AC Barrie and CPSR
wheat varieties 5700PR, 5701PR, 5702PR and HY985 were selected. These
varieties provided distinguishable differences in their flour protein as well as their
gluten strength within and between their respective wheat classes.
3.2. Wheat Flour Milling
3.2.1. Sample Preparation for Milling
Each wheat sample was handled with care to ensure that no cross
contamination between varieties occurred throughout the milling process. Each
pure, composited wheat variety sample was first subjected to a tumbling process
where samples were mixed in a large tumbler over a 15 minute time period to
ensure sample uniformity. Samples were then cleaned using a Carter Dockage
Tester (Model C-XT2) to remove any non-wheat material that may be contained
within the wheat samples. Moisture of the cleaned samples were then
determined using a Motomco Moisture Meter (Motomco 919). This was done to
determine if the grain samples were moist enough to withstand being scoured, an
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abrasive process whereby extraneous materials on the kernel’s surfaces are
removed. If moisture readings of the wheat samples were below approximately
12-13%, samples needed to be tempered to provide for adequate wheat moisture
so that wheat kernels did not split in half during the scouring process.
Moisture readings of the grain samples used in this project were deemed
too dry to be scoured therefore a pre-tempering step was used to provide for
adequate moisture. Each grain sample needed to be proportioned into smaller
pails (5.5L) to ensure uniform and adequate hydration of the samples throughout.
Water, 130 mL, was added to each pail. Each pail was then spun for 1 minute
every hour for a total of 6 hours to ensure uniform water migration and grain
hydration. Scouring of the wheat samples were carried out once moisture content
of the samples was deemed adequate (> 13%).
Scoured samples were subjected to another tempering step before they
were milled into flours. CWRS wheat varieties were tempered to 16.3% moisture
and CPSR wheat varieties were tempered to 16% moisture. This tempering
stage serves two purposes. Firstly, to toughen the bran so that it stays in once
piece and does not splinter too much during milling and secondly, to ensure that
the final moisture content of the wheat flour is between 15.3-15.5% moisture
content for the CWRS varieties and 15.1-15.2% moisture content for the CPSR
varieties.
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3.2.2. Flour Milling Process
All wheat samples were milled using a laboratory scale tandem Buhler Mill
(Model MLU-202), as per Martin and Dexter (1991), containing six grinding
stages per mill, for a total of 12 stages for entire milling process, with
corresponding sifting sections. A total of 14 streams of flours were obtained from
each wheat sample.
Wheat material was passed pneumatically (by air) throughout the entire
milling process. All samples needed to be proportioned into samples sizes of less
than five kilograms before they could be milled as the mills were not able to
efficiently mill larger sample sizes. The first Buhler mill has six grinding stages
known as the break stages where corrugated rollers are employed to break the
kernels apart efficiently for even bran separation and exposure of the grain
endosperm. Wheat material that did not pass through the corresponding sifters
was moved pneumatically for further grinding. These first six flour streams
provided the darkest flours as these six streams were the closest to the bran
layer of the wheat kernels. These streams were labelled as B1, B2, B3, B4, S1
and Q1. The bran flakes stream was also obtained and collected from this break
stage of the milling process.
The last six grinding stages are known as the reduction stages whereby
the majority of the material that is left after the breaking stage is wheat
endosperm. Here the endosperm is reduced into flour by rollers with smooth
surfaces. These last six flour streams are the lightest in flour color as essentially
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little, if any, bran residue is left on the endosperm after the breaking stage. These
streams were labelled as M1, M2, M3, M4, M5 and M6.
All nine wheat samples (average of ~11 kg) exceeded the milling capacity
weight (~5 kg), thus samples needed to be portioned into sizes that allowed for
optimal flour milling. As a result, each of the nine samples had multiple batches
of wheat flour and needed to be combined together to produce one large batch
(by flour stream). To ensure that the multiple flour batches of each of the nine
samples were milled equally (so that they could be combined together by flour
stream) a “mill check” sample was milled. A “mill check” sample is a large
composited sample consisting of a mixture of different varieties of CWRS (hard
wheat). A representative sub-sample (~2 kg) was milled randomly (5 times)
throughout the study’s milling design. This was done to serve two purposes.
Firstly, to ensure that the Buhler mills were running at their optimum efficiency
(i.e. initial pre-milling weight ≈ post-milling weight (combined weight of all 14 flour
streams)), and secondly, as an indication that the multiple flour batches of the
nine wheat samples, initially split to meet mill capacity requirements, were milled
equally and could be combined together to produce one large flour sample (by
flour stream). All 14 flour streams of the nine project samples, as well as the “mill
check”, were individually measured and recorded for flour weight as well as flour
moisture. They were then individually bagged and kept in refrigerated storage
(6°C) until it was time to blend the streams together to make a 65% patent flour
sample.
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Compilations of flour streams to produce a 65% patent flour was done by
use of a formula embedded calculation spreadsheet provided by the Canadian
Grain Commission’s milling research lab. Residues from each flour stream of
every sample were kept, sealed in plastic bags and stored in refrigeration for
future analytical work. The appropriate weighted flour streams were combined
and blended once proper calculations were made for a 65% patent flour. Flour
blending was done using a large single drum tumbler where every sample (x kg)
was tumbled for 15 minutes each. Once samples were thoroughly blended, they
were labelled accordingly, stored into large plastic buckets and placed into
refrigeration until they were required for noodle making.
3.2.3. Flour Characteristics
Analysis of starch and protein quality as well as protein quantity of all nine
varieties was done using approved standard AACC methods of analysis. Flour
protein was determined using a Leco (TruSpec N, St. Joseph, Michigan, USA)
combustion nitrogen analysis (CNA) calibrated with EDTA
(Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) as per American Association of Cereal
Chemists (AACC) approved method 46-30.01. Gluten strengths of each variety
were determined using a Brabender Farinograph (AACC Approved Method 5421.02) where both dough development time (min) and dough stability (min) were
used as indicators of gluten strength (protein quality).
Starch quality of each flour sample was assessed using AACC approved
method 76-30.01 and 76-21.01 for starch damage and starch pasting properties,
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respectively. Starch pasting profiles are obtained in 13 min using a Newport
Rapid Visco Analyzer (Newport Scientific, Sydney, AU). Slurries are heated at
50°C, and then gradually heated to a temperature of 95°C, held at this
temperature for a set period of time and then cooled to a final temperature of
50°C. From the profiles (curves), peak viscosity, breakdown, setback and final
viscosity expressed in RVU (rapid visco units) are obtained.
3.3. Noodle Preparation
3.3.1. Raw Materials
All nine, 65% patent flour samples were used to make yellow alkaline
noodles in triplicate in a randomized experimental design. All noodle dough
samples were made using 50 g of flour, 34% water (w/w) and 1% w/w alkaline
salt mixture (kansui). Alkaline salt mixture consisted of a 9:1 mixture of sodium
carbonate (Na2CO3) and potassium carbonate (K2CO3) both purchased from
Fisher Scientific (Fisher Scientific Company, Ottawa, ON).
3.3.2. Noodle Processing
All noodle samples were made under controlled environments of 24.5 ±
0.3°C and 48 ± 2% relative humidity. Flour, water and alkaline salt were mixed
together using a double pin centrifuge mixer (Flaktek SpeedMixer DAC 150FV,
Landrum, SC) for 30 seconds at 3000 rpm. Once mixing was complete, the
dough crumbs were flattened into a rectangular plastic shaper before being fed to
the noodle machine. Rectangular shaped dough crumbs were fed to an Ohtake
laboratory noodle machine (Ohtake, Tokyo, Japan) with a starting roll gap setting
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of 3.0 mm. The noodle sheet is folded once longitudinally and sheeted again to
laminate the noodle sheet together, as practiced in a commercial noodle
manufacture setting. The noodle sheet was then passed through the rollers
seven more times, with 45 second delays at successively 15% reduced
thicknesses, until a final thickness of 1.1 mm was achieved. Roll gap settings for
the entire sheeting process can be viewed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Roll gap settings for noodle sheeting process.
Roll Gap (mm)
3
2.55
2.15
1.85
1.55
1.35
1.10

Time

5 min 15 sec
4 min 30 sec
3 min 45 sec
3.00 min
2 min 15 sec
1 min 30 sec
45 sec

The rolls of the Ohtake noodle machine were maintained at 28°C
throughout the whole sheeting process through a connected and controlled water
bath (Isotemp 1016S, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, USA). Once the final sheet
thickness was achieved, noodle sheets were placed in sealed plastic bags for
noodle color analysis and cut into strands for standard texture tests.
In the case of the ultrasonic evaluation of raw noodles, sample
preparations were slightly modified. Three separate 50 g batches of noodle
dough crumbs (34% moisture, 1% alkaline salt, 30 sec @ 3000 rpm) made from
the same wheat variety were prepared and combined to produce one large (150
g) noodle sheet. Dough crumbs (150 g) were fed directly into the Ohtake noodle
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machine and processed in the same manner as per a 50 g noodle sheet sample.
This type of sample preparation for ultrasonic testing was necessary to ensure
enough raw circular noodle dough discs (30 discs, 4.5 cm diameter; cut using a
sharp edged metal circular borer) were available to capture the waves passing
through increasing levels of noodle thickness ( 2-7 layers). All samples were
stored in sealed containers or bags until appropriate tests were carried out. All
tests were carried out once the samples were rested for a one hour after
sheeting.
3.4. Raw Noodle Color and Speck Count
Assessment of noodle color was done using a spectrocolorimeter
(Labscan XE, HunterLab, Reston, VA) equipped with a D65 illuminant using the
CIE 1976 L*, a* and b* color scale with a 10° angle setting. Raw noodle sheet
color readings were done in triplicate at 0, 2, and 24 hours as per Hatcher et al
(1999b). Raw noodle sheets were folded to provide three layers of thickness and
placed on the color reading port of the spectrocolorimeter. The layered noodle
sheet was enclosed within a black container to eliminate the interference of
ambient light during the timed color readings.
Images of the raw noodle sheets (5 cm x 5 cm) were captured at 0, 2 and
24 hr after the sheeting process using a flat bed scanner (Scanmaker 4700,
Microtek, Redondo Beach, CA) set at 800 dpi (Hatcher et al 1999b, Hatcher and
Symons 2000b, Hatcher et al 2004). Individual images were analyzed using
software developed at the Grain Research Lab (NoodleScan 2.0, Canadian Grain
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Commission, Winnipeg, MB) which is based on KS400 software (Carl Zeiss
Vision, Hallbergmoos, Germany), where a minimum speck size of 3x10-3 mm2
and a minimum detection threshold limit (delta grey) of 5 units were the
parameters used to detect and enumerate specks on the raw noodle sheets
(Hatcher et al 2004, Hatcher 2010). The system was calibrated using a Kodak
color input target (Q60-R2 Target, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY)
followed by a calibration of a white plate. All raw noodle sheets were kept in
sealed plastic bags at room temperature until timed readings were carried out.
3.5. Optimum Noodle Cook Time
Optimum cook time for each noodle sample was determined by cooking
each sample in boiling water, where sub-samples of noodles were withdrawn
after 5 minutes at 30s intervals until 8 minutes. The timed sub-samples were
placed immediately into small containers of water (20°C) to stop the cooking
process. Five strands of noodles from each container were then placed between
two plexiglass sheets and gently squeezed. Noodles were deemed to be
optimally cooked when four out of the five noodle strands did not display a clear
visible centre core.
3.6. Cooked Noodle Texture Analysis
Cooked noodles (at respective optimal cook times) were rinsed under
running distilled water (20°C) for 1 minute, drained appropriately and stored in
sealed plastic containers at room temperature until textural analyses were ready
to be carried out. Texture of cooked noodles was assessed both empirically and
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fundamentally using TA-XT2i Plus (Texture Technologies, Scarsdale, NY) with
fixtures and procedures similar to those as described by Oh et al (1983), Kruger
et al (1994) and Dunnewind et al (2004). Texture of cooked noodles was
evaluated using three standard methods employed by the Grain Research Lab
(GRL). Cooked noodle “bite” or firmness, determined by maximum cutting stress
(MCS) test and noodle firmness (elasticity), determined by both stress-relaxation
(SR) and Kieffer rig tests were evaluated. All texture tests were done in triplicate
for every noodle sample as well as being carried out in the same random order of
testing throughout this project. Testing for cooked noodle texture began 10
minutes after the rinse step for MCS, followed by stress relaxation (SR) at 15 min
and finally the Kieffer rig extension analyses was initiated 20 min after rinsing.
All texture analyzers were calibrated for force and distance (force resolution of
9.8 mN and distance resolution of 0.025 mm) prior to any texture measurements
(Bellido and Hatcher 2010).
MCS was carried out on three (3) strands on noodles at a test speed of
0.40 mm/s in which the probe descends a total of 4.95 mm in distance, from an
initial starting height of 5.00 mm, for every MCS measurement. Cooked noodle
thickness was calculated by determining the difference in probe height from the
starting point to the point at which 2 grams of force was recorded by the TA-XT2i
Plus unit. Thickness readings of the noodles were also evaluated using a digital
mechanical caliper to corroborate with the thickness readings obtained by the
TA-XT2i Plus unit. The width of the three (3) noodles was determined using a
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digital mechanical caliper. From the MCS curves, maximum peak force over area
was used to calculate noodle firmness (MCS).
Stress relaxation measurements were evaluated on cooked noodles over
a set time frame period as per Hatcher et al (2008a). Three (3) noodle strands
were compressed between Lexan compression platens (7.6 cm diameter) to a
20% engineering strain, where the stress at this deformation was observed over
a 60 s time frame. The probe descended at a rate of 1 mm/s with an initial
loading force of 5 x 10-2 N. From the resulting stress relaxation curves, SR20,
Peleg’s k1 and k2 parameters as well as the elasticity index (EI) were
determined.
The final test used to evaluate cooked noodle texture was the Kieffer rig
test. This test assesses the elasticity of the cooked noodle via extensional strain
as per Dunnewind et al (2004). Three replications of ten single noodle strands
per sample were evaluated for this extensional test. One noodle strand was
placed horizontally and clamped down on a special platform attached to a TAXT2i Plus machine. Small pieces of sand paper, secured to the base of the
platform ensured no noodle slippage during the test. A uniaxial hook probe,
initially located below the noodle strand, was raised at a velocity of 3.3 mm/sec in
the vertical direction. The hook probe was set to record and travel a maximum
distance of 45 mm. From the resulting curves, failure stress, strainR (change in
sample length), pull (length of sample before rupture), Young’s modulus, Fd
(force acting on the dough), apparent extension ratio (AER), Hencky failure strain
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(StrainHR), strain rate (SR) and the apparent extensional viscosities (AeVR) of
cooked noodles were determined as per Dunnewind et al (2004).
3.7. Ultrasonic Measurement
The experimental setup for this test method consisted of an ultrasonic
pulse generator/receiver (PUNDIT, CNS Farnell Ltd., Hertfordshire, UK), and a
pair of Panametric transducers (4.4 cm diameter) with a frequency rating of 50
kHz (Olympus NDT Canada Ltd., Alberta, Canada) although the actual frequency
was centered at 40 kHz. The transducers were mounted on a TA-XT2i Plus
(Texture Technologies, Scarsdale, NY) unit, and a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix
Digital Processing Oscilloscope model TDS 420A, Tektronix Canada Inc.,
Toronto, Canada) was used to capture the transduced ultrasonic signals. Prior to
testing, the TA-XT2i Plus machine was calibrated for force and distance
measurements. The measurements for this method were carried out at 0.05 N of
initial contact force with a crosshead speed of 20 mm/sec. A schematic diagram
of the aforementioned setup used to investigate the rheological properties of raw
noodles is seen in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Ultrasonic schematic setup used to evaluate raw YAN dough sheets.

Wave velocity and attenuation were determined for raw noodles of
increasing sheet thickness by layering the noodle discs one on top of the other.
The circular (4.5 cm diameter) noodle sheets were kept in a sealed bag at room
temperature before ultrasonic measurements were made to ensure that the
noodle sheets did not dry out prior to testing. During testing, mineral oil was used
to gently lubricate the surfaces of the raw noodle sheets upon layering for
increasing thickness measurements. This was done to ensure good contact
between the layers and so that a clear signal (wave) was able to propagate
through the noodle samples.
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To generate a wave, the generator produces an electric pulse that is
transmitted to the transmitting transducer. The transmitting transducer then
converts the electrical pulse (excitation/vibration of the tiny crystals) into
mechanical energy which then travels through the material and is captured by the
receiving transducer. The receiving transducer then converts the mechanical
energy back to an electrical pulse which is then displayed on the digital
oscilloscope and recorded.
Upon transmission of the wave, the signal is amplified by a signal amplifier
in the pulse generator unit and then averaged 120 times using the average
function on the oscilloscope. This was done to reduce random noise (e.g., from
receiver amplifier) and to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Mounting of the
transducers, using custom design holders, on the TA-XT2i Plus machine allowed
for control of the distance between transducers. This was done to allow for
calculations of the noodle thicknesses. A thickness resolution of 0.001 mm was
attained.
Raw waves were filtered using a wave filtering program coded by the
Ultrasonics Research Laboratory in the Physics and Astronomy Department
(University of Manitoba) using MatLab (version 8.0). Further analysis of the
filtered waves to determine wave velocities and attenuation coefficients was done
using Origin software (Origin 8.5, Northampton, MA, USA). Wave velocities (v)
were determined by taking the reciprocal of the slope of the line generated by
plotting the transit time of the first peak or trough of the wave against noodle
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thickness (L). The following equation was used to determine wave velocity
(Elmehdi et al 2004):

v = 1/slope = dx/dt

(3.1)

The attenuation coefficients (α) for all noodle samples were determined by
plotting logarithmically the amplitude as determined from either the peak or
trough values of the wave against noodle thickness (x) using the following
equation:

A(x) = A0 exp [-α x/2]

(3.2)

Here A0 is the amplitude of the ultrasonic signal at the input face of the noodle
sheets (at x = 0).
3.8. Raw Noodle Density Measurement
Density measurements of raw noodle samples were determined using the
water displacement method as per Bellido and Hatcher (2010). Densities of all
noodle samples were averages of triplicate measurements. Sub-samples taken
from raw noodle sheets weighing ~ 1.8 ± 0.2 g were accurately weighed using a
scale precise to 0.0001 g (Metler AE100). Weighed samples were placed into a
25 mL specific gravity bottle (Pyrex No.1620-25) and filled with deionized water.
Density was calculated based on the weight of the sample and the amount of
water displaced due to the raw noodle sample.
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3.9. Statistical Analysis
All tests were randomly replicated three times for every wheat flour
variety, using a freshly made noodle sample made on the day of the respective
tests. All statistical analyses were carried out using SAS (SAS Institute, Cary,
NC) version 9.2. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was determined by using Proc
GLM with significance of P = 0.05 unless stated otherwise. Correlations of
measured variables from the various tests were done using Proc CORR in SAS.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Flour and Dough Properties
An important aspect of wheat flour quality that a noodle manufacturer will
consider is percent flour ash. Flour ash ranging between 0.33-0.37% has been
reported as acceptable for making good quality yellow alkaline Asian noodles
(Akashi et al 1999, Okusu et al 2010). The percent flour ash contents (Table 4.1)
of all the samples investigated in this study ranged between 0.34-0.37%,
complying with the acceptable recommended range.
Flour protein of all nine samples used in this study ranged between 11.3%
-15.4% (14% m.b). CWRS flour varieties AC Barrie, Harvest, Unity VB, 5602HR
and 5603HR were found to contain 14.1, 14.4, 13.9, 15.4 and 14.3% protein,
respectively. CPSR flour variety HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR
contained 12.3, 12.3, 12.3 and 11.3% flour protein respectively (Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1. Flour and dough properties of nine investigated wheat flour varieties.
Flour
Flour
Flour
Wet
Dough
Dough
Sample
Protein Moisture
Ash
Guten Development Stability
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
Time (min)
(min)
AC Barrie1
Harvest1

14.1
14.4

15.5
15.5

0.34
0.36

41.9
44.0

10.25
7.25

21.5
16.0

Unity VB1

13.9

15.5

0.35

42.3

17.75

23.0

1

5602HR

15.4

15.5

0.36

45.6

23.75

21.5

5603HR1
HY9852

14.3
12.3

15.5
15.2

0.35
0.37

42.0
32.5

9.75
20.75

24.0
23.0

5700PR2
5701PR2

12.3
12.3

15.2
15.1

0.34
0.36

32.2
33.4

19.25
19.75

19.0
22.5

5702PR2

11.3

14.9

0.35

32.5

9.75

11.5

1

Canada Western Red Spring (CWRS).

2

Canada Prairie Spring Red (CPSR).

On average, CWRS flours had approximately 2% or more flour protein
than CPSR flours, corresponding with higher available wet gluten which is
responsible for dough’s viscoelastic behaviour (Schofield 1994). Overall, CWRS
flours were found to contain an average of 10% or more wet gluten than the
CPSR flours. The assumption is that flours containing higher protein and wet
gluten would result in stronger doughs. However farinograph dough development
time (DDT), an indicator of dough strength, for the higher protein CWRS flours
were found to be similar if not in most cases weaker (Harvest, 5603HR and AC
Barrie) in dough strength than the overall 2% lower protein CPSR flour.
Furthermore a very weak negative correlation was found between flour protein
content and DDT.
A similar trend was observed for comparisons of farinograph dough
stability time (DST). DST, also an indicator of dough strength, of the 2% or lower
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protein CPSR flour varieties were found to be comparable to the CWRS flour
varieties with the exception of CPSR 5702PR where the DST of this sample
(11.5 min) was the shortest among all samples tested. It is speculated that
differences in flour protein content (more evidently by percent wet gluten) may
bear greater impact on observed rheological behaviour for both cooked and raw
noodles.
While protein plays a significant role in influencing the texture of Asian
noodles, starch has an essential role as well. The analogy of building a sidewalk
can be used when describing the equal importance of both flour protein and
starch in Asian noodle quality. The re-bars in a sidewalk are seen to be
synonymous to the protein fibres in noodles, while the cement used to set a
sidewalk is synonymous with the gelatinized starch in noodles. In both cases,
these factors need to be present and functional to make a desirable quality end
product. Table 4.2 illustrates the starch properties of the nine wheat noodle flours
studied measured using a Rapid Visco Analyzer (RVA).
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Table 4.2. Starch properties of nine investigated wheat flour varieties determined
by rapid visco analysis (RVA).
RVA Parametersa
Peak
Viscosity
(RVUb)

Breakdown
(RVU)

Final
Viscosity
(RVU)

Setback
(RVU)

AC Barrie1
Harvest1
Unity VB1
5602HR1
5603HR1

195f
209d
244a
169g
200e

57ef
53fg
98b
49g
69d

238cd
254a
238cd
213g
235d

101c
99c
92d
93d
104b

HY9852
5700PR2
5701PR2
5702PR2

227c
240a
233b
193f

91c
108a
92bc
62e

229e
224f
243bc
244b

93d
91d
101bc
114a

Sample

Values followed by the same letter in the same column are not significantly different at
the P=0.05 level.
1
2

Canada Western Red Spring.
Canada Prairie Spring Red.

a

Breakdown = (peak viscosity – hot peak viscosity), setback = (cool paste viscosity – hot
peak viscosity).
b

Rapid Visco Units.

In noodles, protein provides the important sensory firmness and elasticity
to cooked noodles while starch, when gelatinized, provides noodle surface
smoothness as well as some degree of firmness and elasticity (Akashi et al
1999). The starch peak viscosities for the nine samples used in this study ranged
between 169 - 244 rapid visco units (RVU, 1 RVU = 12 centipoise). It has been
reported that flours with low starch peak viscosity make for good firm and elastic
yellow alkaline noodles (Ross et al 1997, Akashi et al 1999, Wickramasinghe et
al 2005, Zhang et al 2011). In this respect, CWRS 5602HR would theoretically
result in good alkaline noodles as the starch peak viscosity of this sample was
the lowest (169 RVU) of all nine samples if used on an equivalent protein basis.
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Hence, noodles made using Unity VB wheat flour would be anticipated to make
the poorest alkaline noodle as the starch paste peak viscosity for this sample
(244RVU) was the highest among all of the nine samples used in this study.
Overall, starch peak viscosities of the CWRS wheat flour varieties were found to
be lower than the CPSR wheat flour varieties. This may suggest that noodles
made with CWRS wheat flour may make for better yellow alkaline noodles than
the counterpart wheat class, however no significant (P=0.05) differences in peak
viscosity was found between the two wheat classes.
In addition, starch breakdown and final viscosity RVA measured
parameters can also provide further insight into end cooked noodle quality.
Konik et al (1994) and Ross et al (1997) both found in their respective studies
that starch breakdown and final viscosity were significantly related with cooked
noodle smoothness, firmness and elasticity. High starch breakdown negates
YAN quality, thus reducing cooked noodle firmness, elasticity and eating quality
(Konik et al 1994, Ross et al 1997, Wickramasinghe et al 2005). Interestingly
however, while high starch breakdown has adverse effects on noodle firmness
and elasticity, the opposite holds true for cooked noodle smoothness where high
starch breakdown (Konik et al 1994, Ross et al 1997) was positively correlated
with cooked noodle smoothness. While noodle smoothness is an influencing end
quality factor, YAN are most preferred when firmer, providing a clean bite and
elastic in texture (Ross and Crosbie 2010). A compromise in these (firm and
elastic) more highly preferred YAN eating parameters is not ideal thus noodle
smoothness may have to be slightly compromised to satisfy the more important
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eating qualities. In general, the firmer a noodle becomes the less smooth the
noodles are (Ross et al 1997).
Based solely on starch breakdown and final viscosity of the nine flour
samples investigated in this study, we can make the assumption that cooked
noodles made with CWRS Harvest flour would result in the least smooth (lowest
RVA breakdown), but most firm and elastic cooked noodle (highest RVA final
viscosity and low starch breakdown). Conversely, noodles made with CPSR
5700PR flour would make for the smoothest (highest RVA breakdown) and
softest inelastic (low RVA final viscosity) cooked noodle.
Furthermore, RVA setback value also provides textural insight as this
parameter indicates the level of re-ordering or retrogradation of starch molecules
during cooling (Zaidul et al 2007). A high RVA setback value is associated with a
material’s ability to gel (firming) or reorder starch granules, thus correlations with
textural properties can be drawn (Zaidul et al 2007). Moreover, Zheng et al
(1997) determined a negative relationship between RVA peak viscosity and
setback during their investigation of flour starch gelatinization properties of
various wheat varieties. In addition they found a strong negative relationship
between RVA setback and breakdown. As mentioned earlier, good quality YAN
are derived from wheat flours with low RVA peak viscosities and breakdown
values. Based on the concluded relationship between these parameters and RVA
setback by Zheng et al (1997), it may be assumed that a high setback value
would indicate a flour’s suitability for good YAN production.
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Based solely on RVA setback values derived from the nine wheat flour
varieties, CPSR 5702PR (highest RVA setback) and CPSR 5700PR (lowest RVA
setback) would infer that they would make the best and worst YAN respectively.
Furthermore, comparison of setback values by wheat class suggests that CWRS
Unity VB and CPSR 5700PR would make the poorest YAN, while CWRS
5602HR and CPSR 5702PR would make for the best YAN. No significant
differences of setback values (P=0.05) however were found between the two
wheat classes, suggesting that perceived (sensory) texture would not be
distinguishable between classes.
4.2. Raw Noodle Color and Speck Count as a Function of Time
As previously noted, fresh raw yellow alkaline noodles are acceptable to
consumers when they appear bright yellow in color with minimal discoloration
and surface speckiness. Alkaline noodles are often purchased even 24 hours
after production. Discoloration, reduced brightness and visual appearance in
Asian noodles can result from a number of factors such as flour characteristics
(extraction rate, % flour protein, starch damage, % ash, seed coat color,
polyphenol oxidase enzymes (PPO), phenolic compounds) and noodle
processing methods (moisture levels and storing conditions) (Hatcher and Kruger
1993, Baik et al 1994b, Kruger et al 1994, Baik et al 1995). Extensive research
has shown that raw noodle discoloration is commonly associated with polyphenol
oxidase enzymes (PPO) or PPO activity (Hatcher and Kruger 1993, Kruger et al
1994, Baik et al 1994b, Baik et al 1995, Ye et al 2009, Fuerst et al 2010). Wheat
flour contains on average 3% PPO from wheat grain and is affected by both
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cultivar and growing conditions (Baik et al 1995). Measuring PPO enzymes can
be done so chemically but it does not provide a direct measure of the visual
impact on the noodles that drives consumer acceptability (Hatcher and Symons
2000a). Using colorimeters that quantify CIE L*, a*, b* values are common
research practices for evaluating raw Asian noodle brightness and discoloration
over time (Hatcher and Symons 2000a, Fuerst et al 2010). This method however,
also has its limitations as it does not quantify discolored spots (speckiness) which
are also undesirable (Hatcher and Symons 2000a, Fuerst et al 2010).
In this study, L* a* and b* values were measured at 0, 2 and 24 hours
after dough sheeting as a means to assess changes in raw noodle color and
brightness over time. Noodle surface specks were enumerated at the same
sampling times using specially developed image/speck recognition software
developed by the GRL of the Canadian Grain Commission (Hatcher et al 1999b,
Hatcher et al 2004). CIE triaxial L*, a* and b* color space values represent
degrees of brightness (0 to 100), red/green color hues (+a*/-a*) and yellow/blue
color hues (+b*/-b*) respectively (Fuerst et al 2010).
4.2.1. CIE L* Color Parameter of Raw YAN Measured at 0, 2 and 24 Hours
The CIE triaxial L*, color space values represent degrees of brightness (0
to 100), Change in raw YAN L* values measured at 0, 2 and 24 hours are
graphically illustrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, by wheat variety and wheat class,
respectively.
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Figure 4.1. Raw YAN CIE L* values by wheat variety at 0, 2 and 24 hours. Same
pattern bars with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level.
Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie
(ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR)
varieties include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.
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Figure 4.2. Raw YAN CIE L* values by wheat class at 0, 2 and 24 hours. Same
pattern bars with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level.
Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS); Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR).

The L* values measured at time 0 hour for all nine samples ranged
between 82 - 86 (Figure 4.1), with CPSR 5702PR flour producing the brightest
while CWRS 5602HR flour producing the darkest appearing noodle respectively.
Comparison of noodle brightness (L* values) at time 0 hr by wheat class (Figure
4.2) showed that CPSR noodle varieties on average appeared lighter at time 0 hr
than the CWRS noodle varieties. It was expected that the CWRS noodle varieties
would be darker in appearance as these noodles contained higher protein
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content, which has been reported to be responsible for darker appearing noodles
(Miskelly and Moss 1985, Hatcher et al 2011).
The L* values of all nine samples measured at 2 hours after dough
sheeting ranged between 76 and 83 (Figure 4.1). The brightest noodle of all nine
samples measured at this time was the CPSR variety 5702PR (L* = 83), while
the darkest noodle was CWRS variety 5602HR (L* = 76). As expected, the same
noodle samples that were the lightest and darkest at time 0 hr were the lightest
and darkest at 2 hrs and subsequently at 24 hrs. Significant differences in noodle
brightness at 2 hrs were found among all the flour varieties studied. Furthermore,
statistical comparisons of L* values at 2 hrs by wheat class (Figure 4.2) found
that noodles made with CWRS wheat flours were again, significantly darker in
appearance than noodles made with CPSR wheat flours.
Raw noodle L* values read at 24 hrs for all wheat varieties ranged
between 69 and 79. Noodle CPSR 5702PR was significantly brighter (L* = 79)
than all others, while CWRS 5602HR was also significantly darker than the rest
(L* = 69) at this time (Figure 4.1). Significant differences (P=0.05) in noodle
brightness were found when comparisons were made by both wheat variety and
wheat class (Figure 4.2), where CPSR was consistently brighter at all three time
periods.
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4.2.2. CIE a* Color Parameter of Raw YAN Measured at 0, 2 and 24 Hours
It should be noted here that a* values here represent more of a brownish
discoloration hue than true red and may be influenced in part by flour PPO
activity and protein content (Miskelly and Moss 1985, Baik et al 1995, Ye et al
2009). The CIE a* color values at time 0 hr ranged between 0.12 and -1.2 (Figure
4.3), with CWRS AC Barrie displaying the reddest color hue (highest positive a*
value), and CPSR 5702PR exhibiting the greenest color hue (greatest negative
a* value). Comparison of a* values by wheat class (Figure 4.4) concluded CWRS
wheat class flours were significantly (P=0.05) redder in color than wheat class
CPSR flours.
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Figure 4.3. Raw YAN CIE a* values by wheat variety at 0, 2 and 24 hours. Same
pattern bars with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level.
Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie
(ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR)
varieties include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.
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Figure 4.4. Raw YAN CIE a* values by wheat class at 0, 2 and 24 hours. Same
pattern bars with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level.
Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS); Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR).

While good quality YAN are bright yellow in color, one would probably not
expect a* values, red and green color hues, to bear any significant impact or
contribution to the final color of the noodles. This is not the case as L* a* and b*
parameters are not completely independent of one another (Fuerst et al 2010),
thus final noodle color is influenced by all three color parameters.
Changes in a* values were observed at 2 hours post sheeting (Figure 4.3).
Noodle CWRS 5602HR was found to be reddest in color (average a* = 0.12)
although not significantly different from AC Barrie, while CPSR 5700PR was
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found to be significantly less red in color (average a* = -1.2) than all others at this
time measurement. Comparison of a* values by wheat class (Figure 4.4) found
CWRS to be significantly (P=0.05) redder in color than the CPSR wheat noodles.
Finally, a* values at 24 hours post noodle sheeting were evaluated.
Significant changes in a* values were seen from the last time measurement (2
hrs), where CWRS 5603HR had the greatest redness (average a* = 0.54),
although not significantly different from CWRS AC Barrie, 5602HR and Harvest.
The CPSR variety 5700PR displayed the least reddest color (average a* = -0.72,
Figure 4.3), although not significantly different from 5702PR. Again, significant
differences (P=0.05) in a* values were seen between wheat classes as CWRS
noodles were overall redder in color than their CPSR counterpart (Figure 4.4).
4.2.3. CIE b* Color Parameter of Raw YAN Measured at 0, 2 and 24 Hours
Production of bright yellow colored alkaline noodles is the objective of
noodle makers, thus a positive b* value is seen as an indication of quality (Fuerst
et al 2010). Some manufacturers may even go as far as using dyes to enhance
noodle appearance (D.W. Hatcher, personal communication). Measured b*
values (averages) ranged between 22 and 26 immediately after the last noodle
sheeting processing step (0 hr) (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5. Raw YAN CIE b* values by wheat variety at 0, 2 and 24 hours. Same
pattern bars with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level.
Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie
(ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR)
varieties include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.

CWRS 5602HR was found to exhibit the most intense yellow color (b* =
26) of all nine samples measured immediately after dough sheeting although not
significantly different from CPSR 5701PR. Significant differences (P=0.05) in the
degree of noodle yellowness (b* values) were however found between the
different varieties, particularly so between CWRS 5602HR and CPSR varieties
5702PR, 5700PR and HY985. However aside from CWRS 5602HR and CPSR
5701PR no statistical differences were found across varieties. Interestingly
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though, when comparing the yellowness of the noodles by wheat class at 0 hrs
(Figure 4.6), no significant differences (P=0.05) in noodle yellowness (b* value)
were found between the CWRS and CPSR wheat class flours.

Figure 4.6. Raw YAN CIE b* values by wheat class at 0, 2 and 24 hours. Same
pattern bars with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level.
Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS); Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR).

All raw noodle samples showed an increase in b* values from 0 hr. The
average b* values at 2 hrs of all nine samples ranged between 24 - 28, with
CWRS 5602HR displaying the most and significantly greater yellow noodle color
(b* = 28, Figure 4.5) than all others. Again this was expected as at color reading
time 0 hr this noodle variety was the most yellow in color among all of the
samples studied. Statistical comparison of b* values by wheat variety for noodle
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yellowness found significant differences among most of the samples studied.
However, statistical comparison of b* values by wheat class (Figure 4.6), again
found no discernible differences in noodle yellowness between the two wheat
classes at this time measurement.
With the exception of CWRS 5602HR, all varieties displayed a further
increase in b* values with aging with a dramatic increase observed for CPSR
5702PR. Noodle yellowness (average b* values) at 24 hrs of all nine samples
ranged between 25 - 29. CPSR 5702PR noodles appeared to be the most yellow
in color (Figure 4.5) thus containing the highest amount of naturally occurring
flavonoid pigments in this flour sample. Significant differences in noodle
yellowness were noted between wheat varieties (e.g. CWRS 5602HR and CWRS
Harvest, 5603HR and CPSR 5701PR). Comparisons of b* values at 24 hours by
wheat class however showed no discernible differences in raw noodle
yellowness (Figure 4.6).
4.2.4. Raw YAN Speck Count Measured at 0, 2 and 24 Hours
Raw YAN speck appearance at time 0, 2 and 24 hours after dough
sheeting was measured using parameters of delta grey and minimum speck size
previously used by Hatcher et al (1999b), Hatcher and Symons (2000a), Hatcher
and Symons (2000b) and Hatcher et al (2004). It is important to recognize that
detection of specks is adjusted for the changing background color matrix over
time (Hatcher et al 1999b). Results showing the change in the number of noodle
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specks over time by wheat variety and wheat class are graphically illustrated in
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 respectively.

Figure 4.7. Raw YAN speck count by wheat variety at 0, 2 and 24 hours. Same
pattern bars with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level.
Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie
(ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR)
varieties include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.

The speck count at time 0 hr of the nine raw noodle samples ranged
between 39 - 95 specks/ 25 cm2 raw noodle area. CPSR 5701PR noodle had the
least number of specks (39) while CPSR 5700PR had the most number of
specks (95) at this time measurement (Figure 4.7). Statistically, speck count
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differences (P=0.05) were found only between noodles made from CPSR
5700PR and all other samples studied. Comparison of speck count by wheat
class however revealed no significant differences despite noodle CPSR 5700PR
having such an elevated speck count at 0 hr after dough sheeting (Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8. Raw YAN speck count by wheat class at 0, 2 and 24 hours. Same
pattern bars with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level.
Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS); Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR).

At 2 hours, raw noodle CWRS Unity VB had the highest (significantly
different) speck count (84 specks) than all other noodles with the exception of
CWRS 5602HR (not statistically different, Figure 4.7). The noodle displaying the
least amount of specks at 2 hrs was CPSR 5701PR with a speck count of 49
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specks/25 cm2 raw noodle area, however CWRS 5603HR was found to be not
significantly different in comparison (Figure 4.7). What was interesting to point
out was that for speck count at 0 hr, CPSR noodle variety 5700PR had an
average of 95 specks but at 2 hrs the average speck count for this sample was
found to be 66 specks/ 25 cm2 raw noodle area. A possible reason for this
change may due to the two hour wait time in which the sample had time to evenly
hydrate, changing the background matrix significantly. Thus no or very little
visible dry flour streaks are seen which may have falsely elevated the number of
specks read at 0 hr. As previously mentioned, the algorithm for the calculation of
to the background matrix is based on an average value over the entire measured
area. Unhydrated white areas could disproportionately elevate the brightness
background matrix which is applied for the speck detection methodology
(Hatcher and Symons 2000a, Hatcher and Symons 2000b). This algorithm uses
a delta grey value, i.e. difference between background matrix and a speck, that is
required to be exceeded before a pixel is declared to be a speck. Uneven
hydration at time 0 hr could therefore result in this threshold value being
exceeded thus falsely suggesting more specks were present. Furthermore,
comparison of speck counts by wheat class found no significant speck count
differences (P=0.05) between the two wheat classes at this time reading (Figure
4.8).
Speck counts of the nine wheat noodle samples assessed at 24 hrs after
dough sheeting all rose significantly (Figure 4.7). Raw noodle CWRS Unity VB
had the highest average speck count of 413 specks which was significantly
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greater than all other CWRS and CPSR varieties. The noodle with the lowest
speck count was CPSR 5702PR with an average of 101 specks/ 25 cm2 raw
noodle area which was statistically significant from all other varieties with the
exception of CPSR 5701PR. Statistical analysis of speck count by wheat class
showed that the CWRS class noodles had significantly (P=0.05) more specks
than CPSR class noodles at all time measurements, different from what was
observed at 0 and 2 hr speck count by wheat class comparison (Figure 4.7). This
is consistent with the findings of Hatcher et al (1999b), Hatcher and Symons
(2000a) and Hatcher and Symons (2000b).
4.3. Instrumental Assessment of Cooked YAN Texture
4.3.1. Evaluating Cooked YAN Firmness: Maximum Cutting Stress (MCS) Test
As indicated in the literature, yellow alkaline noodles are preferred to be
firm and elastic in texture, therefore an assessment of this noodle characteristic
is pertinent to discern differences both within a class and across classes.
Previous studies (Oh et al 1983, Oh et al 1985a, Oh et al 1985b, Huang and
Morrison 1988, Hatcher et al 2011) investigating cooked yellow alkaline noodle
texture have employed this method for the assessment of noodle firmness,
facilitating comparisons to previously done research. Results from the maximum
cutting stress (MCS) of the nine cooked noodle samples are illustrated in Figure
4.9.
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Figure 4.9. Maximum cutting stress (MCS) values of cooked YANs by wheat
variety. Bars with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level.
Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie
(ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR)
varieties include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.

MCS values of all nine samples studied ranged between 29 and 43
gf/mm2, with CWRS 5602HR requiring an average of 43 gf/mm2, thus highlighting
this sample to be significantly distinct from all other varieties in cooked noodle
firmness (Figure 4.9). The softest cooked noodle was CPSR 5702PR requiring
an average 29 gf/mm2 of cutting force, however it was found to be not statistically
different from CPSR 5701PR in cooked noodle softness. A possible explanation
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as to why CWRS 5602HR and CPSR 5702PR were the firmest and softest
cooked noodles, respectively, may be due to the difference in protein content
among the two flours. It is reported that higher protein containing wheat noodles
are firmer in texture (Miskelly and Moss 1985, Moss et al 1987, Hatcher et al
2011).
Of the nine noodle samples studied, CWRS 5602HR had the highest
protein content of 15.4%, while CPSR 5702PR contained only 11.3% protein
reaffirming that protein content has a direct influence on noodle firmness
(Miskelly and Moss 1985, Moss et al 1987, Hatcher et al 2011). Strong positive
correlations (0.87; P<0.005) were found between MCS and flour protein content
further confirming that noodle firmness is a function of protein content and that
higher protein containing cooked noodles require more force per unit area
(gf/mm2) to cut than the lower protein noodles (Figure 4.9).
What was interesting with the results were that statistically, noodle CPSR
5700PR was found to be not significantly different (P=0.05) in terms of cooked
noodle firmness than CWRS Unity VB, 5603HR, AC Barrie and Harvest despite
being ~2% or more lower in flour protein than these CWRS variety flours. Protein
quality rather than quantity may be a bigger contributing factor in cooked noodle
firmness. Dough characteristics observed for CPSR 5700PR support the
aforementioned notion as dough (gluten) strength characteristics (DDT and DST)
for this sample were found to be similar, if not stronger than all CWRS variety
flours with the exception of CWRS 5602HR (Table 4.1). Furthermore, CWRS
Unity VB which had the lowest flour protein difference (1.6%) of all CWRS
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varieties compared to CPSR 5700PR, observed a shorter DDT than the lower
protein sample thus providing further credence to the notion that protein quality is
more influential on cooked noodle firmness than flour protein content.
It is well known that gluten proteins are comprised of alcohol soluble and
insoluble monomeric gliadins and polymeric glutenin subunits, respectively, that
are responsible for the viscoelastic behaviour of wheat doughs (Shewry et al
2002, Shewry and Halford 2003). Glutenins are known to influence elastic
(strength) behaviour of gluten, while gliadins are responsible for the viscosity of
dough (Shewry and Halford 2003, Yu et al 2013). Glutenins are further
characterized based on their molecular weights, where low and high molecular
weight glutenin subunits (LMW-GS and HMW-GS) range between 20 000-45 000
Da and 70 000-90 000 Da, respectively (Yu et al 2013).
Much research has shown that HMW-GS Glu-A1, Glu-B1, and Glu-D1 and
LMW-GS (~60% of total glutenins) Glu-A3, Glu-B3 and Glu-D3 loci and allelic
variations are responsible for different dough properties such as dough
extensibility, gluten strength/dough resistance (Nagamine et al 2000, Liu et al
2010, Yu et al 2013). Lukow et al (2006) found that significant increases in dough
strength and baking quality were attributed to Glu-B3 LMW-GS alleles. LMW-GS
were, in general, found to be associated with dough resistance and extensibility
(D’Ovidio and Masci, 2004). It is plausible that CPSR 5700PR possesses a
particular genetic make-up of HMW- and LMW-GS Glu-A1/Glu-A3, Glu-B1/GluB3 and Glu/D1Glu-D3 protein alleles , thus influencing its dough strength (Table
4.1 and Figure 4.9), like that of the higher protein CWRS samples, and better
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than equal protein CPSR 5701PR and low protein CPSR 5702PR. Furthermore,
HPLC/UPLC (High-performance liquid chromatography/ Ultra-performance liquid
chromatography) analysis confirms the presence of HMW-GS and LMW-GS
protein variations among the nine flour samples (D.W. Hatcher, personal
communication).
Wheat and wheat flour is sold/priced on the basis of protein content. The
MCS test results here suggests that a noodle manufacturer could save money by
purchasing a lower protein wheat flour, with unique strength characteristics, like
CPSR 5700PR, and still be able to achieve similar noodle firmness associated
with higher protein CWRS variety flours. Comparison of MCS results by wheat
class however shows CWRS class noodles were overall significantly firmer than
cooked CPSR class noodles (Figure 4.10), despite the similarity in cooked
noodle firmness of CPSR 5700PR to respective higher protein noodle samples.
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Figure 4.10. Maximum cutting stress (MCS) values of cooked YANs by wheat
class. Bars with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level.
Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS); Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR).

4.3.2. Evaluating Cooked YAN Firmness: Stress-Relaxation Test
4.3.2.1. Peleg’s k1 and k2 Parameters
Previous literature reports, (Hatcher et al 2008a, Hatcher et al 2009b,
Hatcher et al 2011) have demonstrated that the linearization of stress relaxation
profile curves, first proposed by Peleg (1979), is capable of characterizing and
distinguishing differences in the rheological behaviour of cooked noodles affected
by small but significant changes in raw materials and processing conditions. Two
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parameters, k1 and k2, are derived from linearized stress relaxation curves. The
k1 parameter corresponds to the intercept and indicates the initial rate of applied
mechanical decay whereas k2, which corresponds to the slope, is the extent of
relaxation which deals with the residual stress remaining on the noodle at infinite
time (Hatcher et al 2011). Higher k1 and k2 values are indicative of firmer
behaviour and can be used to evaluate the rheological nature of the cooked
noodle samples.
Average intercept or k1 values of the linearized stress relaxation curves
for all nine samples studied ranged between 6.5 and 7.8 (Figure 4.11), with
CWRS Harvest exhibiting the higher k1 value than all other varieties with the
exception of CWRS Unity VB. Further comparisons of k1 values by variety shows
2% lower protein noodle CPSR 5702PR, HY985 and 5701PR were not
significantly different (P=0.05) than higher protein CWRS Unity VB, AC Barrie
and 5603HR noodles. This suggests that they exhibit similar noodle firmness as
their higher protein counterparts and that the quality of the proteins in these
CPSR samples is affecting this observed behaviour. Work on looking at the
relationship between HMW-/LMW-GS loci and allele variations may possibly help
explain why these lower protein CPSR samples studied here are not significantly
different, in terms of their k1 values, from the CWRS samples despite the 2%
difference in flour protein content.
Nagamine et al (2000) observed significant effects of glutenin alleles on
farinograph determined valorimeter value (VV) and gluten relaxation coefficients
(GRC), both of which are indicators of dough strength. The GRC value is the
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ratio of the depth of nonrecovery to the first compression, where the smaller the
GRC the stronger the gluten. These workers found HMW Glu-A1 and Glu-B1
significantly (P=0.01) influenced VV, while HMW-GS Glu-A1 and LMW-GS GluA3 significantly (P=0.05) influenced GRC. In addition, Nagamine and colleagues
found protein content to not significantly influence GRC, but did so for VV. These
dough strength influencing HMW-/LMW-GS loci (and relative alleles) may very
well be present in CPSR 5702PR, HY985, and 5701PR at higher concentrations
than in the higher protein counterparts, resulting in k1 values that are not
significantly different from respective CWRS noodles despite the significant
difference in protein content. Earlier HPLC/UPLC work shows distinct differences
in HMW-/LMW-GS allele and loci protein variations among the flour samples.
The results here were also consistent with those observed by Hatcher et al
(2011) where the k1 parameter of lower protein CPSR wheat noodle was found
to be significantly greater than the k1 parameter of the CWRS wheat noodle in
their study. Furthermore, a statistical comparison of the k1 parameter by wheat
class found CWRS and CPSR noodles to be not significant different (P=0.05)
from one another, further highlighting the rheological impact of protein quality.
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Figure 4.11. Peleg’s k1 (linearized intercept) values of cooked YANs by wheat
variety. Bars with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level.
Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS) vareties include Harvest, AC Barrie
(ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR)
varieties include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.

A similar trend is seen in the analysis of k2 values of the linearized stress
relation curves. The k2 values for all nine samples ranged between 2.4 and 2.6
with CPSR 5702PR exhibiting a significantly higher k2 value than all other
samples with the exception of CWRS Harvest (Figure 4.12). In addition, unlike
what was observed for k1 comparisons (no significant difference between CPSR
5702PR and CWRS Unity VB), the k2 value of CPSR 5702PR was observed to
be significantly higher than CWRS Unity VB. Furthermore, k2 value of lower
protein CPSR 5702PR was comparable (CWRS Harvest) or significantly
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(P=0.05) greater (CWRS 5603HR, AC Barrie, Unity VB and 5602HR) than all
~2% higher protein containing CWRS varieties. This observation was consistent
with those observed by Hatcher and colleagues (2011). While significant
differences in k2 values can be seen by individual variety comparison (Figure
4.12), no significant differences (P=0.05) in k2 values were observed by wheat
class comparison. High k1 and k2 values represent firmness, thus CWRS
Harvest and CPSR 5702PR would make good YANs noodle based on these two
stress-relaxation derived parameters alone.

Figure 4.12. Peleg’s k2 (linearized slope) values of cooked YANs by wheat
variety. Bars with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level.
Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie
(ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR)
varieties include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.
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4.3.2.2. Measuring Cooked Noodle Firmness Under Small Constant Uniaxial
Deformation (SR20%)

Stress relaxation (SRt%) is a percentage that represents stress relaxation
at an arbitrary time (t), which in our case is at 20 seconds as this time offers
excellent rheological discrimination of samples as was previously demonstrated
in studies by Hatcher et al (2009a, 2009b, 2009c). SR% values are determined
directly from stress relaxation measurements versus time plots rather than
Peleg’s linearized function. Percent stress relaxation was calculated as per
Hatcher et al (2011)

%SR = [

-

/

] x 100%

(4.1)

Where σ0 denotes the initial stress (Pa) after the sample is brought to a
constant deformation and σ (t=20) the stress (Pa) 20 s after the initial strain was
achieved (Hatcher et al 2011). To put SR% values into context, one can think of
an ideal liquid as having SR% equal to 100 as where an ideal elastic solid would
have a SR% value equal to 0 (Bellido and Hatcher 2009b, Hatcher et al 2011).
Furthermore, Hatcher and colleagues (2011) indicated that the lower the SR%
value, the more elastic (firmer) the noodles behave. In that respect, we can
assess the calculated SR% values for all nine samples in this study as a means
to understand their mechanical behaviours when small constant uniaxial
deformations are applied.
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Calculated SR% values at 20 s (SR20) for the nine samples in this study
ranged between 34% and 37% as seen in Figure 4.13. CWRS Harvest appeared
to be the firmest in cooked noodle behaviour (lowest calculated SR20 value of
34%).

Figure 4.13. Uniaxial SR20% values of cooked YANs by wheat variety. Bars with
different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian Western
Red Spring (CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie (ACBar), UnityVB,
5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) varieties include
HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.
Interestingly however, no significant difference (P=0.05) in SR20% values
was found between the 2% higher protein containing CWRS Harvest and CPSR
5702PR (34%) cooked noodles. This indicates that despite having lower flour
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protein content, CPSR 5702PR noodles were as firm as the higher protein
CWRS Harvest noodles. This relationship was also noted between other CPSR
and CWRS variety SR20% comparisons (Figure 4.13).
It is highly plausible that protein quality rather than quantity may be
responsible for this observed phenomenon, as noted by better or comparable
cooked noodle firmness (SR20%) of CPSR 5702PR to that of higher protein
CWRS samples (Figure 4.13). Wheat protein quality is measurable by the time it
takes for the dough to develop (DDT) and stabilize (DST) by a Brabender
farinograph. Generally, stronger flours would require more mixing time and
energy to reach an optimal rheological state (Tipples et al 1994). The DDT for
CPSR 5702PR was observed to be slightly longer than CWRS Harvest (Table
4.1), thus displaying it to be a stronger flour (characteristic to higher quality
proteins) despite the 2% difference in flour protein content.
Interestingly however the DDT for CPSR 5702PR was significantly shorter
than CWRS Unity VB and 5602HR, but according to stress-relaxation derived
SR20% for noodle firmness, CPSR 5702PR was significantly more firmer in
cooked noodle texture than these stronger and higher protein CWRS samples.
Furthermore, SR20% was found to correlate strongly with DDT (0.8; P<0.05).
These observations contradict, in the case of SR20% anyway, the notion that
protein quality influences cooked noodle firmness and that some other
unapparent factor(s) are responsible for cooked noodle firmness.
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It is also possible that gelatinized starch, as a result of cooking, is
influencing overall noodle firmness. Low peak viscosity and breakdown and high
setback and final viscosity starch characteristics were found to correlate with
YAN firmness (Konik et al 1994, Bhattacharya and Corke 1996, Miskelly 1996).
Strong negative correlations were found between SR20% and starch setback
(0.70; P<0.05) as well with starch final viscosity (0.82; P<0.01), supporting the
notion that gelatinized starch affects overall cooked noodle firmness. In addition,
no significant differences (P=0.05) were observed in noodle firmness (SR20%)
between the two wheat classes (Figure 4.14), which was expected in light of the
equivalent values displayed on an individual basis by both wheat classes.

Figure 4.14. Uniaxial SR20% values of cooked YANs by wheat class. Bars with
different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian Western
Red Spring (CWRS); Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR).
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4.3.2.3. Loading Force (LF), Unloading Force (UF) and the Elastic Index (EI)
The elastic index (EI) may provide further insight into the mechanical
behaviour of cooked noodles and can be calculated by determining the ratio
between unloading and loading work. Essentially, the EI of noodles is calculated
after a constant strain or loading force (LF) is applied over a defined period of
time (Hatcher et al 2011). Once the test has completed its measured time frame,
the strain is removed at the exact same speed as initially applied and the
retracting forces or unloading force (UF) exerted by the elastic nature of the
cooked noodles is recorded. It is the ratio between the total unloading and total
loading forces experienced by the cooked noodle that determines its EI value.
These values are expressed on a scale between 0 and 100, where the higher the
EI value the more elastic the material (noodles) behaves. Figures 4.15, 4.17 and
4.19 below are the derived loading, unloading and elastic index results for all
nine noodle varieties studied, respectively.
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Figure 4.15. Loading force (LF) values of cooked YANs by wheat variety. Bars
with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian
Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie (ACBar),
UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) varieties
include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.
The LF for the nine cooked noodle samples ranged between 0.72 – 1.02
N, with CWRS Harvest and CPSR 5701PR requiring the most and least,
respectively, amount of LF to bring the noodles to a constant 20% strain (Figure
4.15). The assumption would be that noodles with more flour protein would
behave firmer thus be more resistant (harder) to compress to a 20% strain.
CWRS Harvest and CPSR 5701PR does agree with this assumption however
CPSR 5702PR, HY985 and 5700PR do not as the LF values for these lower
protein noodles were statistically no different in comparison to all higher protein
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CWRS samples with the exception of CWRS Harvest (Figure 4.15). Furthermore,
CPSR 5702PR compared to all other CPSR varieties is 1% lower in protein, yet
the LF required by this sample was significantly greater than CPSR 5700PR and
5701PR. In addition, a weak correlation was found between LF and protein
content. This indicates that noodle firmness, determined by stress-relaxation
derived LF, is influenced by other underlying factor(s) other than flour protein
content.
Protein quality differences may be responsible for this observed result.
Lukow et al (2006) were able to show the influence of LMW-GS, particularly the
Glu-B3, on dough behaviour. They observed LMW-GS coded by Glu-B3 have
major effects on dough strength parameters, and that certain alleles made
doughs stronger than others. It has been reported that some alleles such as GluA3b, Glu-B3b, Glu-D3a, Glu-D3b, Glu-D3d and Glu-D3e showed positive effects
on dough properties (Yu et al 2013). In addition HMW-GS coded by Glu-B1 allele
(7)+8 also increased dough strength (Lukow et al 2006). Using a mixograph, Yu
et al (2013) also found that the absence of Glu-B3 and Glu-A3 (and respective
allele variations) in wheat flours could significantly reduce the flour-mixing quality.
In the case of CPSR 5702PR, DDT (indicator of protein quality), was the
shortest of all CPSR varieties and equal to CWRS 5603HR (Table 4.1), yet
CPSR 5702PR was observed to be as firm as or firmer than all CPSR and
CWRS noodles with the exception of CWRS Harvest. This suggests that
difference in protein quality is not responsible for cook noodle firmness as
determined by LF and that some other unapparent underlying factor(s) is
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responsible here for overall cooked noodle firmness. Furthermore, a negative
correlation was found between DDT and LF (0.50; P<0.20) which was expected
as the former parameter is measured for a raw state while LF was for a cooked
state.
Correlation between cooked noodle LF and gelatinized starch properties
may provide better insight as in both rheological analyses samples undergo
denaturation due to heat. Recall, low starch peak viscosity and breakdown and
high setback and final viscosity are starch properties associated with firm YAN. In
the case of CPSR 5702PR and CWRS AC Barrie (similar firmness, Figure 4.15),
low starch peak viscosity and breakdown was observed for CPSR 5702PR and
CWRS AC Barrie (Table 4.2). In addition they were found to be statistically the
same for both RVA parameters. High starch final viscosity and setback values
were observed for both CPSR 5702PR and AC Barrie, with CPSR 5702PR being
significantly higher in both RVA parameters than CWRS AC Barrie (Table 4.2).
This indicates that gelatinized starch properties are responsible for cooked
noodle firmness as low protein CPSR 5702PR was found to be not significantly
different in LF values compared to CWRS AC Barrie, 5602HR and Unity VB
(Figure 4.15). Furthermore, strong negative correlations were found between LF
and peak viscosity (0.50; P<0.20) and breakdown (0.72; P<0.05) further
supporting the concept that cooked noodle firmness is a function of starch
properties in the case of LF anyway.
Regardless of the results observed by wheat variety comparison, LF by
wheat class leads to the conclusion that CWRS overall requires significantly
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(P=0.05) more compressional loading force (LF) than CPSR (Figure 4.16). In
addition, starch peak viscosity and breakdown was significantly lower for CWRS
class noodles. As well no significant differences in starch final viscosity and
setback were observed between the two wheat classes.

Figure 4.16. Loading force (LF) values of cooked YANs by wheat class. Bars with
different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian Western
Red Spring (CWRS); Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR).

The UF of the cooked noodles samples ranged between 0.19 - 0.29 N.
CWRS Harvest displayed the greatest UF value, however it was not statistically
different in comparison to low protein CPSR 5702PR and CWRS AC Barrie.
Conversely, CPSR 5700PR displayed the lowest UF value however CPSR
5701PR and CWRS 5603HR were not distinctly different in comparison. With
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more available protein it is expected that the CWRS noodle samples would
release more elastic relaxation forces as they were seen to be overall harder to
compress than the lower protein CPRS noodle samples (Figure 4.15 and Figure
4.16). In addition, UF significantly correlated with LF (0.95; P<0.0005). However
CPSR 5702PR and HY985 (more noticeably), did not follow this expected result
as the UF of these samples were not significantly different in comparison to
respective CWRS samples (Figure 4.17). A negative correlation between UF and
DDT (0.60; P <0.10) was expected as the former parameter is a rheological
measure for a cooked state, thus weakening the argument that protein quality
differences here are responsible for the observed findings.
It is apparent that cooking noodles will denature the gluten proteins and
gelatinize the starch granules, thus altering the rheological state between raw
and cooked. It is highly possible that gelatinized starch properties are more
responsible for noodle relaxation (UF) than gluten protein. Low starch peak
viscosity and breakdown and high final viscosity and setback were shown to be
strongly correlated with cooked noodle firmness (Konik et al 1994, Bhattacharya
and Corke 1996, Miskelly 1996). In the case of CPSR 5702PR (similar UF with
CWRS Harvest and AC Barrie, Figure 4.17) peak viscosity was found to be
significantly lower than CWRS Harvest and the same as CWRS AC Barrie (Table
4.2). Starch breakdown of CPSR 5702PR was statistically the same as CWRS
AC Barrie but significantly higher than CWRS Harvest. Final viscosity of CPSR
5702PR was significantly lower and higher than CWRS Harvest and CWRS AC
Barrie, respectively. Lastly, CPSR 5702PR had the highest setback value and
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was significantly higher than CWRS AC Barrie and Harvest (Table 4.2). These
results of RVA starch properties give credence to the notion that gelatinized
starch properties are responsible for cooked noodle firmness as determined from
UF values. Furthermore, a moderate, positive correlation was noted between
starch final viscosity and UF (0.51; P<0.20), further supporting starch’s influence
on cooked noodle firmness as noted by comparable or higher CPSR UF values
to respective higher protein CWRS noodles.

Figure 4.17. Unloading force (UF) values of cooked YANS by wheat variety. Bars
with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian
Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie (ACBar),
UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) varieties
include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.
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Statistical analysis of UF by wheat class concluded CWRS class noodles
significantly (P=0.05) exhibited higher UF (measured relaxation force) values
than CPSR class noodles (Figure 4.18), despite what was observed by wheat
variety comparions (Figure 4.17).

Figure 4.18. Unloading force (UF) values of cooked YANs by wheat class. Bars
with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian
Western Red Spring (CWRS); Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR).
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Figure 4.19. Elastic index (EI) values of cooked YANs by wheat variety. Bars with
different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian Western
Red Spring (CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie (ACBar), UnityVB,
5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) varieties include
HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.

Elastic index (EI) values for the nine noodle samples studied were found
to range between 23 and 29 (Figure 4.19). Surprisingly noodle CPSR 5702PR
had the highest EI value of 29, indicating it to be the firmest in cooked noodle
behaviour despite having the lowest flour protein content compared to the other
samples studied (Table 4.1). CPSR 5702PR and HY985 were found to not be
significantly different (P=0.05) in firmness compared to CWRS Harvest. In
addition, EI value of CPSR HY985 and 5701PR were also found to be not
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significantly different (P=0.05) compared to high protein CWRS AC Barrie,
5603HR and Unity VB. All CPSR varieties are ~2% lower in flour protein content
than all CWRS wheat varieties. Furthermore, CPSR 5702PR is 1% lower in flour
protein than all other CPSR wheat varieties, even though it exhibited the most
elastic behaviour. Preliminary flour characteristic analyses also showed CPSR
5702PR required more DDT than CWRS Harvest, equal DDT to CWRS 5603HR
and similar DDT as CWRS AC Barrie (Table 4.1). This suggests that protein
quality, rather than quantity, relative to HMW-GS and LMW-GS, may be
influencing observed comparable EI values to those of the high protein CWRS
samples. A negative correlation however was found between DDT and EI (-0.70;
P<0.05). This was expected in light of the rheological difference of the two
measured parameters (raw vs. cooked dough). This statistical observation
weakens the argument that differences in protein quality are responsible for
cooked noodle firmness. Starch gelatinization properties again may be
responsible for cooked noodle behaviour as firmness was found to be better or
similar to higher protein CWRS samples.
Positive correlations were found between EI and final viscosity (0.76;
P<0.05), as well with setback (0.67; P<0.05), indicative of gelatinized starch’s
influence on cooked noodle firmness. In addition negative correlations were
found between EI and starch peak viscosity and breakdown. These results agree
with earlier cooked noodle analyses where low peak viscosity and breakdown
and high setback and final viscosity starch flour properties were observed to be
associated with YAN firmness (Konik et al 1994, Miskelly 1996). Correlative
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relationships observed here support the concept that cooked noodle firmness,
determined by EI, is a function of gelatinized starch and not by flour protein
content or quality differences. Furthermore, comparison of EI values by wheat
class (Figure 4.20) leads to the conclusion that CWRS and CPSR class wheat
noodles were statistically no different (P=0.05) in cooked noodle firmness.

Figure 4.20. Elastic Index (EI) values of cooked YANs by wheat class. Bars with
different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian Western
Red Spring (CWRS); Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR).
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4.3.3. Evaluating Cooked YAN Elasticity: Kieffer Rig Test
The Kieffer rig test method can be used to measure how extensible
(elastic) a material can behave. Evaluation of cooked noodle elasticity here
follows Dunnewind et al (2004)’s experimental method and formulas for
determining dough/gluten extensibility. Essentially the Kieffer rig test for dough
extensibility or elasticity can be viewed as being a small scale version of the
Brabender extensograph where extension curves are recorded based on small
scaled strain rates and elasticity is calculated for test pieces usually weighing
less than 1 gram (Dunnewind et al 2004). Contrary to the Brabender
extensograph where results are reported in arbitrary units, the extensibility or
elasticity results obtained by the Kieffer rig test are reported as more meaningful
fundamental engineering stress and strain values (Dunnewind et al 2004). From
the Kieffer rig test failure stress (Pa), apparent extensional viscosity (AeV),
change in sample length (StrainR), pull (the length of sample before rupture),
Hencky failure strain or relative deformation (StrainHR), Young’s Modulus, Fd
(force acting on the dough) and the apparent extension ratio (AER) are
parameters derived from this test and are relative to the cooked noodle’s elastic
behaviour.
4.3.3.1. Kieffer Rig Derived Pull Parameter: A Simple Indication of Cooked
Noodle Elasticity
A simple assessment of the pull length (Yt parameter in Dunnewind et al
(2004)’s experiment) of the cooked noodles before point of rupture can
discriminate the degree of elasticity between samples quite clearly. Noodle pull
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measurements for all nine cooked noodle samples are illustrated in Figure 4.21.
The Kieffer rig derived pull values for all nine noodle samples ranged between 17
– 22 mm in length.

Figure 4.21. Kieffer rig pull parameters of cooked YANs by wheat variety. Bars
with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian
Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie (ACBar),
UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) varieties
include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.

The CWRS noodle samples overall were observed to be more extensible
(elastic) in behaviour than the CPSR noodle samples (Figure 4.21). This was not
surprising as more available protein (CWRS noodles), thus more gluten
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(responsible for extensibility), would result in a more extensible behaviour. In
addition a positive relationship was found between Kieffer pull parameters and
flour protein (0.70; P<0.05). Statistically however, CPSR 5700PR and HY985
noodles, being lower in protein, were found to be as extensible as the higher
protein noodle samples, disagreeing with the notion that more available protein
equals more extensible behaviour. This observed result here may possibly be
influenced more so by protein quality than content.
It is well known that glutenins impart dough strength (elasticity) while
gliadins provide dough viscosity and extensibility (Lookhart and Ng 2006).
Additionally, wheat alpha gliadins (also referred to as alpha/beta gliadins) are a
closely related collection of gluten proteins important in determining the
extensibility properties of wheat doughs (Altenbach et al 2010). LMW-GS have a
greater effect on the amount and proportion of the gliadin to glutenin ratio in flour
than total protein content (Lookhart and Ng 2006). Lukow et al (2006) observed
that the presence of LMW-GS Glu-B3 coded allele “g” was associated with a
higher proportion of glutenin in wheat flour. They also observed that the
proportion of glutenin was positively related to mixograph dough strength
parameters (DDT, energy to peak and DST).
Here, CPSR 5700PR and HY985 had similar, in some cases longer DDT
compared to the respective high protein CWRS flours (Table 4.1) highlighting
their dough strength, despite the lack of protein content. This observation may be
a result of LMW-GS Glu-B3 alleles (responsible for dough strength) present in
CPSR 5700PR and HY985 but not in weaker dough strength CWRS samples. In
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addition, positive correlations were found between pull and DST (0.60; P<0.10)
as well with, however weakly, DDT. Contrary to what was observed by wheat
variety comparison (Figure 4.21), CWRS class noodles were still found to be
significantly (P<0.05) overall more extensible than CPSR.
4.3.3.2. Kieffer Rig Derived Failure Stress Parameter
Failure stress (Pa), which is the stress measured when the noodles are
extended to breaking point, was observed for all nine samples (Figure 4.22).
Among all samples studied the cooked noodle requiring the most force to extend
until breaking point was CWRS 5602HR, with a calculated failure stress value of
0.19 MPa. The sample that required the least amount of force to extend until
breaking point was CPSR 5701PR, with a calculated average failure stress value
of 0.13 MPa. In addition CPSR 5701PR and 5702PR were statistically the same.
This highlights Kieffer rig failure stress to be a function of flour protein. Also, a
positive correlation was found between failure stress and flour protein (0.82;
P<0.01).
Statistically, however failure stress of CPSR HY985 and 5700PR were not
significantly different (P=0.05) compared to respective 2% higher protein CWRS
noodles with the exception of CWRS 5602HR vs. CPSR 5700PR (Figure 4.22).
In the case of CPSR HY985 and 5700PR other underlying factor(s) may be
influencing their comparable CWRS extensibility. Furthermore, comparison of
Kieffer rig failure stress by wheat class found CWRS class noodles significantly
require more failure stress stress (P=0.05) than CPSR.
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Figure 4.22. Kieffer rig failure stress values of cooked YANs by wheat variety.
Bars with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian
Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie (ACBar),
UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) varieties
include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.

4.3.3.3. Kieffer Rig Derived Apparent Extensional Viscosity (AeV) Parameter
Cooked noodle elasticity can be determined by calculating its AeV, which
is a measure of the extent to which the noodle may elongate to before rupturing.
Figure 4.23 illustrates AeV results of the cooked noodle samples. Kieffer rig AeV
values ranged between 0.9 – 1.6 MPa·s. CWRS 5602HR displayed the greatest
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AEV value however, it was found to not be statistically different compared to all
CWRS varieties and low protein CPSR 5700PR and HY985. Figure 4.23 shows a
clear separation between CWRS and CPSR varieties suggesting AeV to be a
function of flour protein. A positive correlation between AeV and flour protein
(0.82; P<0.01) was found supporting the aforementioned hypothesis. As noted
however, low protein CPSR 5700PR and HY985 do not follow this observed
relationship suggesting higher quality proteins relative to HMW- and LMW-GS
loci and alleles responsible for dough extensibility, in these two particular CPSR
varieties as factors influencing this observed outcome (Figure 4.23).
DDT (Table 4.1) highlights the difference in protein quality between all
nine samples. CPSR HY985 and 5700PR doughs are stronger (longer DDT) if
not comparable in strength than all high protein CWRS samples. Positive, but
weak, correlations between AeV and DDT as well as DST were found indicating
AeV is in part function of protein quality and other unapparent underlying
factor(s). Additionally, AeV values were found to correlate positively with Kieffer
strainR (0.94; P=0.0001), Kieffer pull (0.95; P=<0.0001) and Hencky failure strain
(0.94; P<0.001). By wheat class comparison, CWRS was significantly (P=0.05)
overall more extensional than CPSR (1.5 MPa·s vs. 1.2 MPa·s) further
supporting the positive relationship between flour protein and AeV despite the
outcome of CPSR 5700PR and HY985.
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Figure 4.23. Kieffer rig apparent extensional viscosity (AeV) values of cooked
YANs by wheat variety. Bars with different letters are significantly different at P =
0.05 level. Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC
Barrie (ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red
(CPSR) varieties include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.

4.3.3.4. Kieffer Rig Derived StrainR (Change in Cooked Noodle Length)
Parameter

Change in cooked noodle length before rupture can be used as a measure
of extensibility. Greater changes in noodle length indicate greater extensive
behaviour. Figure 4.24 summarizes Kieffer rig derived strainR values for all nine
cooked noodle samples. CWRS Unity VB was calculated to have the highest
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(strainR = 1.80) change in length after extension however it was not significantly
different compared to other CWRS varieties or CPSR 5700PR and HY985. The
sample with the smallest change in noodle length after extension was CPSR
5702PR (strainR = 1.35). This was expected as more available protein is
associated with greater extensibility. A positive correlation was found between
strainR and flour protein (0.68; P<0.05). Furthermore, higher protein CWRS class
noodles were significantly (P<0.05) more extensible than CPSR.
Interestingly however, lower protein CPSR 5700PR, HY985 and 5701PR
were not statistically different (P=0.05) in extensibility compared to 2% higher
protein CWRS noodle samples (Figure 4.24). This does not agree with the
positive relationship between flour protein and extensibility (strainR). Protein
quality differences in the CPSR samples may possibly be responsible for the
observed comparable extensive behaviour. Positive correlations were found
between strainR and DST (0.62; P<0.10) and DDT showing protein quality
influences cooked noodle extensibility as noted with by CPSR 5700PR, HY985
and 5701PR.
Comparison of strainR values by wheat class however, showed statistical
differences (P=0.05) in strainR values between the two classes, with CWRS
class noodles being overall more extensible than CPSR class noodles despite
similar strainR values when compared on an individual variety basis.
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Figure 4.24. Kieffer rig strainR parameters of cooked YANs by wheat variety.
Bars with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian
Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie (ACBar),
UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) varieties
include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.
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4.3.3.5. Kieffer Rig Derived Young’s Modulus Parameter
The Young’s modulus (YM, numerical value of Hooke’s law) is the ratio
between stress and strain and is a measure of how stiff (elastic) a material is
(Williams et al 1984). The higher the YM value, the stiffer or elastic the material
behaves. To put this into a better perspective while both being solid type
materials, a piece of steel may be viewed as being more elastic (stiff) than a
piece of wood. The YM of all nine cooked noodle samples were calculated by
taking the ratio of Kieffer rig derived stress and strain (strainR) parameters.
Figure 4.25 graphically displays the results for all nine cooked noodle samples
studied.
CWRS Harvest displayed the most elastic like nature with a calculated YM
value of 0.11 MPa although statistically similar to CWRS 5602HR, Unity VB and
AC Barrie. The sample which displayed the least elastic behaviour was CPSR
5701PR, with a YM value of 0.086 MPa and was observed to be not significantly
different compared to CPSR 5700PR (Figure 4.25). A clear separation in elastic
behaviour (YM values) between CWRS and CPSR varieties can be seen
indicating flour protein content as an apparent factor in greater observed elastic
behaviour. Furthermore, positive correlations between YM and flour protein
(0.69; P<0.05) as well with wet gluten (0.78; P<0.05) were observed. In addition,
by wheat class, higher protein CWRS was observed to be significantly (P<0.05)
more elastic in behaviour than CPSR.
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Low protein CPSR 5702PR and HY985 however were found to be not
statistically different (P=0.05) in elasticity than the majority of 2% higher protein
containing CWRS samples. In addition, YM for low protein CPSR 5700PR was
found to be not significantly different than higher protein CWRS 5603HR (Figure
4.25). These observations suggest flour protein may not entirely be responsible
for a more observed elastic behaviour. As noted in earlier texture analysis
(stress-relaxation test), cooked noodle firmness is in part observed to be
associated with gelatinized starch. Gelatinized starch properties, in the case of
these CPSR samples with observed comparable elastic behaviour associated
with high protein flours, this may be the case. A moderately negative correlations
was observed between YM and starch peak viscosity (-0.51; P<0.20) while a
strong negative correlation was found between YM and starch breakdown (-0.67;
P<0.05), supporting elastic (firmness) behaviour to be (in part) a function of
starch gelatinization properties.
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Figure 4.25. Kieffer rig derived Young’s modulus values of cooked YANs by
wheat variety. Bars with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05
level. Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC
Barrie (ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red
(CPSR) varieties include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.

4.3.3.6. Kieffer Rig Derived Hencky Failure Strain Parameter
Relative deformation via Hencky failure strain (HR) was calculated for all
noodle samples studied. Essentially the HR is a log ratio between the length of
the sample at rupture and the initial length of the sample before extension
begins. HR is a measure of noodle extensibility. Figure 4.26 graphically illustrates
the different HR values of the nine cooked noodle samples.
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Figure 4.26. Kieffer rig derived Hencky failure strain values of cooked YANs by
wheat variety. Bars with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05
level. Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC
Barrie (ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red
(CPSR) varieties include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.

HR values ranged between 0.84-1.02, with CWRS Unity VB and CPSR
5702PR exhibiting the most and the least relative deformation, respectively,
indicating HR to be a function of flour protein. HR was found to positively
correlate with flour protein (0.67; P<0.05) and not surprisingly wet gluten (0.58;
P<0.10). Furthermore, CWRS class noodles were observed to be significantly
(P<0.05) more extensible in behaviour than CPSR further supporting the positive
relationship between HR and flour protein.
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Interesting observations were found however when comparing HR values
by wheat variety, where lower protein CPSR 5700PR and HY985 were found to
be not significantly different (P=0.05) in noodle extensibility compared to all
higher protein CWRS noodle samples (Figure 4.26). Additionally, HR of CPSR
5701PR was observed to be statistically similar to high protein CWRS Harvest. It
is postulated that protein quality differences (in part) influence cooked noodle
extensibility thus increasing extensibility of low protein CPSR 5700PR, HY985
and 5701PR to be similar in behaviour with respective CWRS samples. Positive
correlations were found between HR and DST (0.61; P<0.10) as well, however
weakly, with DDT, supporting the notion that protein quality differences do
influence cooked noodle elasticity when flour protein content is low.
Also interesting to note, the order of cooked noodle extensibility evaluated
by the Kieffer rig pull parameter (Figure 4.21) is identical to the order of cooked
noodle extensibility evaluated by the Kieffer rig Hencky failure strain parameter.
This suggests that these two parameters may be relative to one another despite
one parameter measuring cooked extensibility before rupture (pull) and the other
parameter measuring cooked extensibility after rupture (Hencky failure strain). A
strong positive correlation (0.99; P<0.0001) observed between Kieffer rig pull and
Hencky failure strain parameter confirms this.
4.3.3.7. Kieffer Rig Derived Dough Force (Fd) Parameter
The dough force (Fd) parameter is the maximum force acted on the
cooked noodle at point of rupture, thus higher observed required dough force is
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indicative of more elastic thus firmer behaviour (Dunnewind et al 2004, Abang
Zaidel et al 2008). Figure 4.27 graphically illustrates the Kieffer rig Fd values for
all nine cooked noodle samples studied.

Figure 4.27. Kieffer rig derived dough force (Fd) values of cooked YANs by wheat
variety. Bars with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level.
Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie
(ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR)
varieties include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.

Fd values for the cooked noodle samples ranged between 38 - 54 gf (gram
force), with CWRS 5602HR and CPSR 5701PR requiring the most significant
and least significant amount of pull force, respectively. A clear separation in
measured dough force between CWRS and CPSR noodles can be seen
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indicating CWRS noodles are overall more elastic (firmer) than CPSR noodles.
This is found to be the case, as statistically CWRS class noodles were observed
to be significantly (P<0.05) more elastic (firm, overall higher Fd values) than
CPSR class noodles. These observed outcomes indicate a positive relationship
between flour protein content and cooked noodle elasticity (firmness).
Furthermore, a positive correlation was found between Fd and flour protein (0.85;
P<0.01).
Interestingly it was noted that the Fd of low protein CPSR HY985 was
found to be not significantly different compared to higher protein CWRS Unity
VB, 5603HR and AC Barrie (Figure 4.27), suggesting additional factor(s) to be
the cause of its comparable CWRS elastic (firm) behaviour despite the lack of
flour protein. Konik et al (1994) and Miskelly (1996) observed positive
relationships between YAN firmness and low starch peak viscosity and starch
breakdown. Negative correlations between Fd and starch peak viscosity, as well
as starch breakdown, were observed, and so starch may be in part responsible
for increasing elastic (firm) behaviour.
4.3.3.8. Kieffer Rig Derived Strain Rate Parameter
The strain rate parameter is calculated from differentiating Hencky strain
with time (Dunnewind et al 2004, Abang Zaidel et al 2008). Kieffer rig derived
strain rate of the cooked noodle samples are shown in Figure 4.28. Strain rates
of the noodle samples ranged between 0.12 - 0.14 s-1, with CPSR 5702PR and
CWRS Unity VB having the highest and lowest strain rate values, respectively.
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Strain rate values of all lower protein CPSR noodles were found to be not
significantly different (P=0.05) compared to respective CWRS varieties ruling out
the influence of flour protein content on extensible behaviour (Figure 4.28).
Furthermore, by wheat class comparison, strain rate of CPSR was significantly
(P=0.05) greater than CWRS, thus exhibiting a more elastic (extensible) nature.
In addition, a negative correlation was observed between strain rate and flour
protein content.
Difference in wheat protein quality was ruled out as an influencing factor
as negative correlations between strain rate and DDT as well as DST were
apparent. Starch final viscosity and setback were observed to positively correlate
with strain rate, indicating cooked noodle extensibility (strain rate) to be, in part, a
function of gelatinized starch.
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Figure 4.28. Kieffer rig stain rate values of cooked YANs by wheat variety. Bars
with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian
Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie (ACBar),
UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) varieties
include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.

4.3.3.9. Kieffer Rig Derived Apparent Extensional Ratio (AER) Parameter
The apparent extensional ratio represents the length of extended cooked
noodle (before fracture) over initial noodle length; this was calculated and is
shown in Figure 4.29. Higher AER values are indicative of greater extensible
behaviour. Apparent extensional ratio (AER) of the nine cooked noodle samples
ranged between 2.3 - 2.8, with CPSR 5702PR and CWRS Unity VB displaying
the lowest and highest ratio values respectively. By class comparison, AER was
significantly (P<0.05) greater for CWRS than CPSR. These observations indicate
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AER to be a function of flour protein. Moreover, a positive correlation was found
between AER and flour protein (0.68; P<0.05).
No statistical differences in AER values were found between 2% lower
protein CPSR 5700PR, HY985 and all CWRS noodles (Figure 4.29). Additionally,
AER of CPSR 5701PR was found to be not significantly different compared to
higher protein CWRS Harvest. These observations again suggest protein quality
differences as influential factors in noodle elasticity where flour protein content is
lacking. Positive correlations were observed between AER and DST (0.62;
P<0.10) as well, however weakly, with DST.
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Figure 4.29. Kieffer rig derived apparent extensional ratio (AER) values of
cooked YANs by wheat variety. Bars with different letters are significantly
different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties
include Harvest, AC Barrie (ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian
Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) varieties include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and
5702PR.

4.3.4. Correlations between Maximum Cutting Stress, Stress-Relaxation and
Kieffer Rig Measured Parameters for Cooked YAN
Relationships of texture parameters between traditional noodle texture
methods were assessed. Table 4.3 summarizes statistically calculated
correlations between the measured parameters for all three traditional texture
test methods.
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Correlation analyses showed that empirical MCS did not significantly
correlate with any of the stress-relaxation parameters (SR20%, k1, k2, EI, LF and
UF). This does not corroborate with the findings of Hatcher et al 2008a and
Hatcher et al 2011, where in both studies significant correlations between MCS
and SR20% (0.64; P<0.01), k1 (0.67; P<0.005) and k2 (-0.75; P<0.001) were
observed for YANs made from durum, common wheat as well as buckwheat flour
of different protein contents and gluten strength.
Strong inverse relationships between SR20% and k1 (-0.86; P<0.005), k2
(-0.98; P<0.0001), EI (-0.95; P<0.0001) and UF (-0.74; P<0.05) were observed
indicating these parameters were measuring cooked noodle firmness differently
from one another. These results agree with those observed in the study of soba
noodles (Hatcher et al 2011), where SR20% of soba noodles made with common
as well as common and buckwheat flour blends showed strong inverse
relationships with all other stress relaxation test parameters (k1, k2, EI).
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Table 4.3. Correlation coefficients (R) and probability values (P) between cooked noodle Maximum Cutting Stress, Stress
Relaxation and Kieffer rig texture test parameters.
k1

k2

EI

-0.855
0.003

-0.984
<.0001
0.759
0.017

-0.954
<.0001
0.797
0.01
0.945
0.0001

LF

UF

MCS
SR20%
k1
k2
EI
LF

0.686
0.04

Stress
0.962
<.0001

AeVR
0.9769
<.0001

-0.742
0.022
0.82
0.006
0.695
0.037
0.759
0.017
0.947
0.0001

StrainR
0.925
0.0003

AeVR
StrainR

Pull
0.939
0.0002

SR
-0.805
0.008
-0.664
0.051

HR
0.9233
0.0004
0.58
0.1

-0.612
0.079
-0.611
0.08

0.73
0.025
0.755
0.018

-0.647
0.059
-0.645
0.06

0.905
0.0008
0.957
<0.001
0.998
<.0001

-0.738
0.023
-0.827
0.005
-0.931
0.0003

0.881
0.001
0.94
0.0002
0.999
<.0001

-0.641
0.062
-0.642
0.062

0.988
<.0001

0.884
0.001
0.943
0.0001

0.894
0.001
0.789
0.011
0.78
0.013
0.678
0.044
0.404

-0.916
0.0005

0.998
<.0001
-0.925
0.0003

YM
Pull
SR
HR
Fd

Fd
0.94
0.0002

AER
0.925
0.0003

0.577
0.103

UF
Stress

YM
0.65
0.058

-0.642
0.062

0.964
<.0001
0.93
0.0003
0.786
0.012
0.843
0.004
0.814
0.007
-0.617
0.076
0.784
0.012

0.885
0.001
0.944
0.0001
1
<.0001

0.998
<.0001
-0.931
0.0003
0.999
<.0001
0.786
0.011

SR20%, stress relaxation % at 20 s; k1, initial rate of relaxation; k2, extent of relaxation; EI, Elastic Index; LF, loading work force; UF,
unloading work force; YM, Young’s Modulus; AeVR, Apparent Extensional Viscosity; AER, Apparent Extension Ratio; HR, Hencky
Strain; SR, Kieffer rig strain rate; Fd, Dough Force. No P-value = not significant.
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4.4. Determining Possible Water Pushing Effects as a Result of Noodle Sheeting
Process for Raw Noodle Ultrasonic Measurements
For the ultrasonic experimental investigation portion of this project, 150 g
of pure wheat flour from each of the nine varieties was required to make a large
dough sheet so that approximately 30 circular dough pieces could be extracted,
randomly selected and stacked (1 to 7 layers) as a means to evaluate their
characteristic sound wave properties (velocity and attenuation) with increasing
dough thickness.
Prior to the actual raw noodle wave measurements of the wheat varieties,
preliminary investigations of what was termed as a possible “water pushing”
effect due to the multiple sheeting passes (7 used to create the noodles) was
investigated. Previous work using ultrasound to evaluate dough rheological
properties had shown that waves which travelled through higher moisture
containing dough samples were slower and more attenuated than those
propagating through lower moisture dough samples (Kidmose et al 2001, Salazar
et al 2002). This therefore posed a potential problem as it may be possible that
moisture may be pushed and dispersed unevenly due to the multiple noodle
sheeting steps, thereby possibly making some regions of the dough sheet drier
than others. If this were the case, random selections of dough pieces (to be
stacked) for increased thickness readings may lead to misinterpretation of the
findings as the assumption will be that no two circular dough pieces are the
same. This then results in wave properties (wave velocity and attenuation) that
are not just dependent on the raw dough properties, but also on the uneven
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moisture in the raw noodle dough pieces. It was therefore necessary to
determine whether or not moisture was dispersed evenly throughout the entire
dough sheet, so that a random selection of extracted dough pieces may be used
and stacked for increasing dough thickness readings. Resulting characteristic
wave properties may then be relative to the mechanical properties of the noodle
dough, rather than the possible differences in moisture content between the
different stacked pieces of dough.
To investigate the possible “water push” effect from multiple roll passes,
transmitted waves were measured for circular dough pieces, made from
composite wheat flour, extracted from either the “top” or “bottom” of 34% and
37% moisture containing dough sheets. It should be noted that it is not common
practice to produce noodles containing 37% or higher levels of moisture. It is
used here, however, as a means to provide an extreme condition so that clear
comparisons could be made between the two moisture levels. Figure 4.30 puts
the extraction method of circular dough pieces into a clearer perspective.
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150 g Noodle Sheets
Sheeting
Direction

H2O Pushing

TOP

Direction

BOTTOM

Figure 4.30. Representation of circular dough pieces being extracted from the top
and bottom of two identical 150 g dough sheets. The gray shaded area is the
portion of the noodle dough sheet that was not used to cut circles out of.

Randomly selected circular dough pieces taken from either the “top” or
“bottom” portion of a 34% or 37% moisture dough sheet were stacked and
evaluated ultrasonically for increasing dough layers (1-7 layers). Each sample
was ultrasonically evaluated three times (3 repetitions). The inverse slope of
linear fit of transit time (μs) versus thickness (mm) plots were used to determine
wave velocity (mm/μs), while the logarithmic slope of linear fitted amplitude
versus thickness (mm) plots was used to determine wave attenuation (mm-1).
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Table 4.4. Wave velocities and attenuation coefficients for “top” and “bottom”
sections of 34% and 37% raw YAN dough sheets.
Vmin

Top
Bottom

34%
Vmax
αmin

-1

αmax

-1

Vmin

37%
Vmax
αmin

αmax

-1

(mm/μs)

(mm/μs)

(mm )

(mm )

(mm/μs)

(mm/μs)

(mm )

(mm-1)

0.50a

0.48a

0.52a

0.50a

0.45a

0.45a

0.62a

0.60a

0.50a

0.47a

0.51a

0.47a

0.44a

0.43a

0.58a

0.56a

Values followed by the same letter in the same column are not significantly different at
P=0.05.

The speed (both minimum (Vmin) and maximum (Vmax) velocity) of the
sound waves traveling through the 34% moisture containing noodle dough
sheets were noted to be faster than the waves propagating through the 37%
moisture dough samples (Table 4.4). However, no significant differences
(P=0.05) were seen in wave velocity between “top” and “bottom” extracted dough
pieces for both 34% and 37% moisture containing dough sheets. Analysis of the
wave attenuation coefficients shows that waves were more attenuated (higher
apparent values), both minimum (αmin) and maximum (αmax), at 37% moisture
than at 34% moisture. No significant differences (P=0.05) were seen in wave
attenuation between “top” and “bottom” selected dough pieces at both moisture
levels (Table 4.4).
Since no statistically discernible effects of water pushing at the 34% and
37% moisture level were observed, stacking for increased thickness
measurements using randomly selected dough pieces may be used for ultrasonic
evaluation from either moisture level. For ultrasonic evaluation of raw dough
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properties for the nine noodle samples, 34% moisture was used as this is
common practice in noodle making.
4.5. Raw YAN Dough Density
The densities of the raw noodle samples were measured using the water
displacement method as described by Bellido et al (2006). Resulting density
measurements are shown in Figure 4.31. Noodle dough densities for the
samples ranged between 1270-1281 kg/m3. CPSR 5700PR was found to be the
most dense, although it was found to be not significantly (P=0.05) denser than
most noodles with the exception of CWRS Harvest and CPSR 5702PR.
Overall, it was observed that the lower protein CPSR samples were as
dense as 2% higher protein CWRS samples (Figure 4.31). Furthermore, no
significant difference (P=0.05) in dough density by wheat class comparison was
found (CPSR = 1277kg/m3; CWRS = 1277 kg/m3), which was expected based on
what was observed on an individual variety comparison. Wave properties are
influenced by the density of the investigated material and the frequency at which
the waves propagate.
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Figure 4.31. Raw YAN dough density values by wheat variety. Bars with different
letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian Western Red Spring
(CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie (ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and
5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) varieties include HY985, 5700PR,
5701PR and 5702PR.
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4.6. Assessing the Rheological Behaviour of Raw YANs Using Low Intensity 50
kHz Ultrasonic Waves

4.6.1. Raw YAN Wave Velocities
Calculated first minimum (wave trough) and first maximum (wave peak)
velocities of waves propagated through raw noodle samples were investigated.
Figure 4.32 is an illustrative example displaying how the first minimum and first
maximum transit times were determined.

Figure 4.32. Determining the first minimum and first maximum transit times of
increasing noodle thickness to calculate wave velocities.
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The transit times of the wave minimum and maximum were determined for
each increasing (1 to 7 layers) dough layer. A light coating of mineral oil was
used between the surface layers (for good coupling) to ensure that interfacial
loss of pulsed waves was negligible (Bellido and Hatcher 2010).Transit times
were plotted against dough thickness, with wave velocity determined by taking
the inverse of the linear slope (Figure 4.33).

Figure 4.33. Linear plot of transit time versus dough thickness for determining
wave minimum and maximum velocities.

Results for both first minimum and first maximum velocity of raw noodle
doughs are reported in Figures 4.34 and 4.36, respectively.
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Figure 4.34. Velocities of raw YANs by wheat variety calculated from the first
minimum of the ultrasonic wave. Bars with different letters are significantly
different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties
include Harvest, AC Barrie (ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian
Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) varieties include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and
5702PR.

Analysis of the results showed that calculated first minimum velocity
values of the ultrasonic waves travelling through the nine noodle samples ranged
between 0.449 and 0.508 mm/μs (449-508 m/s), with noodle samples CWRS
5602HR and CPSR 5702PR displaying the highest and lowest velocities
respectively. A recent study using ultrasound to investigate raw noodle dough
rheological properties as a function of added/manipulated stiffening agents
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(transglutaminase and increasing salt concentrations) by Bellido and Hatcher
(2010), showed that the waves travelled faster, 525 m/s (transglutaminase) and
530 m/s (increased salt) compared to the control, 480 m/s. Letang et al (2001)
also noted at lower frequencies, stiffer doughs displayed higher velocities.
Transglutaminase and increasing salt additions were not used or manipulated for
this project; therefore, the only plausible factor affecting wave velocity here would
be due to either flour protein content or protein quality as these are the only
distinct differences between the wheat varieties.
Analysis of the noodle flour properties (Table 4.1) revealed that on
average more flour protein (2% or higher) was found in CWRS class/variety
wheats than in the CPSR class/varieties, thus providing the opportunity for more
protein-to-protein interactions, resulting in a more developed (entangled) dough
matrix. A clear separation between CWRS and CPSR noodles is observed where
velocities were higher for the higher protein containing wheat class (Figure 4.34).
Correlation analysis found a positive, strong and significant relationship (0.92;
P<0.001) between flour protein and first minimum velocity. This relationship
strongly indicates that higher observed wave velocities are a function of flour
protein content. In addition, by wheat class comparison, wave velocities were
overall observed to be significantly (P<0.05) higher for CWRS than CPSR, thus
further supporting the notion that flour protein content influences the speed at
which sound travels through the raw noodle doughs (Figure 4.35).
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Figure 4.35. Velocities of raw YANs by wheat class calculated from the first
minimum of the ultrasonic wave. Bars with different letters are significantly
different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS); Canadian
Prairie Spring Red (CPSR).

It should be noted, however, that while it is assumed that protein content
positively impacts wave velocity, the wave velocity of CWRS 5602HR (15.4%
protein) was found to be not significantly different (P=0.05) than that of CWRS
Harvest (14.1% protein) despite the difference in protein content. Within the
CPSR class noodles, 5701PR displayed a significantly (P=0.05) higher velocity
compared to 5700PR and HY985, despite the same flour protein content
(12.3%). Furthermore, velocity of CPSR 5701PR (12.3% protein) was found to be
not significantly different (P=0.05) than all of the high protein CWRS noodles
except for 5602HR (Figure 4.34). This makes our initial assumption of protein
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content being an influencing factor on velocity a little less certain, despite the
significantly strong positive relationship observed. It may be possible that higher
quality proteins, relative to dough strengthening HMW- and/or LMW-GS loci and
allelic variations, that are present in lower flour protein CPSR 5701PR may be
responsible for this observed outcome (velocity comparable to CWRS cultivars,
Figure 4.34). Brabender farinograph DDT and DST (measure of protein quality)
of CPSR 5701PR was observed to be comparable, if not better than all CWRS
samples with the exception of 5602HR (Table 4.1). Furthermore, a positive
relationship between minimum velocity and DST (0.50; P<0.20) was observed
indicating wave velocity to be, in part, a function of protein quality when a
difference in flour protein is evident (Figure 4.34).
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Figure 4.36. Velocities of raw YANs by wheat variety calculated from the first
maximum of the ultrasonic wave. Bars with different letters are significantly
different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties
include Harvest, AC Barrie (ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian
Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) varieties include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and
5702PR.

Similar relationships were found when analyzing maximum wave velocities
by wheat class and variety. Maximum wave velocities of the raw noodle samples
are seen in Figure 4.36. Wave velocities determined from the first maximum were
slightly slower (2% and 5% slower, CWRS and CPSR respectively) than the
minimum wave velocities, ranging between 0.429 to 0.488 mm/μs (428-488 m/s).
No change in the order, as seen for minimum wave velocity (Figure 4.34), of
wave speed was observed. Maximum velocity of CPSR 5701PR was not
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significantly (P<0.05) different compared to CWRS 5603HR and Unity VB (Figure
4.36), unlike what was observed by first minimum wave velocity where CPSR
5701PR was statistically no different compared to CWRS Harvest, AC Barrie,
5603HR and Unity VB (Figure 4.34). Protein quality differences again are
influential on wave velocity (comparable wave velocities associated with higher
protein samples) when protein content differences are evident. A positive
correlation was found between maximum wave velocity and DST (0.46; P<0.20).
Despite the observed anomaly by individual comparison, wave velocity by wheat
class comparison found propagating waves were overall significantly (P<0.05)
faster through higher protein CWRS than CPSR.
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4.6.2. Raw YAN Attenuation Coefficients (α)
Attenuation coefficients derived from the first minimum and maximum for
all raw noodle samples were calculated by logarithmically plotting the minimum
and maximum amplitude values from the captured waves against increasing
noodle thicknesses (Figure 4.37).

Figure 4.37. Example of a log plot of amplitude versus noodle dough thickness.
The amplitude was measured at the first minimum or first maximum of the
transmitted waveform. The solid lines are least squares fits of a straight line to
the logarithm of the amplitude.

The slope, -0.434/2, of a linear fit to log [A(x)] versus x was used to
determine the attenuation coefficient, α, of all samples investigated in this study.
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Attenuation coefficients (α) derived from the first wave minimum and maximum of
all nine raw noodle samples are seen in Figure 4.38 and 4.39, respectively.

Figure 4.38. Attenuation coefficients (α) of raw YANs by wheat variety calculated
from the first minimum of the ultrasonic wave. Bars with different letters are
significantly different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS)
varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie (ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR.
Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) varieties include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR
and 5702PR.

Attenuation coefficient (α) values of all nine raw noodles ranged between
0.448 – 0.587 mm-1 (448-587 m-1), with CWRS 5603HR and CPSR HY985 being
the most and least attenuating samples respectively. Overall, CWRS class
noodles were observed to be more attenuating than CPSR class noodles. This
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may be related to higher protein content (CWRS > CPSR) resulting in more
complex dough matrixes, thus greater absorption or scattering of energy from the
propagating ultrasonic waves occurs. Significantly strong positive correlations
were found between flour protein content and attenuation coefficient (0.70;
P<0.05). Furthermore, a significantly (P<0.05) higher attenuation coefficient was
found for wheat class CWRS than CPSR (0.544 mm-1 vs. 0.484 mm-1,
respectively). Interestingly, CWRS AC Barrie contradicts the observed positive
relationship between flour protein content and wave attenuation as its
attenuation coefficient was found to be not significantly different (P=0.05) than
lower protein CPSR 5701PR, 5702PR and 5700PR. Furthermore CWRS AC
Barrie and Unity VB were found to be significantly (P=0.05) less attenuating than
the most attenuating CWRS 5603HR, despite their similar flour protein contents
(Figure 4.38,Table 4.1).
This suggests that there may be some additional underlying factor other
than flour protein content that may be causing these samples to be more
attenuating. It may be possible that higher observed wave attenuations may be a
result of the possible presence of tiny air bubbles trapped within the noodle
dough matrixes. Elmehdi et al (2004) and Mehta (2006) showed that ultrasonic
waves of wheat doughs mixed under vacuum were less attenuating than those
which were mixed in open air. Kidmose et al (2001) as well as other researchers
(Coupland 2004, Garcia-Alvarez et al 2005) suggest that intracellular air spaces
are largely responsible for the high attenuation observed at frequency ranges
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between 50 kHz – 1 MHz, thus further validating the positive relationship
between air bubbles and wave attenuation.
It is apparent that the multiple sheeting passes in noodle manufacturing
would substantially decrease the amount of air trapped in the dough crumbs
resulting from mixing. However it is acknowledged that dough sheeting would
not entirely eliminate all gas bubbles and the presence of small microscopic
bubbles within the dough matrix should be expected. Leroy et al (2008) and
Elmehdi et al (2004) showed that air free dough mixed under vacuum had a
density value of approximately 1290kg/m3.
All of the noodle dough samples investigated here were less dense
(Figure 4.31) than their vacuum mixed dough samples, thus suggesting the
possibility that tiny microscopic air bubbles in the sheeted noodles are present.
The highest attenuating samples CWRS 5603HR, Harvest, 5602HR and Unity
VB (Figure 4.38) were observed to have the lowest density values (Figure 4.31).
Furthermore, highest density CPSR 5700PR was found to be the least
attenuating sample, thus further affirming the possibility that tiny trapped
microscopic air bubbles are likely to be the cause of higher wave attenuations.
Based on this observed outcome, it would be assumed that lowest density CPSR
5702PR would be the highest attenuating sample. Interestingly, however, this
was not the case, as CPSR 5702PR was observed to be statistically no different
(Figure 4.38 and 4.39, first minimum and maximum respectively) in attenuation
compared to that of highest density CPSR 5700PR (least attenuating sample).
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Furthermore, insignificant negative correlations were found between
dough density and minimum wave attenuation (-0.31; P=0.41). Flour protein
however was found to strongly correlate well with minimum attenuation (0.70;
P<0.05) which supports the observed findings (Figure 4.38 and 4.39) with the
exception of low protein CPSR 5701PR, 5702PR, 5700PR (not statistically
different than higher protein CWRS Unity VB and AC Barrie noodles). The nature
of the proteins, relative to specifically coded LMW-GS alleles that influence
physical dough properties, in these three CPSR samples may be affecting wave
attenuation similar to those of the higher protein samples. HPLC work supports
this assumption as discernible differences in elution time and peaks of gliadin
and glutenin proteins for each wheat variety investigated here were evident in the
generated chromatographs (D.W. Hatcher, personal communication). No
correlations were observed, however, between wave attenuation and DDT and
DST; thus, in the case of the lower protein CPSR 5701PR, 5702PR and 5700PR,
other unapparent factors causing similar CWRS wave like attenuations may be
involved.
Attenuation coefficients derived from the first wave maximum were found
to be slightly less attenuating than the attenuation coefficients derived from the
first wave minimum, ranging between 0.437-0.569 mm-1 (437-569 m-1). All
varieties were ranked in the same order as Figure 4.38 with the exception of
CWRS Harvest and 5602HR, where their positions were switched as seen in
Figure 4.39. Despite their change in order between the minimum and maximum
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attenuation coefficient comparisons, CWRS Harvest and 5602HR in both cases
were found to not be significantly different in attenuation from one another.
Same comparative relationships and conclusions drawn for the first
minimum attenuation coefficients are made here as well. Overall, the CWRS
class was found to be more attenuating than the CPSR class (0.530 mm -1 vs.
0.472 mm-1) despite CPSR 5701PR, 5702PR and 5700PR being as attenuative
as high protein CWRS Unity VB and AC Barrie. Again, maximum attenuation
correlated strongly with flour protein (0.73; P<0.05). CPSR 5701PR, 5702PR and
5700PR’s observed anomaly is related to unapparent factor(s) worth
investigating.
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Figure 4.39. Attenuation coefficients (α) of raw YANs by wheat variety calculated
from the first maximum of the ultrasonic wave. Bars with different letters are
significantly different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian Western Red Spring (CWRS)
varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie (ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR.
Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) varieties include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR
and 5702PR.
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4.6.3. Calculating Raw YAN Dough Rheological Properties Derived From
Ultrasonic Wave Parameters

Measured frequency dependent wave velocities and attenuation
coefficients can be further utilized to help understand the nature of the material
being investigated with respect to its rheological behaviour, namely to determine
the storage (elastic, M’) and the loss (viscous, M”) moduli of the complex
longitudinal modulus (Equations 2.2 and 2.3, respectively).
Previous experiments utilizing ultrasonic wave velocities and attenuation
coefficients to investigate storage and loss moduli of food materials such as
cheese and wheat dough systems (Lee et al 1992, Kidmose et al 2001, Letang et
al 2001, Elmehdi et al 2004, Lee et al 2004, Ross et al 2004) have been
investigated. Bellido and Hatcher (2010) utilized wave characteristics of durum
and common wheat raw noodle doughs to study their rheological behaviour. The
same methodology is employed here to investigate the storage (elastic) and loss
(viscous) longitudinal moduli of the nine wheat noodle samples.
4.6.3.1. Minimum and Maximum Storage (M’) and Loss (M”) Moduli of Raw YAN
Doughs
The calculated minimum storage and loss moduli, using previously
determined first minimum velocity and attenuation coefficients, of the nine raw
noodle samples are shown in Figure 4.40.
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Figure 4.40. Storage (M’) and loss (M”) longitudinal moduli of raw YANs by wheat
variety derived from the first minimum wave parameters. Bars with different
letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian Western Red Spring
(CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie (ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and
5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) varieties include HY985, 5700PR,
5701PR and 5702PR.

Calculated minimum M’ modulus of the raw noodle samples studied
ranged between 117 - 167 MPa, where CWRS 5603HR and CPSR HY985 were
calculated to have the lowest and highest M’ values respectively. Furthermore,
lower protein CPSR samples were observed to be comparable, if not more
elastic in behaviour than respective 2-3% higher protein containing CWRS
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noodle samples. This was unexpected as higher protein samples are thought to
be associated with greater elastic behaviour.
Observed similar or greater M’ moduli here may be a function of protein
quality rather than content, as evident in Figure 4.40. The presence of dough
strengthening protein alleles (ex. Glu-B3 LMW-GS) in CPSR varieties will
influence similar if not stronger dough strength (elasticity) behaviour normally
associated with higher protein flours (Lukow et al 2006). A positive correlation
between DDT (dough strength indicator) and minimum M’ (0.38; P=0.30) was
observed implying that the nature of the proteins do influence elastic like
behaviour normally observed with greater protein content. Furthermore, negative
correlations were found between M’ (storage) modulus and flour protein content
(-0.59; P<0.10) and with wet gluten (-0.66; P<0.05). Other factor(s), other than
wet gluten, gluten strength (DDT) and flour protein content, that are not apparent
may possibly be influencing M’. Overall, CPSR class noodles were calculated to
have a significantly (P=0.05) higher storage modulus derived from the first
minimum results (minimum M’) than CWRS class noodles (155 MPa vs 135 MPa,
respectively). This was expected as minimum M’ values of CPSR varieties were
similar if not greater than respective CWRS varieties (Figure 4.40).
Minimum loss modulus (M”) of the nine samples ranged between 159 and
214 MPa, where CPSR 5702PR and CWRS 5602HR were calculated to have the
lowest and highest loss moduli (minimum M”) respectively (Figure 4.40). All
CWRS samples were found to have significantly (P=0.05) higher calculated loss
moduli (minimum M”) over the CPSR noodle samples with the exception of
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CPSR 5701PR (not statistically different compared to CWRS AC Barrie, 5603HR
and Unity VB). This suggests that CWRS noodles exhibit more viscous like
behaviour (dissipate more energy) than the lower protein CPSR noodle samples.
These values are consistent with the results from Bellido and Hatcher (2010).
This is interesting as it was expected that higher protein flours (CWRS) would
store rather than dissipate energy. This observation corroborates with the work of
Letang et al (2001), where less hydrated (stiffer) doughs displayed increases in
the loss modulus (M”) at low frequencies. In addition, M” (minimum) modulus
were found to strongly correlate with flour protein (0.93; P<0.005) and wet gluten
(0.90; P<0.001). Furthermore, minimum M” by class comparison lead to the
conclusion that CWRS class noodles were significantly (P=0.05) more viscous
(205a) in nature than the CPSR (174b) class raw noodles.
Storage (M’) and loss (M”) moduli derived from the first wave maximum
were also evaluated (Figure 4.41). Maximum storage moduli (M’) ranged
between 124 and 161 MPa, with CWRS 5603HR and CPSR HY985 exhibiting
the lowest and highest M’ values respectively (Figure 4.41). Maximum loss
moduli (M”) ranged between 141 and 197 MPa, with CPSR 5702PR and CWRS
5602HR having the lowest and highest M” values respectively (Figure 4.41).
Similar conclusions observed for minimum storage (M’) and loss (M”) moduli are
seen here. Overall, maximum M’ of low protein CPSR samples were comparable
to CWRS despite the difference in flour protein. All CPSR samples, with the
exception of CPSR 5701PR significantly dissipated less energy (more elastic in
behaviour, maximum M”) than the CWRS noodle samples. A negative
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correlation was found between flour protein and maximum M’ (-0.53; P<0.15).
Maximum loss moduli (M”) correlated significantly with flour protein (0.93;
P<0.0005). In addition, wet gluten again strongly correlated with maximum M”
(0.92; P<0.001).

Figure 4.41. Storage (M’) and loss (M”) longitudinal moduli of raw YANs by wheat
variety derived from the first maximum wave parameters. Bars with different
letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian Western Red Spring
(CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie (ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and
5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) varieties include HY985, 5700PR,
5701PR and 5702PR.
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4.6.3.2. Minimum and Maximum Tan Δ values of Raw YAN Doughs
Tan Δ (or M”/M’) is an additional parameter that can be used to describe
the mechanical behaviour of raw noodle doughs. Values for both minimum and
maximum tan Δ (derived from first minimum and maximum wave parameters) are
shown in Figure 4.42 for all nine raw noodle samples studied.

Figure 4.42. Minimum and maximum tan Δ values of raw YANs by wheat variety
derived from first minimum and maximum wave parameters. Bars with different
letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian Western Red Spring
(CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie (ACBar), UnityVB, 5602HR, and
5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) varieties include HY985, 5700PR,
5701PR and 5702PR.
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Minimum tan Δ values ranged between 1.00 – 1.72 and were found to be
slightly higher (vs. 0.96 – 1.24) than those reported by Bellido and Hatcher
(2010). Materials exhibit greater relative elastic behaviour when calculated tan Δ
values are low (Bellido and Hatcher 2010). Of the nine noodle samples, CPSR
HY985 had the lowest minimum tan Δ value thus exhibiting the greatest elastic
behaviour. CPSR 5700PR and 5702PR were found to not be significantly
different from CPSR HY985. CWRS AC Barrie and Unity VB were the only two
high protein samples that were comparable in minimum tan Δ elastic behaviour
to that of low protein CPSR 5701PR (Figure 4.42). The exact same order and
trend was observed for the maximum tan Δ values. Maximum tan Δ values were
slightly lower ranging between 0.90 – 1.54. Minimum and maximum tan Δ values
for all CPSR samples were observed to be lower (more elastic) than the CWRS
samples, however CWRS AC Barrie and Unity VB were found statistically not
different when compared to CPSR 5701PR for both minimum and maximum tan
Δ observations. Interestingly, minimum tan Δ was found to correlate positively
with flour protein (0.85; P<0.005) and wet gluten (0.90; P<0.005). If a low tan Δ
value is associated with relative elastic behaviour, these observed correlations
contradict the notion that more gluten protein would provide greater elastic
behaviour. This relationship was also noted for maximum tan Δ values which
were again found to correlate positively with flour protein (0.87; P<0.005) and wet
gluten (0.87; P<0.005). Furthermore, by class comparison, both minimum and
maximum tan Δ values were found to be significantly (P=0.05) higher for CWRS
than CPSR class noodles.
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Although it would be assumed that the higher protein containing CWRS
noodle samples would be more elastic in behaviour (with the exception of CWRS
AC Barrie and Unity VB), this was not observed here. This further adds credence
to the concept that the nature of the proteins (quality), i.e. specific coded alleles
of Glu-A3, Glu-3, Glu-D3 LMW-GS, may be influencing rheological behaviour
more so than protein content. Table 4.1 supports this notion as flour
characteristics (DDT and DST which measure relative protein quality) of CPSR
variety flours are found to be comparable if not greater than respective CWRS
varieties despite their protein content differences. Furthermore, a negative
correlation was observed between DDT and both minimum and maximum tan Δ
values, implying elastic behaviour is influenced by flour protein quality rather than
content here.
4.6.3.3. Minimum and Maximum Mechanical Moduli (MM) of Raw YAN Doughs
The mechanical modulus (MM), MM =

, derived from both

first minimum and maximum determined wave parameters (velocity and
attenuation coefficients), were also calculated. Bellido and Hatcher (2010) found
YAN formulated with dough stiffeners (transglutaminase and increasing salt
concentrations) had significantly higher mechanical moduli compared to the
control. This implies that high MM values are indicative of firm rheological
behaviour. Figure 4.43 illustrates MM (both minimum and maximum) values of
the raw noodle samples investigated.
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Of the nine samples investigated, CWRS AC Barrie and CPSR 5702PR
were found to have the highest (258 MPa) and lowest (214 MPa) minimum MM
respectively implying MM to be a function of flour protein content. A positive
correlation between MM and flour protein content was observed (0.65: P<0.05)
supporting their relationship. Statistically however, the minimum MM of lower
protein CPSR 5701PR was found to be not so different compared to CWRS AC
Barrie, 5602HR and Unity VB. Furthermore, CPSR HY985 and 5700PR were
observed to be not significantly (P=0.05) different from higher protein CWRS
Harvest (Figure 4.43). These observations do not conform with the positive
relationship between flour protein content and MM. It is speculated that
differences in the nature of the flours proteins to be an influencing factor for
dough firmness when protein content is low. The dough strength, measured by
DDT, of CPSR 5701PR, HY985 and 5700PR were found to be greater (longer
DDT) than all CWRS varieties with the exception of CWRS 5602HR (Table 4.1).
Furthermore, despite their weaker dough strengths, CPSR 5701PR, HY985 and
5700PR raw noodles were found to be as firm (statistically similar MM value) as
the strongest and highest protein CWRS 5602HR (Figure 4.43). Additionally,
positive correlations were observed between minimum MM and DST (0.68;
P<0.05) and with, however weakly, DDT. These observed facts support protein
quality as a contributing factor in overall raw dough behaviour.
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Figure 4.43. Minimum and maximum mechanical moduli (MM) of raw YANs by
wheat variety derived from the first minimum and maximum wave parameters.
Bars with different letters are significantly different at P = 0.05 level. Canadian
Western Red Spring (CWRS) varieties include Harvest, AC Barrie (ACBar),
UnityVB, 5602HR, and 5603HR. Canadian Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) varieties
include HY985, 5700PR, 5701PR and 5702PR.

Comparison of the maximum MM again found CWRS AC Barrie and
CPSR 5702PR to have the highest (243 MPa) and the lowest (199 MPa) values
respectively. Statistically, lower protein CPSR 5701PR again was found to be no
different in maximum MM when compared to CWRS AC Barrie, 5602HR, Harvest
and Unity VB. In addition CPSR 5702PR and HY985 were not significantly
(P=0.05) different from CWRS 5603HR (Figure 4.43). Here too, positive
correlations between maximum MM and flour protein (0.80; P<0.01) and with
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DST (0.58; P<0.10) indicate their influence on overall raw dough behaviour.
These statistically determined relationships provide positive insight as to why
some CPSR samples were observed to be as firm in behaviour as CWRS
cultivars despite the significant difference in flour protein content. Moreover, as
an entire wheat class, CPSR and CWRS were found to be statistically as firm as
one another (no significant (P=0.05) difference). This was not surprising in light of
similar MM (both minimum and maximum) values observed by individual sample
comparison.
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4.7. Correlations between Measured Parameters of Ultrasonic and Traditional
Test Methods for Accessing Asian YAN Texture
Statistical comparisons of texture measuring parameters between the new
ultrasonic and traditional test methods were investigated to determine any
significant correlations. Tables 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 summarize correlations between
texture parameters of the new ultrasonic test method and the empirical tests:
Maximum Cutting Stress (MCS), Stress Relaxation (SR) and Kieffer rig tests
respectively.
Protein content was found to significantly correlate with noodle MCS
(Table 4.5). This relationship was also observed in both studies of Miskelly
(1994) and Huang and Morrison (1988) on their work with YANs made from
common wheat as well as in Hatcher et al (2008b) and their work with durum
YANs. Positive and significant correlations (P<0.10) were observed between
cooked noodle MCS and minimum and maximum wave velocity, M” loss modulus
and tan Δ (Table 4.5).
Insignificance of the majority of results may be due to the difference in the
nature of the test noodles evaluated (raw vs. cooked). Higher confidence
between these measured parameters may be present if either raw or cooked
noodles are investigated for both tests. To the current knowledge, there is no
other published data that can be used to compare with these results. These
current correlation findings, however, do encourage further investigation into the
relationships between these two test methods when accessing noodle texture in
either the raw or cooked state.
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Weak and insignificant relationships were observed between all ultrasonic
and stress relaxation parameters in this study (Table 4.6). Bellido and Hatcher
(2010) found wave velocity, attenuation, M’, tan Δ and mechanical modulus
correlated significantly (P<0.10) with maximum stress (20% deformation strain).
In addition, they found no significant correlations were observed between
ultrasonic parameters and overall rate of relaxation (1/S*) and residual stress
(P*). Again, consistency of the nature of the test noodles may improve
correlations of the independent measured parameters.
The majority of the Kieffer rig parameters were insignificant and weakly
related to the ultrasonic parameters (Table 7.4). Wave velocity was found to
significantly correlate (P<0.10) with Kieffer rig pull, stress, AeV and Fd. As
previously mentioned, improved significance and correlations may be relevant if
comparisons were made using consistent noodle samples (raw or cooked). It is
apparent that the cooking process causes desirable denaturation (gelatinization
and gelling of starch) of YAN, subsequently altering their texture and test results.
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Table 4.5. Correlation coefficients (R) and probability values (P) between first
minimum and maximum derived wave parameters and maximum cutting stress
(MCS) parameter of YANs
Ultrasound Parameter
Protein

MCS

Min. Attenuation (α)

0.868
0.002
0.781
0.012
0.718
0.0291
0.414

Min. M’

-0.359

Min. M”

0.704
0.034
0.602
0.085
0.571

Wet Gluten
Min. Velocity (v)

Min. Tan Δ (M”/M’)
Min. Mechanical Modulus
Max. Velocity (v)

0.705
0.033

Max. Attenuation (α)

0.443

Max. M’

-0.33

Max. M”

0.691
0.039
0.619
0.075
0.64
0.063

Max. Tan Δ (M”/M’)
Max. Mechanical Modulus

Min., minimum values; Max., maximum values; MCS, Maximum Cutting Stress.
No P-value = not significant.
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Table 4.6. Correlation coefficient (R) and probability values (P) between first
minimum and maximum derived wave parameters and stress-relaxation
parameters for YAN
SR20%
k1
k2
EI
LF
Ultrasound Parameter

UF

Min. Velocity (v)

0.172

0.158

-0.274

-0.323

0.339

0.12

Min. Attenuation (α)

-0.232

0.247

0.21

-0.02

0.208

0.136

Min. M’

0.322

-0.259

-0.325

-0.072

-0.241

-0.202

Min. M”

0.126

0.175

-0.22

-0.301

0.343

0.132

Min. Tan Δ (M”/M’)

-0.129

0.238

0.085

-0.111

0.313

0.182

Min. Mechanical Modulus

0.405

0.0007

-0.519

-0.415

0.222

0.0001

Max. Velocity (v)

0.11

0.19

-0.206

-0.286

0.343

0.136

Max. Attenuation (α)

-0.201

0.227

0.177

-0.056

0.221

0.135

Max. M’

0.325

-0.225

-0.342

-0.092

-0.234

-0.206

Max. M”

0.06

0.204

-0.146

-0.259

0.348

0.151

-0.111

0.227

0.066

-0.127

0.324

0.185

0.28

0.099

-0.394

-0.371

0.274

0.053

Max. Tan Δ (M”/M’)
Max. Mechanical Modulus

Min., minimum values; Max., maximum values; SR20%, stress relaxation % at 20 s; k1,
initial rate of relaxation; k2, extent of relaxation; EI, Elastic Index; LF, loading work force;
UF, unloading work force. No P-value = not significant.
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Table 4.7. Correlation coefficient (R) and probability values (P) between first minimum and maximum derived wave
parameters and Kieffer rig parameters for YAN
Ultrasound
Parameter
Min. Velocity
(v)
Min.
Attenuation (α)
Min. M’

Pull

StressA

strainrate

AeV

StrainR

YM

0.591
0.093
0.17

0.634
0.066
0.338

-0.483

0.575

0.444

-0.159

0.638
0.064
0.299

Hencky
Strain
0.569

0.151

0.458

-0.101

-0.312

0.085

-0.257

-0.08

Min. M”

0.552

0.617
0.076

-0.455

0.616
0.077

Min. Tan Δ

0.37

0.527

-0.303

0.591
0.093
0.559

0.504

Min. MM

Fd

AER
0.575

0.144

0.621
0.073
0.432

-0.514

-0.074

-0.435

-0.08

0.534

0.466

0.528

0.615
0.077

0.535

0.492

0.347

0.563

0.342

0.609
0.081

0.347

-0.482

0.545

0.164

-0.458

0.619
0.075

0.468

0.584
0.098
0.535

0.413

0.62
0.074

0.586
0.096
0.542

0.586
0.096
0.542

0.617
0.076

0.151

Max. Velocity
(v)
Max.
Attenuation (α)
Max. M’

0.194

0.362

-0.181

0.325

0.176

0.47

0.168

0.458

0.176

-0.068

-0.291

0.058

-0.23

-0.047

-0.516

-0.042

-0.43

-0.047

Max. M”

0.518

-0.427

0.497

0.492

0.362

0.572

0.356

0.617
0.076
0.623
0.072
0.495

0.499

0.385

0.597
0.089
0.509

0.499

Max. Tan Δ

0.604
0.084
0.542

-0.317

0.362

0.595
0.561
-0.487
0.588
0.586
0.286
0.581
0.586
Max. MM
0.096
0.095
0.097
0.1
0.097
Min., minimum values; Max., maximum values; YM, Young’s Modulus; AeV, Apparent Extensional Viscosity; AER, Apparent
Extension Ratio; M’, storage or elastic modulus; M”, loss or viscous modulus; MM, Mechanical Modulus =
; Tan Δ =
M”/M’; Fd, Dough Force. No P-value = not significant.
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5. Conclusions
From this research project, it is readily apparent that the only obvious
difference between the two investigated wheat classes/varieties is flour protein
content, where CWRS wheat class/varieties on average are ~2% greater in flour
protein than the CPSR wheat class/varieties. Because of this, along with the
general notion that higher protein flours produce higher quality yellow alkaline
noodles, it would be expected that the CWRS class/variety flours would dominate
in terms of producing firmer (desirable texture) noodles over the CPSR
class/variety noodles.
In general, noodle texture results derived from conventional (MCS, SR
and Kieffer Rig) and ultrasound texture test methods compared by wheat class
does validate the concept that higher protein flours produce better quality
products (firmer noodles). Comparison of texture findings by wheat variety
however contradicts the aforementioned idea, as noodle texture results derived
from conventional and ultrasound test methods led to the conclusion that
respective CPSR wheat varieties were comparable if not better (firmer) in noodle
texture than their CWRS wheat variety counterparts, despite the ~2% difference
in flour protein content.
Cooked noodle texture results derived from the MCS (empirical) texture
test showed that higher protein CWRS wheat class noodles overall were firmer
(desired YAN texture quality) than their CPSR wheat class counterpart. However
by wheat variety comparison, CPSR 5700PR (~2% lower protein flour) was
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comparable in cooked noodle firmness to all CWRS variety flours except the
highest protein flour CWRS 5602HR.
Cooked noodle texture evaluated by the SR test method (SR20%, k1, k2,
and EI parameters) also showed that noodles made from CPSR variety wheat
flours produced noodles as firm if not firmer than the higher protein CWRS
counterparts, despite what was observed by overall wheat class comparison
(CWRS firmer than CPSR class wheat). Furthermore, cooked noodle behaviour
derived from the Kieffer Rig test method (pull, failure stress, strain rate, apparent
extensional viscosity (AeVR), strain ration (strainR), Young’s modulus (YM),
Hencky’s strain (strainHR), dough force (Fd), and apparent extension ratio
(AER)), again showed that CPSR variety noodles, despite their significant
difference in flour protein content, were as firm if not firmer than their cooked
noodle CWRS variety counterparts.
These cooked noodle texture results show that lower protein flours are
capable of producing noodles with desirable cooked noodle texture that is
normally associated with high protein flours. This information is valuable,
particularly so for new or small family based noodle manufacturers as production
costs (under normal circumstances) can be kept low (not paying premium price
for high protein flour), while still maintaining noodle quality and profitable returns.
The new low intensity ultrasound test method was found to be capable of
discriminating rheological differences of raw noodles. Velocity and attenuation
coefficient parameters derived from both first wave minimum (trough) and
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maximum (peak) of the captured waves can be used to understand the
rheological behaviour of raw noodles. Wave velocities traveled faster through
CWRS class noodles than CPSR class noodles, indicating more ordered and
compact (developed) gluten matrix. This observed result supports the general
thought that more available flour protein results in better overall product quality.
However by wheat variety comparison, wave velocities (derived from first wave
minimum and maximum) travelling through ~2% lower protein noodles (CPSR
5701PR) were as fast as higher protein CWRS samples. This highlights the fact
that the dough or gluten matrix is not entirely influenced by flour protein content
but also by the quality of the wheat proteins themselves. Dough strength
measured by Brabender farinograph supports this idea as it was concluded that
CPSR varieties were as strong if not stronger in dough strength (DDT and DST)
than CWRS varieties despite the significant difference in flour protein content.
Storage and loss moduli derived from the first minimum and maximum
wave parameters further supports protein quality rather than flour protein content
influences on dough behaviour. CPSR class noodles were found to significantly
store more energy than the higher protein CWRS class noodles, highlighting their
greater elastic constraint, thus firmer behaviour in spite of less available gluten
protein. Furthermore, significantly lower tan Δ values (indication of firmness)
were observed for CPSR class noodles than their higher protein corresponding
wheat class.
These results indicate that ultrasound can discriminate rheological
differences. Using ultrasound can be beneficial for noodle producers as this
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technology is inexpensive and obtaining information is quicker when compared to
conventional texture test methods. In addition, low intensity ultrasound is nondestructive, thus saving time and production costs. The findings here conclude
that noodle makers should strongly consider the used of some CPSR variety
flours over CWRS variety flours for YAN production. Results here have shown
CPSR wheat flours are capable of producing good firm and elastic noodles
(normally associated with high protein flours). Most importantly, using CPSR
class wheat flours over CWRS would be economically beneficial.
5.1. Future Work
From this study, it has become apparent that certain improvements and/or
additional tests can be done to help further our knowledge of Canadian wheat
and its textural suitability for Asian noodles using new ultrasound technology.
Wave characteristics of cooked noodles rather than raw noodles (as used in this
study) would perhaps be more insightful as more direct measured parameter
comparisons can be made with the traditional (empirical and fundamental) tests.
Additionally, it would also be insightful to look at Asian noodle texture (raw
or cooked) made from wheat doughs mixed under vacuum. This would not only
address the issue of highly attenuating microscopic air bubbles in the noodles,
but also be valuable information that would appeal to the premium Japanese
noodle market. Transitioning into ultrasonic testing at higher frequency ranges: 1
MHz, rather than 50 kHz (used in this study) would be an advantage as wave
profiles are more informative. In addition problems associated with air bubbles
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are negated at higher frequencies. Lastly, investigating the use of non-contact
ultrasonics as this can be then incorporated directly on the noodle processing
machine which may help cut the cost and time needed for destructive sample
testing.
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